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I N T R O D U C T I O N  I 

The  following notes on the tribes or  the eastern part  of the Balipara Frontier Tract ,  cornmonl aowa as 
tile Subans~ri Reglon, were wrltten at  var~ous dates dunnp  my appo~ntment  as Special Officer, Sugn$iei in 
1944 and 1945. 1 had then the oppnrtunlty of establishing close and friendly contact w ~ t h  t r ~ b e r  pltrctidly 
unknown to the outs~de world, and of enterlng t r~ba l  country never bcfore vis~ted by European or Indian. 

a s  large as possible on the ethnographic map Certaln general~zations which 

these notes will enable future lnvesrlgators to shorten the per~od or  haphazard collection of datrr,.ln.i ' 

them to penetrate more quickly to tile dynam~cs  of a culture-change w h ~ c h  the vlrtual kt$rminat~t.# 7 1 
tr~hesmcn's age old lsolar~on has now made ~nev~tab le .  . .  4. * / ' L  

bome cftlle notes wrltten In 1944 have been rev~sed in the lixht or the additional ltnowle('_& 
mv tours or 1915, and the notes are now a r r a n g d  accord~ng to subjects and not c + ~ o r n l ~ r ~ ' d ~ ] l ~ ~ ~ ~  1 
they fall short ol a complete ou t l~ne  of the complex culture-pattrrn of tho ~ubghv:iri Kcgior 
I I , , ~  too d i ~ r a ~ t  future I m-ty be able to embody the rcst of the material culled during twy . 
among Apa l ' an~s ,  L)afl,s and M ~ r l s  In a more cornprehrnsive anthropological stu,J,v. kJnril .,c!;;, 4.- 

silort field notes may s e n e  as a:, ~ntrocluctlon Into the ethnography OI one of the brf~~nox,l .a' 
on  the bortlers of I r ~ d ~ a  I 

" / ? '  
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NOTES ON TRIBAL GROUPS IN THE 
SUBANSHRI REGION 

Accompanied by a Population Map 

The Sttbansiri Region is one-of the least known parts of the North-East Frontier. The first determined 
effort to esplore the area south-west of the Subansiri, and particularly the valleys of the Kamla and Khru 
was the Miri Mission in 1911-12, and the greater part of the existing maps are based on the survey operations 
thcn underiaken. The Miri Mission concentrated mainly on topographical exploration, and the two 
published reports contain but scanty inlormation on the ethnological, sociological and economic conditions 
in  the area -1isited. From 1912 to 1944 no exploratory expedition entered the Subansui Regioll; the tours of 
Pal~tical Officers were short and mainly confiued to areas previously visited. 

When in March 1944 I started work among the tribes of the Subansiri Region. no  records more recent or 
fuller than the two Miri Mission Reports were available, and information on the distribution of populations. 
tribal divisions, langmlages, customs and migrations had to be built up from scratch. The area which r 
was able to tour in 1944 and 1945 includes most of the ground covered by the Miri Mission and in 
addition lire Kiyi Valley and the Upper Panior Valley to the west, and the Sipi Valley to the north, none 
ol which had ever been visited. This leaves more than half of the territory between the plains to the south 
and the grrat bend ol'the Subansiri to the north-east still unexplored. and even in the areas which I could 
visit enquiries into tribal conditions had to be in the nature of a rapid survey rather than of intensive 
i nvestigation. 

The population map which these notes are to accompany is therefore only a tentative beginning. 
It is accurate only in the areas visited, but where information on the populations in as yet unexplored 
country is available tribal groups have been entered on the map even if the exact distribution and position 
o l  villages is still doubtful. 

No fullv consistent policy could be adopted reearding the demarcation of tribal groups. Where relia- 
ble information has been gained sub-groups of tribes, such as exoganlous phratries, have been entered 
separately and under distinct signs but where detailed investigations are lacking the units are blocked in 
rough outline. 

Migration3 of tribal groups ofwhich historic evidence is available have been indicated by arrows, 
but purely legendary migrations, such as the migration of the Apa Tanis, have not been entered on 
the map. 

In nost  parts of the Subansiri Region the village-names given on the Survey of India maps arc 
inaccurate or out of date. For the Surveyors of the Miri Mission cntered in many cases not the locality name, 
but the name of the clan-group predominant at  the time of the survey*. For instance, the village of Ming.i 
on the north-east bank of the Kamla which is inhabited bv people or Kabak clan is not marked as "Mingt;" 
but as "Kal~ak". 1 his is apt to cause conl'usion, as the Kabak clan is not confined to Mingo, but forms the 
main population of several other villages. Similarly the village of Tapo on the south bank or the Kamls 
which contains the core of the Chimr phratry is marked as Chemir. O n  this population-map the clan-names 
entered on the Survey of India maps have been retained as village-names wherever they are still more 
commonly used than the locality-names. In  other cases they are given in brackets below the locality-names. 

DAFLAS O R  NISU 

The Assamese term Dafla, like the term Abor, seems to have originally meant 'wild man' or 'barba- 
rian', but i t  has for a long time been applied to the tribes inhabiting the hills between the Miri cuuntry 
to the east and the Aka country to the west. Thus it would seem that the tribesmen known to their Assamese 
ncighbours ns D~f las  do not extend as Tar east zu the Subansiri River, but we will see presently that the 
distinction between "DaBas" and "Hill Miris" is largely arbitrary. 

For administrativr purposes the Daflas have been divided into Western and Eastern Daflas, and this 
division seems to be based on a diKerence in dialect in so far as the Daflas of the foothills and outer ranges 
arc conccrncd. In  their own language the Eastern Daflas describe themselves as Nisu or as  Nif, and refer 
to the Western Daflas as Yan. But the Western Dafla? &ll themselves Malu and refer to the Eastern Daflas as 
Tagen. The dividing line between the two groups seems to coincide roughly wlth the watershed between 
Kameng and Par, but in the foothills the two groups dovetail. It is unlikely however that the distinction 
between M'cstern and Eastern Daflas as the two main groups or the trihes can stand closer scrutiny. For it 
seems to cut across the groups bmed on the traditiona! genealogy ofthe Dafla clans. 

According to tribal tradition all Daflar, are divided into Dopum clans, Dodum clans and Do1 rlans, 
known a9 puch alter their legendary ance3tors, the sons of Takr. Takr was a descendent of At Nia, whose 
father was Teni, he!ieved to be the forerather not only of all Daflas, but also of the other hill-races sharing 
the Daflas' habitat., Whether the Dopum, Dodum and the Do1 groups were ever striclly localized we do not 
yet know : today  here are areas where clans of all three groups live side by side, but others where only one 
group is rcpresented. 

The Dopum group is believed to be descended from the eldest of the three brothers, but in the area so Tar 
explored it is represented only by a very fcw clans and even these persist only as irolated households livin.; 
in such foothill villages as Joyhing and Bo~ul i .  I t  is raid that more oopulouc clana of this group exist. 
somewhere on the Upper Khru, but Cor this tie have as yet no confirmation and it is by no means impossil~le 
chat the splinters of the Dopum group now round in the foothill# are all that remains of a group which was 
first split up and then almost obliterated by later wavea oT Dol and Dodum clans. 

Dmflar mnd Miril orten refer to settlements by the name of a promi~~cnt clan and give the name of the locality only when 
directly qucltioncd. I t  is therefore no1 lurprising that the Miri hliraion mistook in aomc casea clan-names lor locality-nemu. 

? Hi meant 'human bcing' and u the root of such worda sc n i q a  man, aiw 'woman', n i y a b  'boy'. 



The Do1 clans, considered the deseendanta of the middle brother, are c o n c e n t r a t e f m a i n ~ ~  in the area of 
the I<hru and Upper Kamla, where, as it seems, they form the only population of large nreag. 'The Dol clans 
that are found todav in the Panior and Kiyi vallcys have the clear tradition that they i ~ n m i ~ r a t e d  from an 
area near the Khru River, and in many cases the stages of this migration are still remembered. 

The Dodum clans prevail now mainly to the south in tlie Par and Panior area, but they too believe their 
a.ncestors immigrated from the north via the Palin and IGyi valley. 

The Dol group is subdivided into several exogamous phratries, twe of which can already be discerned 
with a certain-degree of clarity. 

The Durum Duiphratry comprises the clans of Likha, Cemir, Chuhu, Pi], Blohu, Tassr and 2everal 
semi-extinct clans such as Nikh, Yua, Tade, Tajin and Dohe. Tliese clans are strongest in the Palin and Kiyi 
valleys, but the Chuhu ancl Pil clans, which were concentrated in a number ol' villazes to both sides of the 
Panior, in the area where it is joined by the Pein, the Nlorchi and the combined ICele-Pnnaen, were dispersed 
four generations ago by the raids of the Techu and Napuin clans, and today thzrc rsist 110 v i l l : ~ c s  
where Chuhu and Pil men form the predominant population, though individual families live in villages 
of the Kivi valley, the .Torurn-Talo arca, and the Panior and Par valleys. . .  - 

~h~ Dukurn Duri  phratry consists of two subdivisions, a southern and a nort!?er:;. The  southern or n u k u m  
sub-phratry incl,ldes the clans of Hora, Tai ,  Buri, Talcum, To-hi, Hori, Binda, Kurnra, Boki, Ichoda, 
Lido Linia, Tapi, Toke, Jorum and Tod. Its main concentration is in the Khru region and the hills 
between Khru and Kamla, but someSfour or five generation ago, the Tolio, Jorum and Tod clans migratcd 
southwards and occupied the area south-west of the Apa Tani country. 

The northern or Duri sub-phratry comprises such clans 2s Toksi l'agro, Tumr ,  Tungam, Tayam, and 
NGyi, known collectively as Tedr-Temr and the clans Sartain, Mei, Rugi, Tali  and Hzki, which are referred 
to under the term Haki-Hanya. This sub-phratry is slid to include all the clans in thc Sclu valley as well 
as the clans inhabiting the Kamla valley from Tali upwards. 

In  the Kamla valley below Tali and Goba there is a group of clans known as Tai-Tamin, and there 
is good reason to believe that these clans which Iblm today an enclave between villaaes of the GUNGU 
group are also part of the Duri sub.phratry. They include the Kabak clan (now divided into several suh- 
cl.rns and spread over the villages of Mingo, Gute, Lapchi, Bidalc and Hova), Lomra, Dalu and Higlo. 
This group is not exogamous and Kabak and Balu, Tor instance, intermarry freely. Both the Gungil and the 
Kabak people have the tradition that the clans of the Tai-Ta~nin gl.oup immigrated into their prescnt area 
from the higher cou'ntry on the upper Kamla, and in doing so they split the Gullgii group in two. The expan- 
sion of the Kabak clan, which radiated from Mi11g.o has not yet come to an end and within the last two geoe- 
rations the village of Hova * changed from a Gungii village to a settlement of the Kabak clan. 

It will be noticed that the last clans of the Duri sub-phratry and indecd also most Dukum clans inhabit 
an area which is commonly known as the "Miri Hills," and these clans form part o f a  population havo bccn 
described in official records as Miri ever sirice the time of the Mirl Mission. Yet, there can be no  doubt that in 
the minds of the tribesmen and according to all traditional genealogicl (genea!ogies largely legendary but yet 
reflecting actual tribal divisions) they form part 01 the D O L  group. We are thus led to thc conclqsion that the 
arhituary divisions created by the official terinillology and the divisions recognized by the tribesmen them- 
selves, overlap and intersect. 

Whereas the Durum-Dui and Dukurn-Duri phratries are discernable a t  least in outline, little is a yet 
known of the other phratries ol'the DOL group, the areas of their distribution having so far only been 
touched on the fringes. 

The Bindu-Bene phratry which includes the dans  of Gollo, Chera Tedr, Tai ,  Tara  and Tahe,  seems to 
be concentrated mainly in the Panyi valley, and those families of Gollo clan, who live'toda" in Mcngo 
and other villages of the Panior valley have the clear tradition of having immigrate1 from villages on the 
P n ~ ~ y i  River. The Gollo clan is represented also in villages on the upper course of the Paha, a tributary 
oi' the Kameng River. There is a direct route between the Panior and the Pahe valle", but we do  not 
know a3 yet whether there is also a direct conncction between the Paha and the Panyi valleys. 

The Yan, known officially as Western DaRar, belong also to the Do1 group. The Dodum D d a s  thougI1 
referring to the individual western Daflas as Yan, dcscribe the whole group as Jif i-Tpkhu. T h k  may be 
the name of one phratry, best known to the tribesmen of tlie Par and Panior, or it may be a collective tertri 
com;>arable to Dukum-Duri, for sevcral phratries of Yan Daflas. The fact that the language of thc YEn si 
considerably dimerent from thr Lcli dixlect spoken in the Par valley, but  has close affinities with the 'Aya' 
dialects as spoken by the Do1 clans of the higher hills, seems to aflirrn the tradition that  they too form part  
01' thc Dol group. 

The third major tribal division is the D O D U M  group and this is sub-divided into four enogalnous 
phratries. 

The Bhnf or Tebu phratry, consistin5 of the clans of Tabia, Tei, Bat, Debia, T e  ri, Tebu,  Tang. Tesii 
Cnlii, Takh, Kara and Tadc is today round mainly in the lowcr Pal~ior valley and in the Par region. 
U n ~ i l  three generations ago me~nberv or this pli:-all.)r wcre settled in the Upper Panior valley and in the 
K;\  i valley, and there can be no doubt that scveral if not all clans of this phratry have moved int o their 
pr7sent territory only in fairly reccrlt times. 

T11c L ~ l i  or Pokl~e phratry includes today the clans of Licha, Nielom, Tar ,  Liri and Lod which are 
concentrated in tlie Kiyi valley. and the cla~is of Sodu, Sohum, Raha, Tana,  Techii, Tao, T o  b and Nirri 
found mainly in the Panior and Par vallev. There is a tradition that the ancestor of the Licha, Niclom, Tar  
and Lisi clano belonged ori~inally to the Dol group but became the 'brotlicrs' of thc Leli group when during 
a raid they had to beg the help of some Leli men. Like the Bhat-Tebu clans, the Daflas of the Leli group 
ha1.r not always lived in the foothilb, biit are believed to have enterd the Kiyi valley from the north via the 
Y S ~ I I ~ O ~  pass, and to have then filtered southwards. 

The Kemdir phratry, consisting o l  the clans of Pochu, Pei, Mai, Ralo, Naran, Kop, Tok, Taro,  Niri 
and 'Telii, and are now strongly represcntcd only in the villages of R1lai, Pochu and Pei with an o a h o o t  i n  
distant nua ; they share with the Leli group the tradition of an immigration via the Yapubog from the Palin 
ancl Khru valley. 

T This village is marked on the Survey of India (No. 03 1, A 1) ar Tago dter the Tago claa which was predominant in 1911 
but 1s today nearly cxtluct, 



T h e  Cltilior Durnchi phratry which is said to include the clans of Nabum, Nurum-Benga, GGmir 
Talcum, Tara,  Tade, Chipu, Lokam, Sanya, Barnil, Tarnchi, Kami, Kamnu, ICahi, Rikam, Riki, Riallg, 
Ride, Decha and Dara is the latest of the Dodurn phratries to expand southwards and the allcestors of 
the important Nabum clan migrated only five or six generations ago from the Khru to Mengo in 
the Upper Panior valley. There the clan grew rapidly a n d  soon spread into the Periing anrl Par valleys. 
But most other clans of this, as yet little known, phratry still live in the Upper !<hru valley, and it would 
thus seem that not only in the lowerhills of the Par and Panior Region, whosc. population corlsists largely of 
recent imnligrants, but also on the Upper Khru clans of the Dopum, Dol and  he Dodurn groups live side by 
side, sharing if not the same villages the same valleys. 

Language.-At first sight) it would appear that the Major tribal divisions among the Daflas coincide 
with linguistic groupings. D d a s  of the foothills refer, for instance, to their own dialect as Leli language, 
to  the dialect of Likha as Durum language, and to the dialects spoken by the people on the Upper Par and 
Upper Panior and in the Upper Khru as Aya or Nabum language, 'Aya' ~nedning literally only "of the 
highlands". But these associations do not bear closer scrutiny. While origin;lily the main tribal divisions 
may have becn localized, each with its own distinct mode of speech, with t l ~ c  dispersal and merging of 
populations, the connection between tribal groups and phratries became obsr~lrcd, and today the dialect 
spolten by a man is indicative of the rcgioh where he grew up, but not of his p!lra~ry or tribal group. TIIus 
many members of the Nabum clan in the Par valley speak 'Leii', the peop!e of Licha, though of Lc!i 
phratry Tor purposes of exogamy, speak a 'Durum' dialect, and the Nurum-Benga of the Upper Khru, though 
part of the Dodum group, speak a dialect associated with the Dol clans 01' that region. 

In  how far are these dialects mutually understandable ? A man or the foolhills has no difficulty in  
conversing with people of say Mcngo, the Panyi valley or the Palin and lower I ihru va!ley. But when he 
mcets members of the Tedr-Temr group in the Upper ICarnla understanding beco~nes difficult. He may 
not be as completely at  a loss as, for instance, a Konyak Naga finding himself in a Lhota Naga villaFe, 
but  there is no more a question of unhampered conversation. Considering tile isolation of groups ow111g 
to difficult communications and frequent raids, it is thelinguistic u~liformity rather than dialectical direren- 
ces which are surprising. In  the Naga Hills language groups are sometimes confincd to a dozen villages, 
and on a three days' walk one may pass through the zoncs 01 three languages not mutually understandable. 
I n  the Dafla hills this is unthinkable ; language groups extend over large arcas and in.erge very graclually 
one into the other. An investigation by a trained linguist would probably reveal that dirierenccv are only 
dialectal, and rhat all members of the Dopum, Do1 and Dodum groups speak basically the same language. 

Racial charocterisfics.-Da0a traditions has it that all branches o i  thc tribe h a . ~ e  sprung i r o ~ n  the same 
ancestor. T h e  far-reaching linguistic unilormity and the similarity of custom in widely separated areas 
would seem to support this theory of a common origin, but the physical mal;e-up of the tribe is clear 
evidence of its composit character. Racially the D.das arc far less ho!~~egeneous than many other hill- 
tribes on the borders oi' Assam, and thouzh the majority bear some of the features co~nmonly associated 
with the Palaeo-Mongolid races, there are at  least two outstanding and grcatly divwgent tvpcs. The more 
frequent is cha~acterized by a round, flat face with a broad snub-nose, prominent chcek-bones, eyes lying 
in  Hat socketa, and a small weak chin. Comparatively small stocky stature and a sallow yellow brow~~ish skin 
colour seem often to go with this type. 

There is a striking difference between the Dafla with these traits, which represent a fair picture or the 
Palaeo-Monglid type of the text-books, and the Dada with an oblong ~ C C ,  a prominent often htnoked noze 
with a narrow bridge, deep-set eyes, a well prounced chin, rudy complexion, cornp;lratlvely high stature 
and athletic build. 

I t  goes without saying that the Dafla race of today does not consist only of individuals conforming to 
either of  these two types, and what we have described above are the extre.ne3 at  the two ends of the ra~?yc 
of physical characteristics, extremes which cannot have spruny from a single origin, and are the1.ek:l.e 
indicative of at least two distinct elements in the racial make-up of the tribe. 

In  this context we are interested only in the fact that thc Daf l~s  are not a homogeneour trihe, and it 
may be significant that the more progressive, strong featured type is even today l u n d  nma>ng the !e.~clinq 
families, whereas individuals disyplaying the purest characteristics ol' P.~laco-blongoiid type seem to be morc 
frequent in families of lower social statirs. Until the Dafla; and their ncighbours hage bce:~ studied in 
greater detail, it would be unsound to draw from thi3 situation any r.lr-reaching conclusions, but t!lcre 
seems to be a p i m u  facie case for the hypothesis that the Dalla tribe in itr present Iorm is the product of the 
blendin: of two or more distinct populations. 

Social Divisionr.-A division of the D d a  clans into two classes known as Gu!a and Circhi, blurred and 
largely forgotten in such areas as the foothills, but still recognized in the Xnru and Kamla reglons is perhaps 
a of this two-fold origin of the D d a  tribes. 

In  the Kamla area the Da0m (and as we will shortly see the Gungii) describe certain clans and c ~ c 1 1  
whole phratrieo as Cute and others as &chi. There is the tradition that the Guchi people wc1.e t!~e lirst i l l  

the country, and the Guld are late comers. Another interpretation i3 that when t l ~ c  two ancestors of the 
Daflas first arrived, the younger brother went a h w d  to 3py out the land. and the elder brother followed later. 
The Guchi clans are the descendante of the younger brother, who went first and the Gc/e the ofl'spri~yz 01. 111s 
elder brothcr. 'This story too seeks to explain the fact that the Guc.:li were the earlier settlers. TI1e1.c is a 
vague idea that the dans are of lrighcr social status than the Guchi clans and it is said that originaliy 
the two did not intermarry. Today this restriction is no longer in force and people of Gu;e cla~s 
enjoy no privileges. 

~h~ division into Gu& and Guchi is clearest on the Khru and Upper Kamla, the region least clinturbcd 
by recent migmtionr. Among the Duri group, Tor instance, Sartam. Rugi, Mzi and 'I'ali are G~rchi clans, 
,,,her- the ofNiktor, T- and Haki are C&. Within the Tai-Tamin phratry Kabak Ualu are 
Gd& where= Lomra is Cvcln'. 

In  the Failior and Par regions the distinction between Cute and Guchi has been obscured, tlle latier 
term 'king there for the dolcendants of slaves and no longer for whole clans. 

I t  is rhat if two or more ethnic elements have played their parts in the forlaation of the D2fla 
tribe, their is very far progressed. Diarences such aa those between the outstand~ng racial 
+,,7es a;;d the division into Gu!c and Guchi are suggestive of the composite character or the tribe, but our 
]:norv]cdge of the Dadas themselves and of their neighbours is still too slight to justify any speculation as to the 
nature or origin of these components. 

F~~ practical purposes the D d a s  may today he regarded as an ethnic entity, and cultural differences 
beween  the variou territorial p u p s  seem to be largely due to local conditions and varyi~lg contacts. 

cu:ultural Charactnirhicr.-A detailed description of D d a  culture is outside the scope of this note, but a n  
outline of the rnalp leatures of the economy and social organization of the tribe will round ofT our piclure. 



Dafla economy is based on agriculture and animal husbandry, and trade and barter play only a secon- 
ciary r81e. Nearly all Damas, except for those in the villages of Talo, Jorum and Mai, which adjoin the 
Apa Tani country, are mainly jhum cu!tivators. I n  the Mengo area and in the I<iyi valley some villages 
have besides jhunz-fields also a few irrigated rice-terraces, but neither in the Kamla valley nor in the Lower 
Panior and Par region i~ there any cultivation of wet rice. Rice, millet (Elcusine coracann and  Setarien 

italica) and maize are the main crops. The breeding of live-stock is everywhere important : mithan, pigs, 
goats, and are kept by all Daflas, but oxen are found only i n  areas that have connections with Assam. 

The size of villages ranges from the three or [our houses in small settlements to about thirty houses in 
the large villages. But as most houses are joint-family dwellings with as many as twelve hearths and room 
for as many families, a Dafla village oi'ten houses may well have a ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  of about thrcz hundred. 
The houses stand nevcr in streets, but are dipersed over the hill sides, each house or group of two or three 
houses standing on a dimerent level. T h e  village is no closely knit social and political unit. Families map 
join or leave at will, and in some areas there is a continuous movement of people from one village to  the 
other. Wars arz usually not between village and village, but between joint-family and joint-family. I t  is no 
unusual occurrence that one or two houses in a village are raided and burnt; and the inhabitants killed or 
carried away as captives, while the other  household^ arc neither scathed nor give any effective help 
to the victims. 

~h~~~ are no tradi~ional village sites and settlements are easily shifted. Few of the Present villages in 
the Kiyi valley, for instance, stood OII  the same sitc fifty years ago and most of the village communities than 
existing have since split up or have moved to other sites. 

The  primary unit is the household comprising usually several families and in some cases as much 
as sixty or seventy members. The household is for ~rac t ica l  purposes autonomous and self-contained : there 
is no system of village headman whose oflice gives them authority over the other householders. T h e  clans 
are exogamous and within the village there is sometimes a fair amount of co-operation betwecn families of 
the same clan. But many clans extend over several villages, and in such cases they no longer present a 
common froct. Inclesd internecine strife and feuds between clan-members are not unusual. There is no 
social or cohesion belween the clans of one phratry, but the ~ h r a t r i e s  of the Dodum group and some 
of the L)ol phl-atries observc exogamy. Although certain villaqes form territorial groups within which 
contacts are closer and marriage alliances more frequent than berween villages belongiGg to different terri- 
torial groups there is no organization which Icnds territorial qroups any measure of political unity. 

While the distinction between Cure and Guchi clans is of no practical importance, there is the other and 
vital division between frtemen and slaves. The  latter are mainly people captured in war and either kept by 
their cap:ors or sold. Their children become members of their owner's clan, hut their status is that of depen- 
clents rather than slaves, and in time they can acquire wealth and become freemen of good social status. 
Thus there exists anlong the Daflas no slave class, whose members are barred from rising in the social 
scale. 

A4idrotions.-The clans of the Do1 and Dodum groups have for generations been in a state of unrest, 
which i,s manifested by frequent migrations and a continuous change in the population pattern of large areas. 

The causes for these rnigra~ions are still obscure but we can clearly discern a north to south movement 
from the Khru region into the Panior-Kiyi region and from there to the Par valley down into the 
foothills. The9c migrations are partly legendary, and partly of so recent occurrence that the cil.cumstancer 
and leading pezsonalities amonk the immigrants are still well remembered. Indeed in the area of the 
Lower Panior valley, few men live in the villages where they were born, and the grandrathers of many men 
now settled in the Soothills are known to have lived in villages on the upper course of the Panior. 

Tradition has it that the first groups to enter the Panior and Par regions were the Tebil-Bhat and the 
Kemdir phratries. They claim that when they arrived the country was uninhabited but for a few 
scattrred settlements of Sulus ; it was covered with virgin forest which they were the first to clear. The 
route of their mieration can still be traced to a place called Supu Rab,  where coming from the upper 
Kamla valley they are believed to have crossed the Khru near its confluence with the Kamla. From there 
they followed the Khru upstream as far as the Palin, and then moved along the Palin valley to the 
Yapuboq pass, which separates the Palin and the Kiyi valley. From there the Tebil people went to 
Mengo on the upper Panior, whereas the Kemdir people moved across the range between Nielom and 
Talo into the Jcrum-Mai area, xhere they are still to be found. 

The  Tebd people stayed for many generations in the Mengo area, and then moved to Nirjur Bari, ncqr 
the present Pcgabari near the confluence of Palrior and Perilng, and from there to the villages on the lower 
Panior. 

The Leli group is said to have come later, following the route opened up by the Tebil and  Kez~idir 
people. From the Kiyi valley thcy moved southwards across the Panior into the Par valley where they 
spread over many villages. 

The Chili group is said to have crossed the Khru at the same place as the other hratries, but  in the 
face of unfavourable omens, the people ol this group followed the Khru eastwards f)ar beyond the Paliq. 
For a long time thcy remaied in the vallev or the Upper Khru and in the Lebla area on the Panyi River. I t  
is only six c~r seven generations ago that the first N~rbum men moved from Lebla acl,oss the Yelibog pass 
to Mengo i : ~  the Uppcr Panior area. There they m~~lt ipl ied rapidly and spread into the valleys of Periirlg 
and Par. The present men~l~ers  of the Nabum clan in these areas can still name all their ancestors as far 
back as the mar  who first came to Mengo fro:n Lebla, and some mzn know even the naznei of lorefathers 
who lived in the Lebla area. There can thus be no doubt that the migration of the Nabum people, as well 
as the movc~nents of the clans which they displaced when occupying the Mengo area, are historical events 
and not lel:endary occurrences. 

The movernez~ts of the Dol phratries cannot yet be traced with the same degree of accdracy. 
Those clans of tllc D ~ ~ r u m - D u i  phratry that are now found in the Panior area, have the tradition ,-f 

having im~ni~ratecl  from an area on the Khru River, passing through the Palin valley and over the 
pass of Yapuboq. The first two clans of this phratry to occupy the Kiyi valley seems to have been Chuhu 
and Pil. ~ h c  entire land now occupied by the Likha clan, was once held by Chuhu village<, and Chuhu 
~ e o ~ 3 l e  were settlrd also in the Panior vi~lley. At the same time other clans of the Durum-Dui phratry, 
such as Ylla, lived in villages near the confluence of the Paz~ior and Pangen. But today these chuhu,  pi1 
and  Yua villages have been broken up, and the clans are dispersed. T h e  Chubu pe,ple attribute theiF 
downfall to wars with men of the Naburn clan of the Chili phratry and the Tech" ,-Ian o f the  ~ ~ l i  phratry, 
wars sll~gestive o f a  clash between Do1 and D o d u ~ n  clans when both were settled in the panior a,rea. ~~t the 

of the Yua clan, that existed even thirty years ago were abandoned owing to raids by ~ i k h ~  linesmtn 



Chausher the Yua clan is now almost extinct, bu t  the Chuhu and Pi1 clans though still fairly numerous, have 
llot lormed new settlements of their own ; they now live scattered in the villages of other clans in the Lower 
Panior and Par valleys. 

The D u n ~ m  Dui clan which is at  present in the ascendancy is Likha ; within three or four generations 
Likha people have found~d several settlements in the ICiyi valley have even ~ u s h e d  southwards across 
the Panior to settle at  Pegabari. They loo have the tradition of having come through the Palin valley and 
over the Yapubog ; on their arrival in the Kiyi valley they found strong settlemer~ts of the Kemdir and Lcli 
phravies but quickly dispersed the inhabitants. 

The Dukum clans on the Khru have been in possession of the land for a very long time, but those now 
in Talo and Jorum assert that their forefathers immigrated from Hidjat L u ~ u k h e r  an area on the 

Khru near its confluence with the Palin. The tract now in of the Toko and Jorum clans was then 
held by the two Leli clans of Torr and Tago. Four ge~lerations ago these extremely war-like clans were wiped 
out by a combination of villages, including the 'Soko Likha, Licha, Nahum, Tabia and.  Tana  clans. Some 
two or three years after this war, the Toko and Jorum clans, then still settled at  Hidjat Lupukher, moved 
southwards into the lartd previously held by the Torr and Taxo people. 

We know as yet too little of the Dol clans on the Upper Karnla to be able to trace definitely their recent 
migration routes, but there can be little doubt that the Tai-Tamin clans and particularly the powerfill 
Kabak clan, pushed south-eastwards along the K a m h  and displaced, in occupying their present land, peop!e 
of Gungii stock, who had inhabited it previously. 

Of the migrations of the Eindu-Bcnl clans we know so Tar only that some four or five generations ago 
several families of the Gollo clan leFt the village 01 Dcbia in the Panyi area and moved to Mcngo on  the 
Upper Panior. They claim to have settled in klengo beTo;e the Nabum people, but judging from the number 
of generations mentioned in genealo~ies it vvould be sakr  to assume that both clans arrived approximately at  
the samc time. Another branch of the Gollo clan is found ia somc viilages on the Paha River, a tributary of 
the Kameng. 

T h e  migration from the. Panyi to the Panior ia still continuing and some six years ago a family Tedr 
clan, which belollgs also to the Bindu-Ben1 group moved from Litlot (0 

A ger.crd moverner~t of Daflas from the north and north west to the south and south-east is thus clearly 
discernable and seems to have bcen in progress for a considerable time. Its causes are obscure a ~ l d  must 
remain so until the area on the Upper Khru and Kamla has been explored. There may be a pressure of 
mher populations, ~ e r h a p s  of Tibetans or Tibetanizcd tribes on the Daflas of the higher regions, or exhaustion 
of the cultivable la~rd a l ~ d  an increase in population m3y have forced them to new land in the lower 
\,alleys where forest ant1 unexhausted jhum-land is more plentiful. If Dafln tradition is to be believed the Par 
Region and ~ O ' N C ~  Pa111or valley were uninhabited but for the scattered Sulus until the arrival of the Tebii 
people, who were the rirst to cawe fields frorn the virgin forest. There is certainly a great difference between 
the densely wooded outer ranges and the hills dcnud:.d of forest by successive immigrants in the Tala-Jorum 
area or the lower Kiyi valley. The movement towards the outer ranges has not yet come to an end, and a 
serious situation lnajr arise if in the Par and lower Panior valley too over-pspulation leads to over-cultivatioll 
and exhaustion of the available land. 

HILL MIRIS OR GUNCU 

The population of the u?per Kamla valley, reckoned in the rcports of the Miri Mission, amon: thc 
"I-IiII bliris", is, as we have seen, part of  the Dol group, which embracer also many of the Dafla clans located 
today in the Panior, Kiyi and Khru \alleys. T o  describe this population as a separate "tribe" would be 
unjustified and any line drawn in that area between "Daflas" n nd '' Miris", would have to be entirely 
arbitrary. Personally I a m  ol'the opinion tllat the sooner the distinctive terms "Daflas" and <'MirisW are 
dropped, the better ; only thosc hillmcn familiar with Asdamese know these names and there would still be 
tinle to replace them by a term take11 from a tribal language and thus do-away with a division which must 
ultimately only create confusion. 

Both the Dnflas of (he Panior region and the trihe;rn:n of the K.irnla region refer to them;clves as 
Nisu < r in some places a3 Ni a word whose meaning is 'men', but which has gradually developecl into a term 
applied only to the inhabitants of the hills. 

The plains people are called Nipak by the ICamln tribes and Hijli by the Panior Daflas, and hillrnen 
settled iu the plains Nipak Nisii and Holi Nisii respectively. T l ~ u s  the name Nisti could be used for all the 
tribes now known as Da!ia~ and Hill Miris, and individual trihal groupc could be referred to by tlieir phratry 
name3 such as Leli, Kemdir or Durum-Dui. Another powibility would be to use the term Dodum-Do1 
a s  a tribal name for all the clans claiming to belong to either of these two groups. 

As long, however, as the term Hill hliri is retained in oficial usage, it sl~ould a t  least be confincd 
to the one tribal group which includes all the pora-holding "Hill Miris" and is con3idered distinct horn the 
Dol clans on the upper Kamla. This group is commonly referred to as Ciungu, and extends over the hills 
to both sides of the Kamla west of its confluence with the Khru. In  addition there is a group of Gungii 
villa es on the up er Kamla, split otT from thr main tribe by the south-east movement of the Kabak clans. 

%he Dodum hafias claim that the Gungii have also sprung from thcir mythical ancestor Dodum, and 
maintain that thcy are indeed only another Dodum phratry just like Leli or Icemdir. But this theory is 
reruted by the Gungii themselves, who have the tradition that their origirlal ancestor was a brother, and not 
a descendant, of At Nia, the forefather ok'the Dol and Dodum clans. 

Be that as it may, the Cungii intermarry freely with both Dol and Dodum clans, and though their 
origin may have bcen dirtrent, they have certainly absorbed a great deal of Dol and Dodum blood. 

The term Nisu, if chosen as the common name for all the tribes of the Par, Panior, K l ~ r u  and ICamln 
regions could include the Gun@ who use thie term to describe tl~emselves and their neighbours of the Kamla 
valley, but it is doubtful whether the term Dodum-Dol could be stretched so far as to include the Gungti. 
Many of them would certainly protest againat such a name, implying a relatio~lship which thcy do not 
recognize. 

The GUNGU group is divided into phratrics which are still largely localized. 
The Pei phratry includes the clans of Gocham, Golom Niedo, Godak, Gobak, Gemdir, 'Tago, Kocho, 

h f ~ g a  and Kcgarn, and the villages known commonly by these clan names are situated to both sides of the 
Kamla near the confluence with the Subansiri. The  members of this phratry, frequently visit the plains and 
are there known a3 Sarak M i r i ~ .  



The Perii phratry includes the clans of Rotom, Bini, Biku and Taya, and these are concentrated in 
villages on the Persen River and on the south bank of the Kamla. The  Peril phratry is commonly known 
in the plains as Panibhutia Miris. 

The Ghirnr phratry with its subdivisions Yuchi-Yuli includes the clam of L a ,  Hipu,  Pui, Coduk, Puri, 
Ripu, Rishar, Goyuk, Guchi, Lumi, Teji, Haro, Nakr, Dumr, Niemar and Chili. Originally the Chimr 
clans lived in villages on the north bank of the Kamla, but today they are concentrated in the villagrs of Tapo  
and La on the south bank, the last Chimr settlements left on the north bank hatring hroken up about one 
generation ago. Although the Chimr people are today one of the smaller Gungu phtatries, the name Chimr 
is used bv Apa Tanis and Daflas of the Panior region as a generic term for all Guttgu clans on the lower , . 
Kamla. 

The Korndu-l;onle phratry includes the clans of Dochak, Duge, Muke, Hili, Meli, Yukar, Higi, Yuma 
and Hochi. Even thlrty-five years ago, there were still several villages of this phratry on the north bank of 
the Iiamla but they have all been abandoned, and today there is only one village, Dobom, where Komdu- 
Kange clans predominate. 

The 7th-Todurn phratry includes the clans of Rakhe, Murga, Pemir, Hayo and Yom living in villages of 
their own between Kamla and Pein, as well an the clans of Boni, Bongom, Pttril and Bar in Bua village. 

The Ttnii-Talorn phratry has been separated from the rest of the Gungu group by the comparatively 
recent intrusion of the Kabak clans. I t  consists of the clans of Guchi, Sojam and Rei, and the Guchi ~ c o ~ l e  
of Rute-Hate, now divided into the two sub-clans of Dangme and Dungu, still xcognize a connection with t l ~ e  
Guchi clan of the Chimr group. 

The large number of phratries and clans in  the Gungil group may well give the impression that it equals 
in size the Dodum and Dol groups. Actually, however, the number or  Gungii people is small, and many 
of the clans consist of only two or three families. There seems to have been a drop in population within the 
last one or two generations ; some villages were abandoned and others have shrunk from settlements of 
twenty and more houses to hamlets ofone or :wo households. The Gungii themselves attribute this drastic 
decline to disease rather than to war, and increased. contact with plains populations and the consequent 
dangers of infection may well have been responsible for the decimination of the Gungu of the lower ICamla 
valley. 

Languagb.-The language of the Gun@ group differs both from the so-called Leli dialect of the foothills 
and the dialects spoken by the tribesmen of the Duri group on the Upper Kamla. But the differences are not 
sufficiently great to bar understanding and men, say, or the Chimr phratry are able to converse with Dadas 
ol'the Leli or I<emdir group as well as with people from the Selu or Sipi valley. Only the isolated clans of 
Guchi, Sojam and Rei have so adapted their dialect to those of the neighbouring Kabak and Duri clans that 
they are no longer easily understood by men of the Panior region, though, on the other hand, they can 
talk rreely to Gungu people oC the lower Kamla valley. Linguistic investigat~ons are still outstanding, but 
ohservtng men or different groups and areas brought together and attempting to co:lversc with each other, 
one comes to the conclusion that the Gungii dialect must lie somewhere midway between the language of the 
Paniol- and thc uppcr Lamla area. For while men of these two regions find it very difficult to make them- 
selves understood, Gungii Inen seem to be able to converse rrecly with both. 

Racial choroc!cristics.-The same racial types that occur in the Dodum and Do1 groups are found also 
among the Gungu. Judging from purely visual observation (a most inadequate method of assessing the phy. 
sical characteristics of a large population). I would say that the type with very large rominent features and  
high stature is comparatively rare, and that here there is evidence of a strain of a smayl, pointed faced, wavy 
haired element which recalls vag~ely  the Veddid type met with in certain Konyak Nagas. Wherear on the 
upper Kamla, Selu and Sipi you find types which suggest Mongolid influences different from the palace, 
Mongolid sub-stratum of the area, the Gungil do not show particularly pronounced mongolid traits. Their 
skin colour is on  the whole o f a  reddish-brown and their eyes are often light, bot some individuals among the 
South Kamla Gungii have skins of a deep wheat colour. 

Social Diuisions.-The Gltngil are still conscious of their division into Gulc and Guchi clans ; practically 
however this differentiation is of little account. Both the Pci and Peril phratries are todsy composed only 
of Cute clans, but one half of the Chimr phratry are Gule and the other Guchi. Among the latter is inti, 
dentally the nowadays most prominent Chimr clan Guchi, of which the headman of Tapo is a member. 
the Telil-Todum group there are Gulc as well as Gu~hi clans, and here too the moit influential clan, Rakhe, 
is Cuchi,while rhr: small Murga clan is Gute. This fact supports no doubt the Cungii's claim that wllile the 
Guchi were the earlier comers and the descendants of a youn,oer brother, they are a t  least tqday, socially ,104 

inlerior to the gutc, the descendants of the elder brother. 

The  genealogical tree of the Dodum and Dol clans, as unfolded by the tribesman of the Panior and the 
Kamla area, does not include the tribes inhabiting the valleys to the north and north-east that drain into 
the Subansiri. Yet, some ol'these tribes stand in marriage relations with villages of the Kamla valley, and 
it would seem that their distinctive appearance is due more to the Tibetan influence, to yhich the! are sub- 
ject, than to any major tribal division. 

The people of the Sipi valley are collectively known ar Rau,  and include the following clans : Nile, 
Dade. Mosu, Dei, Tamin, Raji, Hina, Sikam, Lojar, Kange, Karre, Cidu, Songia, Kornchu, Tania. Sokl, 
Dun~iurn .  Some of these class, for instance, Nilo, arc Gulr, others. such as, Dei, Tamin and Raji, are 
Cuchi. 

The language spoken by the Rau is very similar to that of the Temr-Tedr group, and is uqderstandable 
even to the Gungil. 

The  Rau group m said to include also the inhabitants or the Mongd valley to the north, and it is 
certain that the populations of these two converging valleys stand in very close contact and speak a similar 
lanauaae. 

-ln-physical type the Rau people resemble the tribemen of the upper Karnla valley, but pronounced 
Mongolid rcaturcs, such as slit eyes and light yellow skin are comparatively frequent. 

O n  the southern slopes of' the 12,000 feet range between the Kamla and the Subansiri River lies a Rroill) of villages inhabited by a population described by the tribesmen of the Kamla valley as Rishi-Mashi. 
7'hc 111,3st important of these villages are Agla Soreng, Erii Soreng and Longpu, on the route bct\vecn 
Kanlla ~ n d  Subansiri, and thr principal clans are Tong, Tado, Tagio, Nigio and Tao. 



We do not yet know whether these c!ans claim descent from Dol, but they do intermarry with such 
Dol clans a9 Tumr, Sartam, Tali and Haki, and their language is similar to that spoken in the villages on the 
upper Kamla near its confluence with the Selu. But many men of the Rishi-Mashi group entertain relations 
wit11 Tibetans and have learnt to speak the dialect of the traders from Tibet. 

I have seen only a few women of this group. They had light s k ~ n  and Mongolid features of a more deli- 
cate and progressive type than generally found among the hillmen of the Kamla valley. 

The inhabitants of the Upper Sllbansiri valley, which is known to the tribesmen of the Kamla region as 
Agla Yarpa, are said to belong to the tribal group of Nidu-Mora. Since this area has never been visited, 
information on  its population i~ based on the accounts of tribesmen who have been to Agla Marra for pur- 
poses ol'tradc. It seems that the Nidu-Mora speak a language understandable to the Kamln tribesmen, but 
are conversant also with a Tibetan dialect. Their clo:hes and weapons are Tibetan, but their economy is 
basically the same as that of the tribesmen further south. They are reported to resemble the Kamla tribes- 
men in physical type aad  to intermarry with the Rishi-Mnshi group. 

CHIKUM-DUI 

Very little is as yet known of thr inhabitants of the Sigi valley (marked Slngen on the Survey of India 
map). The Cungii of the Kamla valley rerer to them as Chikum or Chikum-Dui, and say that they are like 
the "Abors" of the Subansiri, cutting their hair short and wearing round hats but no clothes other than skins 
and furs. 

A reconnaissance party of the Miri Mission passed through the area and reported that their contacts were 
mainly with the tribesmen east of the Subansiri and it may be that racially and culturally they are allied to 
the Abor tribes to the east of the Subansiri. There can be no doubt that they lie outside the social orbit of 
the Dodum-Dol tribes, and do not to any extent intermarry with the populations of the Kamla region. But 
their lar~guage seems to bc understandable to men of the Gun@ group who go there occasionally to trade. 

SULUS 

Dlrtinct from all the tribal groups so Car mentioned are the Sulus or Sulungs, a small, scattered tribe, 
found in the high country on the upper reaches of the Par River, in the hills between the Panior and the 
Panyi River, and in the hills flanking the Selu River. There are probably yet other groups of Sulus, but so 
far little is known of this elusive people. 

The origin of the Sulus is obscure, but they are believed to have alrcady been in the country when the 
other races immigrated. They speak a language of their own, ununderstandable to the Dodum and Dol 
tribes, but are usually familiar with the tongue of their neighbours. J u d g i n ~  from the few Sulus I have seen, 
I would say that they are of comparatively primitive racial type, and are distinguished from all the other 
tribesmen by a pronounced prognathism. 

In the economic field the differences between Sulus and Dallas are very marked. While the basis of th- 
economy of all other hillmen is agriculture and animal husbandry, the Sulus subsist mainly by hunting and 
trapping and the collection ofjungle produce. 1 hey are believed to have had no cultivation until they came 
in contact with other tribes and learnt from them how to till the soil. Even now the areas they till are verv 
 mall and they live in a semi-nomadic style, leaving their villagea for months at  a time to range the forests and 
hills in search of game and wild jur.gle produce. 

They arc re utedly good blacksmiths and brass founders, and fashion waste iron, into knives and dao 
make pipes a n k v e n  imitations of such ceremonially precious bell-metal objects a8 prayer bells by 
the tircpcrdr~r process. The Daflas of the P ~ p i o r  area have the tradition that they learnt the blacksmith's 
craft I'rom Sulus. 

The Sulus in the area of the Sipi and Selu Rivers are known as Kora S t ~ l ~ l s ,  and are divided into clatis 
among which are Kopik, Kui, Koriang, Lobung and Lbi, Sulus known as Lukur and Mania are said to live 
in the vicinity of the upper K l ~ r u ,  and among the Sulu clans of the Panior area are Plcha and Dunkr. 

Sulus do not normally intermarry with any other tribe, but casual unions between captured Sulus and 
Dafla slaves may have led to a l imi~ed amount of miscegenation, 

APA TANIS 

Wherean most gther tribal groups merge imperceptibly one into the other, and rven the Sulus, though 
distinct in language and habit have no compact territory of their own, the Apa Tanis constitute a separate 
endogamous community with its own territory, language, customs and tradition, and an economy 
fundamentally different from that of all other tribes of the Subansirl region. I n  a single vallcy of about 
20 squate miles 20,000 Apa Tanis live in seven villager ranging in size from 160 to over 1,000 houses. These 
villages fall into three groups, each of which has a distinct tradition regarding the migration that preceded 
the Apa Tani's settlement in their present habitat. The first group consists of the single village of Hang, 
the second of Hari and Bela, and the third of Haja, Duta, Mudang Tagc and Michi Elamin. Each group 
constitutesfor certain purposes a ritual unit: the greatest annual Apa Tani festival, the Mloko, for 
instance, is celebrated by each of the three groupp in turn. There is a rligllt difference in dialect between 
thc groups, but the Bela dialect resembles in some respects that of the Haja group rather than the dialect 
ol Hari with which Bela is allied. The three groups intermarry freely, and there are no appreciable differ- 
ences in custom. A system of reciprocal rights and obligations wclds the ?even villages into a closely 
integrated conlmunity, conscious of ita national character and distinct cl~ltural heritage. 

Cullural Charac&ristics.-The fact that a thousand people find a living on one square mile would bc 
unusual anywhere among primitive populations dependent on their own re3ources, but in an area where no 
other tribe has any conception of intensive cultivation, the achievement of the Apa 'Tanis is truly astonish- 
ing. Coming from the D d a  country into the Apa Tani valley with i t 3  irrigated rire-fields, and 
groves, ir to enter another world. Both Dallas and Apa Tanis are agriculturists, but there can be no greater 
contrast than the difference in their svstems of cultivation. While the Dada seldom tills a piece of land 
more than two or three years in succession and recognizes no individual property in land, the Apa 3a11i 
tends every square yard oT his land with loving care and the greatelt ingenuity. Land is to him the sout.re 
and esscncc of all wealth and only the posacssion or land gives a man economic independence. All 



cultiva~ed land is jealously private property and good, irrigated fields retch prices in cattle and valu- 
ables that in the plains or Assam would be considered fantastic. Rice, cultivated on irriyated, terraced 
fields, is the Apa Tani's main crop, but on dry land millet (Eleurine coracnna) and maize are grown. Ploughs 
are unknown and the field-work is done entirely with iron hoes, digging-sticks and wooden batons. Small as 

is the arcn under cultivat~on compared with the population of the valley, the Apa Tanis not only grow 

enough lbod Ibr themselves, but sell a good deal of rice to Daflas and Miris, who pay mainly in mithan and 
pigs. 

Whereas tl,e Dafla; dwell in huge, single homesteads, sometimes with as many as fourteen families under 
one roof, and these homcstcads are looscly grouped over hillsides into settle~nents, the Apa Tanis live in 
crow;leil villases, each fanlily in its own house, and in some villages there are a thousand or  more houses 
standing e.-ive to cave in long lines of streets and narrow lanes. Some of the villages are sub- 
divided into fie[ arid in each village there are numerous exogamous clans ihalu). T h e  spirit of extreme 
and alnlost n,ogc.rssive individualism and independence so cha~acteristic of the Dafla wquld he fatal and 
disrupti,.e in such populous settlements. Men who rub  shoulders from morning to night have no other 
choice but to co-operate and lo settle disputes not by lbrce but through arbitration, or  should that fail, 
by a rcgulal.ized and only symbolic display of i ~ r c e .  Unrestricted war between Apa Tani  village is 
unknown ancl thc wl~ole tribes a social and endogamous unit whose cohesion is maintained by nurnerourr 
traditional nnd celcrr~or~~al  tlrs. 

Each or t l ~ c  s r \  r:n Apa Tani billages is administered by a council or elders, and though there is no 
common head or the whole tribe, the village-elders consult with each other on questions arecting two or 
more villages. 

Within the viilages social life is regulated bv an  elaborate system of damelders, executive clan- 
dignitaries alld unessengers, but tlieir administration of public affairs is unobtrusive and their powers are 
limited. \Yhile tradition and custom closely prescribe behaviour in all normal circumstances, there is no 
power which can impose an  unusual course of action on any section of the tribe. In the pursuance or  
peaceful activities the Apa Tanis have attained an admirable degree of co-operation and concerted action, 
but when atlaclied by their warlike Dafla ntighbours they seem to lack organization and leadership. Small 
bands of well-led DaHas have oltcn captured Apa Tanis out h u n t k g  or their mithan grazing in the f3res 
without provoltina collective action on the pnrt 01 this numerous tribe. 

Practically all cultivated land is private property and t l~ere is little scope for expansion, almost the 
entire valley bottom being divided into irrigated rice-fields, dry land and pasture. Some men posses more 
land than tlie members of their household can cultivate, while others own no or  little irligated land. 
The disparity between rich and poor is very great, and a poor man needs esceptional energy and 
intelligence to acquire a holding large enough to secure his material independence. 

Apa Tani society is thus perhaps more static than Dafla society and the predominance of a wealthy 
family may persist for gcnerations. Thc same stability applies to the two classes : mile or patricians and 
tnura or plebeians., All slaves belong to the latter class, and though they or their descendants may be 
"freed", i. c . ,  given ho:rses and land or their own, they can never be absorbed into or  even intern~arry 
with-the class of patr icia~~s.  This uns:~rn~ountable social distinction is not always paralleled by  a corres- 
ponding distinctioii in mn~erial possessions ; many a mrira is very well off, while there are mite who own no 
land and have to earn thcir living by work as daily labodrers. 

'Trade is for such poor men a valuabie source of income, and though the Apa Tanis are as a people 
far more scttlerl than any roup of Dafias, they are most enterprising traders and undertake expetlitions to 
areas several days' march from their own country. In this way cloth and dao manuractured by Apa Tanis 
filter to distant villages and occasionally even across the trade-divide between India and Tibet. 

Racial C11ararferistics.-The difference in appearance between Apa Tanis and Daflas is striking. This is 
due not only to the Apa Tanis' dis~inctive dress but even more to their peculiar racial characteristics. Apa 
'ranis, and parti~ularly 111ose of tlie upper class undiluted by marriages with foreign slaves, stand out from 
any crowd of hillmen, be tliev Daflas, Miris or Abors. They are tall, or slender build with delicate long 
hands ; their Icatures are progressive, the hces lung, the nose8 narrow an  I often elegantly curved, the light 
cve9 are comoa1.atively large, and deepset : indeed some men could pass lor Europoids were it not for the 
~ u d d y  brown or their skin. The  hair is often wavy and in children li.equently very light. There is a 
crrtain resemblance between some Apa Tanis and Daflas of the more progressive type, but in the former the 
j~on-Monyolid features arc ~ n u c h  more strongly pronounced than in any Dafla. 

In spiti of t l ~ e  somatic, cultural and to a lesser degree linguistic differences between the Apa Tanis 
and their neig1il~~-,urs, and tlie Tact that the Apa Tanis form a self-contained social and political unit their 
~.acial isolation t ! o t  complete. Daflas captured or  bought as chil.Jren grow u p  as Apa Tanis and later 
marry into niurri clans, and Apa Tani  women visiting such neighl~ouring Dafla villages as Mai, Jorum and , - 
1 alo are not avrrsc to casual aTairs with Dafla nien. There are no formally arranged marriages between 

Apa Tanis and Dafla ~ i r l s ,  but there are a few cases of Apa Tani  women who have entered intn prrmanent 
l~tlions with Dafli.~ and have gone to live in the husband's village, the children of such unions becom~ng Daflas. 

Afipa/ior~s.-Thc Apa Tanis have the tradition that their ancestors came from a country to the north 
qir north-east, lying near the ti\-o rivers called Supupad-Pudpumi. These may be two branches of the 
!iubansiri but nrithcr the Apa Tanis nor any one else is likely to identify the area of their origin. They all 
naree, however, that they crossed the Subansiri and came to a place in the Sipi valley called Karr  which lies 
lxyond the Pij C:liolo. a mountain peak visible from the hills ahove the Apa Tani  valley. There they are 
l~~rlieved to Ilavc sulit into the three graups-the nucleus of the three village groups-each of which 
skirted the Pij Cliolo and took a diRercnt way to the Apa Tani country. 

The people or the Haja group crossed into the Kamla valley by the so-called Regang route. Later 
they crossed the K h r ~ i  River at a place callcd Ombu-Rabuk which lies between Mintlat and Rakhe. They 
then went eastwarcls alollg  he combined Khru and Karnla as far as the mouth of the Pein River and 
finally reached the Apa Tani valley uin the Gungii village of Bua, entering the valley on the side now 
belonging to Bela and Hari. 

The Bela and Hali prcup followed the Haja people from Pij Cholo as far as Ombu-Rabak. But aft&r 
crossing the Khru-Kamla they moved upstream along the IChru westwards, as far as the Palin valley. They illen went up the I'alin, crossed the Yapubog pass and reached the Apa Tatli valley uio the present Dafla 
village ol,Licha, elr~erging 011 the side of the Apa Tani valley now occupied by the "illages of the 
Haja group. 

* Apa Tanin lase al*o thr l r r ~ n s  (111t (synonymous wit11 milt)  and Guchi (~ynonymous with mum) the uae of thcae term ig pogsibly 
clbc lo contart W I I ~ I  Daflls, bul Cfilc and Gl~chi have among the Apa Taois a so~ncvvl~flt ditTerent implication than among the 
l:,-fll?, 



T h e  Hang group took a n  altogether different route, a route known as Tapin Rego, Iykg  east of the 
Pij Cholo. They crossed the Kamla near Gocham (not far from its confluence with the Subansiri) a t  a 
place called Enta Rego and made their way to the Apa Tani  country through the hills now inhabited by 
the Gungii clans. 

But the migrations of the Apa Tanis belong to legend and while many Daflas clans have been in a 
state o l  flux for several generations, the large Apa Tani population is completely settled. From time 
to time their neighbours have changed and many v~llages beyond the borders of their small domain have 
passed from one group ot' Dafla clan8 to another, and with this vacillation in Dafla politics friend has given 
way to Foe and foe to friend, but the Apa Tanis have made neither attempts a t  expansion nor have they 
even been seriously threatened by foreign invaders. They are, as they have been for certturies, the most 
stable element in the population pattern of the Subansiri Region. 

Large areas of the Subansiri Region still await exploration, but from the existing evidence it would 
appear that Apa Tani civilization is unique in the Assam Himalayas. No other tribe has devel~ped the 
resources of ils habitat to the same extent as the Apa Tanis, and though the lattcr have had the advantage 
ofan  unusually fertile piece of country, I do not believe that a favourable milieu alone can explain their 
success in transrorming a mountain valley of barely twenty square miles into a garden where twenty 
thousand people can maintain a staudard of living far higher than that of any neighbouring tribe. The 
genius of Apa Tani culture seems to be lundamentally different from that of Dada, Miri and Abor culture, 
a n d  the considerable physical diference between Apa Tanis and Uaflas suggests that not only the cultural 
but alp0 the  racial heritage of the two populations is distinct. 

Conclusions.-In my recent work in the Subansiri area I could lift the curtaln from a country unknown 
to  anthropology, but a ~ o o d  deal of further research will have to be done before we can approach the 
sol*ltion ori ts  many ethnological problems. So far we can discern three major cultural strata among the 
many tribal groups which are scattered over this part of the hills between the borders of India and 
Tibet:  the ancient stratum of semi-nomadic lood gatherers and hunters represented by the Sulus, the 
broad stratum 01 jhum-cultivators such as Daflas and Miris, and the most advanced stratum or a highly 
developed agricultural civilization bawd on the cultivation of rice on irrigated terraccfields. In  other parts 
o f  the Eastern Himalayas there exists also a stratum of shepherds and cattle-breeders, semi-nomadic peoples 
living in high altitudes above the region of the sub-tropical rain lorest. When the exploration of tlie 
Subansiri area is continued such a population may still be discovered in the highlands immediately below 
the Great Himalayan range, and among the Daflas of the Panior valley I heard indeed vague stories of 
peopie known as Nga, who are said to brepd sheep, wear woollen clothes and build houses of stone. But 
until the upper courses of Khru, Kamla and Subartsiri are explored, our koowledgr: of thege and other high 
altitude dwellers will have :o rely on hearsay reports, and for the prese1;t only the three cultural strata 
fepresented by Sulus, Datlas and Apa Tanis are open to anthropologicql invesfigatbn, 
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among the Apa Tanis. 
~h~ economy of the Apa Tanis is without parallel in Tribal India. Secluded from the outside w d d  

by natural barne., and war-like neighbours, the Apa Tanis have developed the resources or their small 
country to an extent which would be crcditable!~ any civilized comrnu~lity and is truly miraculous in a 
tribe if alchaic and in many ways primitive culture. 

~h~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ l  hahitat is a single broad valley lying a t  an altitude of 5,000 feet, roughly speaking 
midway between 

parlior River and the Kamla, one of the main tributaries of the  Subansiri: Steep 
mountains rising Lo 8,000 feet ring this valley whose plateau-like forrnztion stands in striking contrast to 
the neighbouring where fivers rush through deep gorges arid mountains sweep up to rugged crest3 
with hardly as as a ledge between river-bank and peak seven or eight thousand feet above.   here 

is 
to sliggest that the valley was once a lake far above the gorges on either side, and the silt brouqht 

down by streams from the surrounding mountains has filled out this lakc and built up a plain whose fertile 
soil has enabled- the Apa Tanis to develop thcir peculiar type of civilization. This plain is drained by the 
~~l~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  ~ ~ f ~ ~ e  the advent of the Apa Tanis the Kele may have been a meandering stream in a 
Fpacious valley of swamps and bogs, but today it is forced into a more or less straight ctiurse between high 
darns. ~h~ flat valley has been transrormed into a n  enormout mosaic of carefully tended rice terraces, 
wllile on islands of higher ground lie groves of pines, barnboos and fruit trees and ereat villages, almost 
towns, with labyrinths of densely crowded streets. 

~h~ lenRtl1 of this valley is about 6h miles and its breadth a t  the widest point about 2 miles. But 
the seven villages comprise s0rr.e 3,650 houses; if we reckon five to six inhabitants for each house we come 
10 a population of 20,000 A p  Tanis who all derive the bulk of their substance Crom the twenty odd square 
miles of cultivable land and use the surrounding hills only as hunting groundj. There are not 
many areas in rural India with a population of nearly a thousand per square mile, and I cannot recall anv 
other example an Asiatic hill tribe surviving a d  indeed maintaining a comparatively high standard of 
living in so restricted a territory. 

The agriculture of the Apa Tanis as the basis of their economy is thus not only of great intrinsic interest 
bu t  provides us with an example of an elaborate and m3st emcicnt system or soil exploitation de\,eloped 
by a race cut from the rnate~.ial development of the Indian high civilizations. T h e  achievement of this 
tribe is all the more remarkable sinc: the neigllbouring D d 3  and Miri tribes follow quite different and 
far more primitive agricultural methods. Indeed to corn: from the land of these c~lltivators or oft shifted 
hill-fields, carved as it would seem haphazardly from the jungle and abandoned again after one or two 
years, into the Apa Tani country with its purpu~ck'ul order and evidence of the loving care bestowed on 
virtually every square yard ofground is like bridgi~lg thousands o r  year9 of man's development and passing 
in a single step from the age of barbarism into the era o c a : ~  ancient, highly developed civilization. I n  
many ways the Apa Tani stands on the cultural and economic level of neolithic man I though iron is of 
course in common use), but if we consider the perfection with which by no other economic methods than 
those of the  later neolithic age he has established his mastery over nature, we begin to understand how many 
of the oriental high civilizations could have been evolved during epochs precrding the dawn or the metal 
age. 

1 .  7/18 by-out of Villages arrd Cultivated Land.-There is a certain uniformity in tlie composition of Apa 
Tani vi!lages and the lay out of the surrounding land c o ~ ~ f o m s  to so definite a pattern that to visualize 
one village in its setting will give us a fairly accurate idea of the Apa Tani  valley as a whole. 

The village is built on high ground that rises like an island from the level of the rice-fields; hundreds 
of pile-dwellings stand wall to wall in streets, sometwide and some narrow, that radiate Iiom the assembly 
platforms (lnpat~:) while on tlie outskirts, out ofreach of village fires, are clusters of raised granal.ies; 
wherever there is space, there are groves of bamboo, carclully fenced-in kitchen-gardens, high pines and 
fruit trees. Narrow lanes le2d rrom the v~llage through the gram and ghrdens to the irrigated rice-fields; 
more granaries on wooden piles fringe the edge of' the isiand and nearby always under watpr are rows of 
small terraces, covercd in winter with a layer of pale green slime, but lunli~~ous in early sumlner with a 
thiclc carpet of bright green rice seedlings. These are the nurseries for the young rice plants and beyond, 
stretching across the central valley, across the Kele River, as far as tlie village opposite are rice-fields, 
terrace after terrace following each other in uninterrupted succcssion. Standing out from this sea of terraces 
are isolated hummocks of high land on which there are gardens and groves and the soft green'sward of 
pastures and clan bul.ial grounds. Inter-village paths run along the,dams and the ICcle River is bridged 
l ~ y  stout planks and bamboo structures. Towards the hills, the rice-fields extend right up to the rising ground, 
threading a trail through the low untlulnting country below the high mountains. Here on slopes 
are gardens, plots for vegetables, millet seedlings and tobacco, each strongly fenced-in, slid perhaps more 
~rovcs  of bamboo, f r ~ ~ i t  trees and pines. High, level ground is usedfor dry crops, the Lrackerl 
I~urntiincltr, as napture 1n1.d. bu t  wherever there is water, arl oozing trickle or a mountain strean, 
the Apa '~ari is  I-lave hlll.nessed it to their service and a tapering tongue of terraces climbJ the narrow ravine 
or skirts the base of spurs and hillocks. At the fringes of the valleys there are the treeless, bracken covered 
hills that are u;ed as grazing grounds for cattle and mithan and the curious fenced-in plots of luscious green 
which although one would take them for pastures, are really kcpt for the cultivation of leafy plants from 
which a salty suhstancec, the blaclc "Apa Tani salt" is extracted. 

'' From the I~roken country on the edge of the valky, paths, broad and in excellent repair as all paths 
in the Apa Tani country, rise steeply, but it is not yet the end of cultivated land. The  hillsides are covered 
with forest, plantations of pines and other useful trees in carerully nurtured plota, in which all trees are of the 
same sizc and.kind. Scvera! thousand feet above the valley is the unlended lorest, with its rank . growth 
of enormous rhododendrons, the many trees of the sub-tropical rail1 forcst and a multitude of  climbers, 
tree ferns and orchids. Froxn any vantage point on these high ranges you may have s bird's eye view of 
thr  lovely tranquil Apa Tani country: the villages, like small towns with winding streets and long rows of 
~ a b l e d  ihatchcd roofs, pt.essing round them the dark pine-groves and light green bamboo gardens that i n  
the spring are broken by the white and pink of flowering fruit trees, and to all sides the brilliant stretches 
of water flooded fields, an expanse almost like a lake, laced with the delicate irregular lines of dissectihg 
dams. From this luminous sea emerge irlandr clothed in groves and gardens and irregular peninsular3 of 
field :lnd P;lstUre, but however f ~ r  thc cye rearhes, there is no spot in this valky, which does not the 
trac-s ol man's controlling hand. 
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2. Land Tenure.-Land no intensively and carefully tended, the object of so much ingenuity and 
labour and transformed, no doubt out of all recognition from it9 original state, must obviously be highly prized 
by those who reap the harvests of its manifold products. Among the Apa Tanis as among other peasant 
folks-and unlike the neighbouring Daflas ahd Miris-the influence and social status of a man depends 
la r~e ly  on his property in land. Land is the source of wealth and all other and less permanent possessions 
are mainly valued as a means of acquiring more land. 

Any study of Apa Tani agriculture must therefore begin with an inquiry into the system of land-tenure, 
which is intimately linked with the complex social organization. 

According to the type of ownership the tribal land or the Apa Tanis can be divided into three 
categories :- 

1. Land owned by individuals. 
2. Clan-land. 
3. Common village-land. 
The  first calegory comprises practically all cultivated land, i .e.,  irrigated rice-fields, fields for dry crops, 

garden plots for maize, millet, vegetables and fruit trees, groves of bamboos, pines and other useful trees, 
as well as sites for houses and granaries. 

Clan-land consists of meadow land near the village uscd as paJture and burial g rounds and tracts of 
forest, sometimes at a very great distance from the village, where only the mem bers of the owner-clan 
have the right to hunt and trap. 

Common village land is confined to one or two usually not extensive stretches of pasture, and to forest' 
tracts on the periphery of the Apa Tani country. 

Privately owned land.-The disparity of rich and po-r is very great, not so much in the standard of 
living. as in the holdings of cultivable land. Except for slaves and a lew very poor men of better class, the 
average Apa Tani owns land of various kinds. Inside the village he owns his house-site, which lies with 
rare exceptions in the quarter inhabited by his clan. A good house-site in one of the main streets, 
prelerably near an assembly platform (lapang), has a very high price and is seldom to be had for less than 
10  mithan*. 

As the population is more or less static most men inherit a house-site and have not to purchase it, bu t  
a man with several so~ls may have difficulty in securing for each a site in a good position. Poor men and 
freed slaves usually have houses on the outskirts of the clan quarter, and a man of good family, fallen m 
bad times, is olten telnpted to sell his valuable house;rite and move to a back street. Many families have, 
on the other hand, spare house-sites, which until required a r t  used as vegetable gardem and maize plots 
and thtse are much prized because of the ample maliwe available in the village. 

Apzrt from his house-site a man requires the site f i r  a t  least o r e  granary, which lying on the outskirts of 
the v~llage, is valucd at one cow or l ~ a l f  a mithan. And he requires one or more bamboo groves on the 
high ground adjoining the village or on a neighbouring #island1 These groves are 
plots between one quarter of an acre and two acres in size; they are well protected against thieves 
hy high fences and elaborately fastcned doors, and contain not only bamboo, but usually also some pines and 
fruit trees. Withotit such a bamboo grove a man must buy the material with which to  build his house and 
granaries as well as bamboo required for making baskets and implements. For no wild bamboos grow 
within easy reach of the villages. Very ool man fetch bambcm from foicsts several hours' march from their 
villages, but it is virtually impossible to i r ing the bamboo for an entire house from so great a distance. The 
bamboo grovo are therefore essential parts of a man's holdings. A fairly large grove near the village with 
good bamboos and a few pine trees may change hands for three mithan, but a very small grove with very 
young bamboos or a grove on  a hillside a t  some distance from the village can be obtained for as little as one 
mithan. 

Sometimes interspersed among the bamboo and pine prove$, but more often in separate places a re  
garden plots, where vegetables, maize and tobacco are grown. Though on the same type of soil, galdens are 
cheaper than groves with standing timber or bamboo. Even the poorest men have usually sucll gardens 
which can be bought for a big pig, a Tibetan dao or three or four cloths. 

But 111e most valr~able par1 of a man's property arc his irrigated rice,fields, on which he grows the bulk 
of his food supply. 1 he price of such wet land is so high that unless an Apa Tani inherits at least two or 
three terraces he has very little chance of every building up a holdit~g sufficient for his needs. Near the 
villages where land is most expensive, ten rnithan and more may be paid for a single terracr (of about 4 acre). 
Smaller plots in the same area change hands for two to five mithan, but i t  is only in the outlying side-valleys, 

do not hold water as long as the centre of the valley, that a terrace of half an acre can be obtained for 
as little as two or three mithan :rnd smaller terraces even for one mithan or a cod. There are, of course, no 
h x d  rates for land, and a plot may within a few years change hands twice at  widely differing ~r ices .  

A concrete case of a land sale may give some idea of the velue of good rice fields. A man of Hari 
village bought from a man of his ow11 clan two terraces of a total annual yield of approximately 100 small 
carrying baskets of unhusked rice (equalling about 650 seers) which corresponds roughly to the value of two 

mithan bulls. For these two terraces he paid to the owner five large mithan cows, 11 oxen, as well as 
one D d a  cloth and an Apa Tani dao. T o  the five negotiators of the purchase he paid moreover few amoum 
ting to the value of at  least one mithan. Expressed in small mithan bulls-the standard for the valuation of 
land-the price plur commission amounted to 16 mithan and the annual yield of the field is tbus just over 12 
per cent of the in~ested capital without reckoning the expense of the labour to work it. 

An average family of five or six members can meet its consume of rice from the yield of approximately 
14-2 acres of well irrigated ,we: land having a ~ i e l d  of about 300 yagi baskets of unhusked lice. 

a holding is partly determined by the distance of the fields from the village, and the  rice for value which o/ t 
,-an be bought depends on various incidental circumstances. But it would be safe to say that the price wiH 
not be lower than twenty and not higher than fifty small mithan. Expressed in Indian currency this would 
alnount tr, between Rs. 2,000 and Rs. 5,000 and such a sum does not include the dry fields, gardens and 
groves a man must possss to be independent for his food supply. 

The dry land, used mainly for the cultivation of millet, is much cheaper, and plots change hands for one 
or two mithan, while even a pig or an rndi cloth may buy a very small plot. Poor men with little or no wet 
land, have thus a means of growing at  least part of their food supply, but rice cannot be cultivated on such 
d ~ /  land, which can therefore never altogether compensate for the lack of irrigated terraces. 

. e l .  Apa Tani~ m w r c  mest higher values in mithan ( b o ~  fronfuus), which arc rirlually a currency; the value of a lull 
#,own m~than upretrcd in money i~ today berwccn RI. 100 and A,. 3A. 



I n  some place9 it is possible, however, to transform dry land into rice terraceg, and a poor man may 
thus acquire some wet land at  comparatively low cost. But such rice terracu on high ground are not ar 
productive and therefore not as valuable as those in the bed of the valley ; they cannot be kept moist 
throughout the year. 

Another way of obtaining land suitable for rice cultivation is to lay out  new terraces on common clan- 
land. Many clans ossess common pastures in the bracken covered hillocks, and here and there a few 
narrow terraces coulBbe fitted into a depression or ravine. Only members of the owner clan may build such 
terraces which become their private property once they have established permanent cultivation ; but once 
under cultivation, these terraces may be sold to non-clan members. 

Similarly common pastures near the villages can sometimes be turned into fields for dry cultivation, but 
the cattle owners among the clan-members often resist such attempts and will even force a poor and landless 
man to relinquish a plot on  which he has begun to cultivate. 

The high price of irrigated land, the fact that it can only be bought for cattle and mithan and the 
restricted area of the Apa Tani country, have give11 rise to a capitalistic trend in Apa Tani economics. A 
large part of the best land is today concentrated in the hands of a few rich men, whereas there are numerous 
poor men with holdings too small to feed them and their families. This is not the place to investigate the 
reasons for t k s  inequality, but it is obvious that a man without sufficient land to support himself has only a 
slender chance of ever acquiring the cattle wlth which he could purchase additional land. The rich man, 
on the other hand, has usually a surplus of grain and by bartering this to neighbouring Ddap or Miris for 
mithan he obtains qulte easily the means whereby he can add to his holding. 

Two examples from the village of Haja may illustrate the manner in which holdink are built u p  and 
enlarged. 

Nada Tomu, a member of the most prominent clan, was given by his father wenty-five terraces lving in 
groups of five at five different points of the village land, as well an two bamboo groves and one garden. He 
thus began with fat more land than necessary to support a family. Every year he sold some rice to ~ a f l a s  of 
neighbouring villages, hnd with the mithan received in payment he bought more land, altogether 62 terraces 
In ten diflerent places. Nowadays he can buy with his surplus an everage of three mithan a year and 
poaesses twelve slaves who all work on his land, though only seven libe in his house, the others having set up 
their own households. 

Nendin Tagurn of the same village acquired his land in a less orthodox fashion. H e  inherited from his 
father six rice terraces in two groups of three and bought subsequently three more terraces rot a total of 
twenty mithan. O f  these only three were mithan which he had inherited ; elght he had bought for rice, and 
nine he had obtained as ransoms for captured Daflas. 

But it is only the man of some means and a n  established social position who is likely to profit from the 
risky game of raiding and man-catching. For the poor landless man withqut influential kinsmen to effect 
his release if the tables are turned, it is too dangerous. In  recent years, however, a n  alley has been opened 
by which he too can attain a minimum of economic independence. Work in the plains of Assam has enahleci 
many a marl to purchase calves, either buying them for cash in the plains and drivisg them up to the hills 
pr purchasing them from fellow tribesmen for goods obtained in 4ssam. 

I t  is charac~eristic of Apa Tani economics that land can only be bought for cattle. Pigs, cloth or dao 
may go with the price, but  he basic price consists always of mithan and cattle. Only very small patches of 
dry land are occasionally sold for a big pig or  some valuable, such as a Tibetan prayer bell, but the propcr 
currency for transactions in real property is and remains cattle. 

The principle that all cultivated land is private property of which the individual owner can dispose of as 
he wishes is so deeply ingrain(-d in Apa Tani mentalltv that village boundaries are-no real constderation in the 
transfer of land. For convenience everyone likes, of course, to have hls fields as close to his village as 
possible, but h o t h i n ~  prevents a man from purchasing rice-terraces on the land of a neighbouring village 
Indeed in the central valley and particularly in the contact zones of the political units the ownership of land 
often transcends the village boundaries and the fields of '&he inhabitants of two adjacent villages dovetall 
across the traditional Lonticrs. In  the side valleys intrusions of similar nature are less frequent and here the 
transfer of land is la~gely an endo-village affatr, the i n t ~  uders on a clan's traditional land being members of 
the same village, but of different clan or perhaps even different khcl. 

At first sight it may appear as though ther: is no check on the capitalistic trend in Apa Tani  economics 
and that more and q o r e  land mqst of necessity accumulate in the hands of the rich m m .  Yet, such a vtew 
would be one sided. n e f e  are various forces which counteract such a development. The  inheritance laws 
~ r o v i d e  that the land of A man is divided more or lesa equally among his sons, and many men divide up 
most of their land when their sons marry and set up their own households. Thus large holdings are seldom 
handed on undivided to the next generation. A wealthy man is moreover expected to provlde some land 
lor his dependrnts. Slaves who have grown up in his house and shown themselves able and hard-working, are 
usually allowed to set up theil oh11 households once they are mal~ied  and have one or two children. Their 
master is then under an obligation to give them some land-it may not be very much, certainly not enough to 
make them *If-sufficient-and once given, the land cannot be reclaimed unless the freed slaves now turned 
dependents klie without male issue. Finally there a re  the many vicissitudes of fate which may force a rich 
man to dispose quickly and .kt comparatively low rates of some of his land. A long drawn out  illness with 
the n k d  for innumerable sacrifices of mithan and cows, may compel him to sell land for cattle, or a qumber 
of his household may fall into the hands of raiders and must be ransomed with mithan and valuables ,+,hlch 
again may be obtainable only by the sale of land. While Apa Tanis will give land to their dependents, they 
never hire it out, and a poor man caqnat make a living by cultivating a rich man's land and sharing the 
crop. H e  must either be content with the irregular income of daily wages, working alternatively for several 
lich q e n ,  or he ~ u s t  join a rich maq's household and accept a position hardly differe"t from that of a 
slave. 

Clan-land.-The land held jointly by all the members of q clan comprises undulating pasture land and  
bracken covered hillocks, hunting grounds in the forests surraunding the valley and, usually close to  the 
>illage, an open grassy stretch used as burial ground and as a place where mithan can be tethered before 
slaughter or sale. 

Generally clan-land is nat held by a aingla clan, but by a group of two or even three clans that inhabit 
a separate quarter of the village, and may either interrnarrv or stand in a brother relationnhiu. When a 
clan dies out the land does not becornp common village land, but goes by right tq the traditionnl marriaga 
partners of the ortinct clan. 

The importance of the clan-land lies nqt so much in the open part~lrage, but in the forest tracts used for, 
ine extraction of wood and cane, for trapping aKd for hunting. These tracts are not concentrated in ona 
block, but arc scattered over the hills enclosing the Apa Tani country. 



The two principal c!ans of Duta village, for instance, possess jointly twenty-nille tracts ofcommon land 
in addition to their collective burial ground, Pape, in the central valley. These tracts are known by name 
and comprise a cluster of bare hills used for grazing, a piece of jungle with a salt lick for rnithan, six tracts o f  
forest near the village used only for cutting firewood, grazing mithan and sometimes for rat-hunting ; the 
remaining twenty-one tracts are in widely separated areas, some near the Dafla village of Licha, west of Duta, 
others south of Hang village about one day's joarney from Duta, and yet others east of Hai. Trapping in 
these tracts is the perogative of the owners, but any Apa Tani may hunt there with bow and arrow and even 
cut wood. 

Within such clan Ibrest, certain areas are the trapping preserve of individual clan members and it is indeed 
obvious that the s e t t i ~ ~ g  of traps and particularly spear traps, dangerous to nla11 and beast alike must 
somrhow be regulated. Such an area has all the features of private property escept that the owner's exclu- 
sive rights cover only trapping and the ext~action of cane ; for hunting with spears or bows and arrows his 
piece of forest is open to all members of the clans with adjoining hunting grounds, a group which may 
comprise part of a village, a whole village or even two villages. I t  is only wilhin this group that a man m a y  
sell his forest, o r  more precisely his right to trap and cut cane within a circumscribed area. The prices 
paid Tor such rizhts are small compared to the prices of cultivated land or groves, and trapping grounds 
change hands for as little as a pig, a few dno or several cloths. 

Cornnlon uillogs land.-Within the Apa Tani  valley the areas held jointly by all clans of a village are 
comparatively slnall and unimportant, but there are certain tracts of forest: 011 the periphery of the Apa 
Tani country which are claimed by the one or other village without being the property of individual clans. 
These tracts are used as hunting arounds A P ~  Tanis going as much as.two days' journey on their hunting 
trips, but they lie at  too great a distance from the villages to be useful for trapping or as pasture for rnithan. 

The common village land within the Apa Tani valley, on the other hand, is mainly uled as pasture for 
oxen. Theoretlhlly it is a reserve where men short of land may construct new gardens and fields for dry 
crops, but sucll a translormalion of pasture into cultivated land needs the consent or a t  least the connivance 
of the ~ t h e r  villagers. 

3 .  Mell~ods of Til1qc.-Only by the most intensive and skilful working of the available land can the 
Apa Tanis maintain themselves in an area where one square mile of land, comprising fields,. gardens, groves 
and pastures, must provide the subsistence for at  least one thousand persons or, roughly spealung,two hundred 
families. Their methods of tillage are primitive, and indeed uf a type proper to tile neol~thic age rather 
than to the world's great peasant civilizations of today, in so far as they depend entirely on human labour; but 
in  other respec!s they are highly specialized and are proof of a far greater capacity for planning and concerted 
efort  than the wasteful methods of cultivation in many parts of India, which for millenia have b&n familiar 
with the plough and the exploitation of animal labour. 

Wet Croks.-The corner stone of Apa Tani agriculture is the cultivation of rice on irrigated terraces 
Rice is the staple food, and all other crops are grown mainly to provide variety of diet and to utilize those 
portions of the country not suitable for irrigation. Rice too is the principal item in the Apa Tanis' export 
trade. 

But Tor the high lying islands and the undulating tongues of land under dry crops, and the spurs and 
hillocks of the broken.country a t  the foot of the Iiills, the whole bed of thr central basin as well as evely side 
valley is laid out in rice terraces ( a ~ i  pore). These tcrraces as we may well call then], though many lie almost 
on a level, can best be visualized if we begin our description with the h i~hes t  terraces at  the top end of a side 
valley where a stream is first tapped and follow the course of the water I i o ~ n  terrace to terrace, until it  
flows into the broad bowl of the main valley where the surplus water Troln channels and terraces drains into 
the Kele, the river which traverses the entirc length of the Apa Tani valley. 

Everyone of the larger streams rising on the wooded heights that ring the Apa Tani country, is tapped 
soon after it emerges ii.om the forest and reaches a gully wide enough to nccolnmodate a series of narrow 
tehaces. A short distance above the terraces occurs the first diversion from the stream but usually only a 
little water is here deflected ; the stream continues on its colrse while the feeder channel branching off at  a n  
angle ldds.  water alongside the series of terraces so that by blocking or opening the connectir~g ducts any field 
can be flooded or drained as required. At the head of the valley the terraces are on an average n-rrow, 

15 by 30 yards, are partly dug out of the hill-side and partly built up, with a difference of one to 
three feet in level of' the individual terraces or groups of 'terraces. As the valley broadens, the terracev grow 
in size and the diRerences in their level dwindlc to one or even half a foot. But wherevq the trickle of a 
spring has eaten a small ravine into the fold of the rounded hillocks that flank the valley, subsidiary series of 
small terraces are built u p  to meet the water practically at  its source. I t  is in these subsidiary valleys where 
poor men of land are using every irrigable corner for cultivation, that the individual terraces are narrow- 
a t  and the dams highest, the difirence between one terrace and the next being ol'ten as much ae five or 
six feet. But unlike such terra&-builders as the  Angami Nagas or the Ifugaos of North Luzon, the Apa Tanis 
do  not construct terraces that climb the mountain slopes for a thousand fret and more. The genius of the 
Apa Tanis has manifested itself rather in a meticulous and expert care for every crop, than in impressive 
feats ofengineering. Yet the lay-out of the terraces is no mean example of co-ordination of effort and 
perfection of technique. I n  the side valley%several hundred yards broad, ihe parent stream has often been 
tapped of most ofits water and when it fanJ out into the central valley only a shallow flow remains in the 
main channel, deep cut against times o i  heavy rain when floods are a threat to the dams. These courses are 
secured against flood erosion by ows of wooden stakes and threatened points strengthened by linings of 
Mng bamboo matting. Along &e embankments of the main channels run patlis strewn with gravel whicb 
renders tho usuable in even the wettest weather. After heavy rain there is always the danger of flood water 
breaking over the dams and submerging the sproutin,: crop. Normally, however water is not allowed to 
o v e ~ o w  the dams. Where two terraces lie on much the same level the mud-dam is cut to  allow the water 
to flow from one field to the next, but elsewhere the terraces are drained through wide wooden or bamboo 
pipes let into the dam ; these allow of a steady flow from the higher to the lower terrace without the rush of 
water eating into the dam. 

The is so ample and the many streams and r i w p t s  converging from the ring ofhigh wooded 
bring l o  water into the shallow bowl of the Apa ran i  country, that the flooding of all the 

bw.lfing terraces is o n  the whole no problem. Water rights are not sold or bought, and there are no fixed 
to which terraces have the first claim on the water of any particular stream. Disputes over water 

are to be rare, but  when they occur a settlement can usually be reached by the division of a channel. 

~h~~~ is an essential difference between the terraces in the bottom of the valleys, which are nerved by 
streams and channels, and are for the most part kept under water during the greater part of the year; 
and terraces on high ground which, watered by monsoon rivulets are largely rain fed. We will see presently. 
that they Ieceive diflcrent treatment and are used for growing direrent varieties of rice. 



The upkeep of the terrace fields, dams and channels absorbs a major part of the Apa Tanis' energy. 
The harvest is hardly garnered when repairs and alterations on  dams are put in hand and throughout the 
winter, until the first days in May, men and women can be seen moving earth, levelling fields, constructing 
and rebuilding dams, often standing ankle deep in mud and water a t  a temperature only j u ~ t  above freezin:: 
point. They are not content merely to maintain an established system of terraces and channels which to 
the casual observer looks little short of perfect. If the yield of a field has not been u p  to standard an Apir 
Tani will carry out improvements before the next sowing season : divide a large field perhaps not perfectly 
watered into two terraces, or conversely turn two tcrraces into one, gaining thereby the space of the 
dividing dam. For all such earth-works as well as the repairing of embankments and the levelling of fields 
the Apa Tzni shifts the soil from one area to another on large flat wooden trays, that are easily draggc,d over 
the slimy surface of the partially flooded ground. When the work is done by parties of young men and girls, 
it  is mainly the latter who with hnes hack u p  the soil and cut away the face of bunds and fields while thc 
young men and boys load the soil on to the trays and drag it off for redistribution. Both flat wooden 
batons and iron hoes are used in the remodelling and repairing of dams and fields. The  woodcn batons a re  
long thin slivers of wood pointed a t  one end and the iron hoes are of the tvpe in common use on tea gardens 
and are without exception imported from Assam ; although today they appear indispensable to the Apa 'I'::ni, 
nld men still remember the wooden hoe-llke implement used in their father's time and there can be no doubt  
that then the work of building terraces took u p  an even greater part or the .4pa Tanis' time. 

Although thrre do not seem to be many openings for a n  expansion of the area under irrigation, tllrl-e 
passes no year without sonie small plot being turned into terraced fields. 'The easiest way of bri~lg~ng,  rleiv 
land under rice cultivation is to level and ring with dams a plot previously used [or growing millet, relyin: 
on rain water .to fill the terrace ancl soften the ground. But such firlds can only bc used Ibr the early tic.-, 
{or the shortest period ofdry weather can seriously harm the crop. Wlicre a perennial stream can be ~appctl  
and the water brought in a channcl, the chances for gaining new valuable fields are far be~ter .  Vil1ngt.s 
like Michi Bamin and Hang and, to a lesser degree, Hari have still land for expansion and in the last twn 
years new terraces have bcen I~uilt in outlying areas in marshy ground as well as  built up t l ~ e  course of 
streamlets that trickle rro~n some obscure source. Men of H a ~ i g  village, for instance, have recently con. 
structed a whole series of terraces on land that had been occupied by pine-groves and pasture, and have 
successCullv carried a long charlnel across a pasture and split i t  up into several branches to provide sufficient 
feed Tor fifteen to twenty terraces. 

We have seen that there are two types of rice.fields : those permanently kept under water o r  at  least 
in  a very moist condition, and those that dry out and harden soon after harvest. T h c  former, which a1.e 
considered the more valuable are not dug over and on these the stubble sprouts in the following year as 
soon as the field has been flooded. ThL. rice is hcre perennial and the plants bear fruit for two or threc 
years. In  the planting season, women go over the field planting out barrcn parches, but the entire firld 
remains undisturbed for many years, and manure is only scattered over the surface. Such fields are used 
exclusively for a late ripening variety of rice (mloj. Close to them lie terraces which could also be krpt  
under water the whole year, but are allowed to drain off; these are cleaned and dug over with hoes beltjre 
each period of cultivation and then flooded from c h a ~ ~ n e l s  ; the water is allowed to filler slowly over the 
field and when the soil is thoroughly impregnated it is puddled hy young men who, supportirig themse1v::s 
between two poles, treadle the mud,underfoot so that to a depth of two or threc fe;t the soil is churned to a 
smooth thick paste. O n  these fields the three varieties or early ripening rice ( plare, plate and plaping) a re  
grown. 

Distinct from low-lying, channel-fed terraces are those on higher ground, which depend almost entircly 
on monsoon streams. There the ground is dug ovcr with hoes and the clods are bl.oken by hand or moo;l- 
shaped hoes. O o  such terraces the channel water is scarcely enough to convert more than the surface soil into 
mud at the time of transplantil~g and during the period of grgwth the rice is largely dependent on 
the rainfall. 

~ 1 1  rice is sown in nurseries. These are small terraces lying for the most part immediately below the 
villages adjoining the granaries or in  narrow protected valleys shut in by bamboo and pine groves. Onlv 
a f , : ~  nurseries lie a t  any distance from the village, in the middle of the terrace fields. Throughout the 
year the nurseries are kept deep under water and a good deal of manure is regularly thrown in. In  the  
months herore the sowing of the rice, the surfacc water is- drained off, the soil thoroughly cleancd a~lc! 
puddled until it turns inio a thick cream, in which the workers sink up to their knees. 

Sowing-By the second half of February the nurseries (mid i~ lg)  lie ready for the seed, the surface of the mud 
is levelled by hand and the small terraces ringed by half hoops of split bamboo or, wherever there is danger 
from straying cows fenced in with fine bamboo lattice. The seed is not sprouted before sowing. T h e  women 
scattcr it dry, as it comes from the granary, over the surfgce of the mud. Each variety of rice is sown in a 
separate block, the larger part of the nursery being devoted to the late ripcning kinds. After sowing the 
seed is not covered ; within a few days it talces root and soon a thick film of green shoots covers the ground ; 
then the water is allowed to filter into the field. 

The transplanting of the rice begins in the middle or  April. First the seedlings of the early ripening 
plare rice are planted out in those newly flooded terraces which have been dug over with hoes and then 
softened by treadling. At the timc that men and boys are still busy in  rebuilding and preparing other 
terraces and the transplanting is done by women and girls who lift the seedings from the nurseries, tie 
them into bunches and carry them still wet from the water in open work basket to the fields. Starting at  
the edge of the field they move forward as they work, planting single seedlings a t  intervals ~f about 
8 inches.' 

Next the plate rice and then the plaping rice, both early ripening varietiu are transplanted on  terraces 
prepared in a similar manner. The three early varieties of rice a re  also grown on outlying terraces with 
scanty water supply, but hcre transplanting awaits the first heavy rain and is indeed often deferred till the 
first half of May. 

All through the spring months work on the dams continues and a t  the end of April begins the transplanting 
of the three late ripening varieties of tic? (empu. dong and radt) which are known collectively as emo and 
form the bulk of the Apa Tanis' rice crop. The  late ripening lice is planted out on terraces most of which 
have been cleaned by hand, but not dug over and where the previous year's r~ce-plants are already sprouting 
After a period of years such terraces are also dug over and then the seedlings are planted into the. 
soft, newly turned soil before the field is actually flooded. Towards the end of the transplanting season, 
young men and boys, largely free from other work, join in finishing the transplanting, but the major par t  
of this work is atill done by women. 



By the middle of May all the fields in the central valley are planted out and people are busy trans. 
planting on distant, latr  flooded fields of side-valleys and, as we will see presently, with the work on  their 
drv l ~ n r l .  -., 

Lastly enlo rice is planted even in some of the shallower waterways and appears to thrive in spite of the 
current and of periodical submersion on days when heavy rain floods the channels. 

The weeding of the rice-fields is done with great thoroughness ; permanently flooded terraces are 
weeded two or three times, and terraces less amply watered as much a s  five times. Certain outlying fields, 
near the grazing grounds or forest land are fenced-in with strong wooden stakes either individually or in 
blocks to protect them against straying mithan. But in the area between the villages no  fencing is 
necessary. 

The harvest of theplarc rice, the early ripening red rice, begins early in August. This rice is not cut. 
but the grains are stripped from the ears by'hand. Most poorer people are by this time short of food, and 
the ncwly reaped rice is eaten almost at  once. 

Shortly afterwards the plate rice, a white variety, ripens and is reaped in similar manner. 
The  plaping-rice, which is also white, ripens in  the beginning of September on the fields where it was 

planted early, and at  the end of the month on outlying fields, where planting was late. 
The main rice-harvest, when all n o  rice-the white empu and rade, and the red clang, all bearded varieties, 

are reaped at  the same time begins in the middle of October and lasts until early in November. I t  demands 
perhaps the greatcst conc:rted effort of the year and men, women and children work without respite for 
two or three weeks. The  women reap the rice with sickles, bought in the plains and used nowadays 
~eneral ly in place of the knives of Apa Tani blacksmiths, cutting the stalks about a foot from ground. Tied 
into sheaves the ears are heaped together and the men thresh out the .  grain on the spot in a somewhat 
unusual lishion. T h e  sheaves are beaten against a slanting wooden board and the grain slides down into 
a large carrying basket, which is immediately carried off to the granary ; the straw which is the Apa Tanis' 
principal thatchinglmaterial is stacked or just left lying about in low piles on the field. 

Seed grain of all types of rice is separated from the food supply while still on the fields, the best yielders 
being allocated for this purpose, but the rest of the harvest is poured on the floor of the granary for Apa 
Tanis do not use baskets for storing their grain. The granaries are built on wooden poles, and roofed, not 
with thatch but with ribs ofsplit bamboos. There are no devices to keep away rats, which are a pest both 
in house and granary. 

When the harvest is over, the cows are let loose on the fields and throughout the winter months they are 
free to graze on the stubble but there are too few of these animals for their manure substantially to benefit 
land uncler such constant and intensive cultrvation. The  Apa T ~ n i s ,  however, recognize the need for 
preserving the fertility of the soil, and they expend a great amount of energy on manuling. Throughout 
the winter and spring months, from the end of the harvest until the time for transplanting, women and men 
are to be seen daily carrying baskets of rice chaff, pig and chicken droppings, ashes and kitchen refuse to hrap 
on their fields. When the dried-out terraces for the early rice are dug over and cleaned, the stubble and 
rubbish is collected in heaps and burnt. The ashes are then spread out and worked into the 
soil, and this process is also adopted in the case of the dry millet fields. Even cattle dung is collected rrom 
the pastures and when-ever a house is rebuilt the thick layar of black soil below it, a medley of Kitchen 
refuse, ashes, animal dung and human excretment, is excavated, filled into baskets and, as the most valuable 
ofmanures, spread over the nursseries a ~ d  vegetable gardens. 

Thus the  Apa Tani gives back to the soil much of what he extracts, and the rich humus washed year 
arrer year from the high ranges, clad in sub-tropical rain-forest never touched by axe, and deposited by- 
innumerable streams in irr;garion channels and on terrace ficlds, goes no doubt a long way in maintain 
ing soil-fertility. 

Dry Crops.-Though dry crops do no! rival rice in importance, the same meticulous care which 
the Apa Tani  lavishes on his rice terraces characterizes his treatment of millet, maize and v;lrious vegeta- 
bles. Many of these crops are grown in gardens and the methods employed iq their cultivation are those 
of the horticulturist rather than of the farmer. 

Dry fields lieon islands and peninsular3 of slightly raised ground and on the rolling land that leads 
u p  to the broken country on the fringes of the valley. Besides the fenced-in gardens that often adjoin groves 
of bamboo and pine, there are the stretches of open fields, used aimost exclusively for the cultivation of 
millet. T h e  soil of gardens and fields is identical, and indeed new garden plots are sometimes established 
in  the middle of a stretch of millet fields. Most landa for dry crop3 are divided up into small raised oblong 
Peds? about four by six feet large. 

The  principal dry crop is E h i n e  coracanp and of this two varieties are Rrown : an early millat (mipa) 
which 'is mainly planted along bunds of rice-fields and in garden plots, and a later ripenink millet (sarfc) 
cultivated on the open dry ficlds and also planted on rice-field bunds. Both varieties are, like rice, trans- 
planted, and this secms to be a peculiarity of the Apa Tanis. Neither among the neighbouring Daflas 
nor anywhere else in India have I heard of Elcusine coracnna a crop equally suitable for shilling cultivatior~ 
and peasant farming-bcing transplanted o r  sown in any way other than by broadcasting. The Apa Tanis 
~ r o w  the seedlings in gardens near the houses or in small fenced-in plots on islands surrounded by rice fields. 
They scatter the seed densely over the moist soil, but do not cover it with earth. At the end of April, when 
the young plants of the mipa millet are about 5 inches high, they are planted out in gardens and on the dams 
of rice-fields. Thls work is usually done by two women : the one, wielding a pointed stick, makes holes in 
the earth and the other moving after her, plants the millet-seedlings closing the ea,rth with her fingers. It 
is a laborious process, typical of the Apa Tanis, detcrmindtion to makc the fullest use of every sqllare foot 
of their country. When the millet ripens it lines every path along the dams and although the ~ i e l d  on the 
dams enclosing one terrace may not be very considerable, the total amount of millet grown on many 
miles of dam must come to thousands of baskets. An additional advantage is that the roots of the millet 
strengthen the dams, not only during the pmiod of cultivation, but even when the crops have been reaped 
and the drying dams have the tendency to crumble. 

A few weeks later, mainly in the first half of May, late ripening sarfr millet is planted out on the 
remaining rice bunas, and on the many a n  odd bit of dry ground between patl~s, dams and channels. 
These plots are laid out in neat beds, a few feet square, separated by ~ a t h s ,  and single seedlings are planted 
at intervals of about 5 iqches. Immediately before planting the tops of the seedlings are clipped and this is 
said to lead to a quick, strong growth. 

But the preparation of the dry fields has to wait until all the work on the irrigated terraces and most 
of the transplanting of rice is completed. It is only the first half of May that the Apa Tanis find the time 
to dig over the dry fields, still covered with last year's stubble. This is mainly a man's job ; it is done by 
groups of h c e  to six young men, but occasionally one or two girls may work with them aide by side. To- 
day large iron hoes are used for turning over the soil, but in the old times the work wan done with wooden 



lloes and must then have been eveh more strenuous. Most of the dry fields are almost fiat, but some run UP 
the gentle slopes of the broken country and there rough terraces are built to prevent erosion and too rapid 
drainage, ~h~~~ is no attempt to  flaten these terraces, a moderate gradient being considered no disadvan- 
tage for dry crops. After the men have turned over the soil, the women break u p  the clods and Smooth 
the ground with the small hoe (palii) which is made of split bamboo looped so that the cromed ends forms a 
handle. Finally the ~ar tc  millet is taken from the nurseries and the seedlings are planted out one by one 
on the dry fieldl. Here the women do not hole the ground with sticks, but  press the plant3 gentiy into the 
level surface of the rain soaked earth. 

h4illet is weeded twice, and this too is done by women with their bamboo hoes. The  early mipa ripens 
a t  the same time as the plarc rice in the first half of August. I t  is grown in small quantities, and the reaping 
is clone almost entirely by the women who cut off the ears and take them home for immediate consume. 
Ollly rarely is the early millet stored in granaries. Mipa millet is stored with the grain still in ear ; it is 
never threshed until required for the pot, when threshing and husking is a combined operation conducted 
with heavy pounders in bowl shaped blocks. 

The  harvest of the snrte millet follows the cmo rice harvest, early in November and millet is thus the 
latest ripening crop. The  cars are cut with sickles and carried into the granaries, where they are heaped 
on the floor. 

Millet is mainly used for making beer, but it is sometimes also crushed and made into a rough kind of 
bread. Apa Tanis do not sell millet to outsiders, and they sometimes even buy millet from neighbouring 
Datlas. 

Although familiar with Setarica italica and Sorghum uulgarr both cultivated by Daflas and Miris, the 
Apa Tauis only grow Eleurine coracnna. 

The dry crop next in importance to millet is maize, and of this the Aoa Tanis cultivate three varictien : 
nire a white and red variety, ripening before theplare rice and thus the first of all the grain crops, nile a 
white and red variety ripening together with the plate rice, and nin~e fani, a red variety with very amall cobs, 
ripening together with the plaping rice. All three varieties of maize a re  grown in the gardens inside the 
village, but nire and nife are also cultivated in the more distant garden plots near groves and dry fields. 
The individual grains are dibbled into the ground 8 to 10 inches apart  and maize is thu9 the only grain 
crop the Apa Tanis do not transplant. 

The other garden crops of the Apa Tanis are beans, chillies, tobacco, marrow, cucumbers, taro, ginger, 
potatoes, tomatoes and a coarse kind of spinach. All these vegetables are sown in the gardens both lna~de 
the villages and near bamboo groves early in March, and chillies, tobacco and tomatoes are transplanted 
a few weeks laler. 

The Apa Tani beans (perung) are a small non-climbing variety with seeds of a light golden brown, 
that are dried and eaten boiled. The chillies cultivated in the Apa Tani  country are larger than the kind 
conlmonly grown in India ; they find a ready market in the plains and are indeed the only vegetable 
grown not only for home consumption but for sale in the plains of Assam, where Apa Tanis exchange them 
mainly against salt. 

Tobacco is cultivated with great care ; aU Apa Tanis both smolte and chew tobacco from a very early 
age. The first leaves are plucked early in May ; these are not dried whole, but  are cut up, trampled 
under foot and then dried on mats. 

Marrows ripen in September and October acd are boiled, but cucumbers are usually eaten raw. 
Taro plays no very important .role in Apa Tani  diet and is grown much less than in the neighbouring 

Dafla country, but ginger is a Savourite cooking spice and thinly sliced is eaten on many ceremonial 
occasions. 

Potatoes and tomatoes are obviously of comparatively recent introduction' and are nelther very large 
nor very extensively cultivated. The first potatoes are dug up as early as May, and considering how eco- 
nomical Apa Tanis are in other respects it is strange that they often dig up and eat potatoes hardly as 
,bag a3 a cherry. 

From the point oCview of their value to Apa Tani diet the leafy, spinach-like \regetables are pro- 
bally the most important garden produce. These are grown and eaten in very large quantities ; with a 
gap of a few winter months they are available throughout the year. Though not specifically grown as 
food, young bamboo shoots from the bamboo groves are gathered and eaten in large quantities in  March, 
April and May. 

I t  may be noted here that cotton does not rank among the dry crops of the Apa Tanis. Their weaving 
industry is more highly developed than that of any tribe in the vicinity, but the cultivation of cotton on  land 
urgently required for growing food crops is apparently not considered a n  economic proposition and the 
Apa Tanis purchase nearly all their cotton .from neighbouring Daflas, returning the seed a f ~  the cotton 
has been ginned for the Daflas next season's sowings. 

Croues: Covering less ground than the irrigated rice terraces, but  rather more than the vegetable 
gardens, the groves of bamboo, pines and fruit trees lbrm an integral part of Apa Tani economics. Villages 
of up to a tliousand houses would have difficulty in finding sufficient building material in  nearby forests, 
unless regeneration kept pace with fellings. 

In the hills surrounding the Apa Tani country various kinds of bamboos occur but  that cultivated in 
carefull tended groves is a medium sized straight stemmed variety of male bamboo, that sands  up well to 
the c o d  winters with seasonal snow. Accordiug to tradition the Apa Tanis brought this spedes them 
when in the dim ages of the past they arrived in the Apa Tani  Valley. Be this as it may, the A a Tani 
bamboo is not found in the surrounding countryside except where i t  has been cultivated in the vieages of 
nearby Daflas. Other Dallas do cultivate isolated clumps of bamboo, usually the giant spraying species also 
found in Assam. The Apa Tani lays out whole groves o l  bamboo, spacing the m o b  a t  two or three 
foot intervals, and rigorously prunes every shoot allowing only one or two stems to grow from each root. 
Once established a grove will retain its regenerative power indefinitely and can be exploited over a period 
of years. Before laying out a new grove the Apa Tani  cleans and levels the soil almost as carehBy as 
on his dry fields, surrounding the whole plot with high fences. The  roots for a new grove a re  lifted from 
an overcrowded grove and planted in shallow holes during the months of December, January or early 
February, for the roots set forth their first new shoots in April. Bdng male, the Apa Tani bamboos never 
flower or seed, and the planting of roots is the only way of propagatton. 

I n  gocd soil bamboos grow to a size usable for house-building in  four years, but  only bamboos of 
to ten years' growth are strong enough for house posts or main rafters. 



Pirurr txcclsa is the mort characteristic tree o l  the Apa Tani  country. I t  dose not occur in neighhourins 
valleys of similar altitude, and the Apa Tanis hold that they brought it with them when they immigrated from 
the country north of the Kamla and Subansiri River. At some points well over 6,000 feet high on their 
traditional route of migration there are small numbers of pine trees and the Apa Tanis claim that their 
ahccstors planted these as they pmsed through the country. 

Pinus cxcclsa is a magnificient tree, which in the Apa Tani country grows to a height of over 170 feet ; it  
is found both in the forest of the lower slopes and in groves near the villages. I n  the vicinity of villages 
groves ol  bamboo are generally intcrapcrsed with pines or part of the grove may be set aside for pine trees; hut 
in groves where pines have grown to a great height bamboos do not thrive in the shade of their spreading 
branches. 

'The time for planting young saplings, brought from the forest or more orten taken from other groves, is 
February and the first half of March. For [our or five young trees suitable for transplanting (about one to 
two feet high ) one dao or a cloth or rice of similar value is paid. The  wood of Pinur cxcclsa is used for 
bbilding purposes, roughly cut house posts, or long slender rafters as well as for firewood ; the Apa Tanis 
tap the larger trees and concoct from the resin a medicament calculated to cure all inflamamtions, swellings, 
aches and ~ a i n s -  ow in^ to its resinous content this pine makes very fine torches and no Apa Tani will set 
off on a journey withouiono or  two chips in his bag with which to kindle a fire. 

Most groves coyrain besides bamboos and pines also a number of fruit trees and in the sprin? the lresh 
green of forest, garden and grove is splashed with the white, pink and deep rose of their blossoms. There 
are four distinct kinds of fruit trees cultivated by Apa Tam. S ~ N I O  is a small cherry, the flower a dark 
rose, the fruit slightly oblong, reddish with white pulp. Thakhriw is a pink flower~ng peach, smaller hut 
not essentially ditTerent from the peach grown in Europe eithcr in flower or fruit. These peach trees are 
planted not only in groves, but  also in gardens and close to houses. Pita is a very small pear and pichn a 
greenish and rather bitter apple ; both are found also along paths and lanes and on burial grounds where 
they are considered village or clan property. All fruit trees are planted in March or early April. 

Whereas the groves on flat land close to the villages contain as a rule only bamboo, pines and fruit trees, 
in those running up the hill-slopes, pines are sometimes interspersed with a few other trees valuable as build- 
ing material. For in re-afforesting a slope 'with young pines, Apa Tanis sometimes leave ex~sting timber 
which will come in usefully. The well-stocked pine groves on the hillsides surrounding the valley are a 
remarkable tribute to the Apa Tanis' skill in forestry ; the trees are usually-of uniform age and the entire 
grove is fenced-in to protect it against straying cattle. 

4. Animal Husbandry.-In Apa Tani economics the breeding of domestic animals plays a secondary 
rule and a very considerable number of the mithan and pigs required for sacrifice and slaughter are 
annually bought from neighbouring Daflas and Miris. It is not that the Apa Tanis do not value mithan 
or pigs, but that in their intensively cultivated country there is little scope for large herds of cattle, 
and in the congested villages no room for roaming pigs. 

Though not the main source of wealth as among the Dafla~,  the mithan (60s frontalis) is yet an impor- 
tant measure of wealth, and a man's economic status i9 judged by the number of his mithan almost as  
much as by the size of his holding. Indeed mithan are in a manner of speaking the recognized currency in 
all transactio~~s to do with land : the value of a field can only be expressed in mithan. I t  thus appears 
that the mithan has, apart from its material value as a source of meat, a fictitious value as a medium of 
exchange. A man, Tor instance, who has a surplus of grain and wants to acquire additional land, will 
usually sell his surplus rice for mithan and than with these mithan purchase land. Bride-prices, ransoms 
and fines are ususally paid in mlrhan, and while pigs are the sacrificial animals at mo-t of the communal agri- 
cultural rites, mithan must be slaughtered at  the rites and feasts perbrmed by individuals who want to 
raise their prestige. 

I have no statistics regarding the number o l  mithan owned by Apa Tanis, but believe that it must lie 
between two and three thousand. Only a very few of these animals are, however, to be seen in the 
Apa Tani valley and Apa Tanis say thzt if they kept all their mithan near their villages and cultivation 
"there would not be a blade of rice or millet left". Mithan prefer the shade of forests to the open pastures, 
and roam single or  in small groups rather than in large herds. Considering the manner in which mi th ;~n  
are kept by Apa Tanis we can hardly class them as 'domestic' animals, for the only limes when a mithnn 
comes anywhere near his owner's house is pos~ibly on the day of purchase and invariably on the day of 
slaughter. Otherwise mithan live in the forest and are only rarely and lor specific reasons, such .for 
inspection by purchasers or for care in times of sickness, brought to the communal grazing grounds near the 
village where they are kept tied up on long hide ropes. 

Each village and in some villages each khcl or clan owns communal grazing grounds for mithan, usually 
a damp shady valley watered by a stream, with patches of bog where mithan can wallow up to their kners. 
In  some or these valleys there are natural salt licks and it seems that a mithan let loose in such a haunt. 
will not stray far a-field. Some of these loreat pastures arr: many hours' walk from the Apa Tani villagrs 
and theft o l  unguarded mithan is the mogt frequent cause of trouble between the Apa Tanis and their Ilalia 
and Miri nrighbours. Every four or five days a man will either go himself or send a slave to have a !ook 
at  his mithan ; a little salt fed from the-palm of the hand and the soft call "Lcli  leli lcli" brings an animal 
from the thicket. The Apa Tanis are connoisseurs in mithan characteristics and an animal's p)ints arc so 
catalogued in their minds that  identification is no difficulty, but rich men with many mithan somcti~nes 
mark the horns with their own signs. Whereas in the Naga Hills mithan are invariably black with w h ~ t e  
stockings, the colouring of Apa Tani mithan cover a wide range ; there are black, white and piebald rnithan, 
mithan with white or black stockings and many with lovely creamy patches that deepen to orange where the 
hair is longest. 

But many mithan owners, and I believe they are the majority, do not keep their animals in the Apa 
Tani  country at  all ; they give them into the care of Dafla and Miri friends. Not onlv are Daflas and 
Mkis experienced in the keeping of cattle, but  their country is also far better suited for mithan than rhc 
Apa Tani  valley and  hey can keep the animals fairly close to their villages without risking great darnage 
to the crops, their jhurnr being as a rule well fenced in. The reward for keeping another man's rnithan is 
one calf out of three or four according to agreement. By dispersing his mithan over severhl villagrs an 
Apa Tani  insures himself moreover against the danger of losing his entire stock through disease. Epidemics 

foot-and-mouth and rinderpest are fairly frequent and have been known to decimate the live- 
stock of whole areas, 

Neither Apa Tanis, Daflas nor Miris control the breeding of mithan, and as the animals are largely left 
to themselves and the bulls are never castrated any selective mating would indeed be imposriblc. 

Besides the mithan owned by individuals, there are a number of mithan which are the comnlcn 
property of village, khcl or clan and thew are used for sacrificw in the, interest of the whole community. 

Less valuable than mithan, but used in the same manner for sacrifices, as a source of meat and as 
hrrency,  btlt never milked, arc oxen ofthe small breed common in the plains of Assam. This cattle is 
almost certainly derived from imported stock and even today -Apa Tanis buy calves in  the t la inn and drive 



them up  to the Apa Tani country. Those born in the hills have a thicker coat than plains cattle and they 
S1.lnd up well to the frmt of winter. Unlike mithan, cattle rarely leaves the open parts of the valley, 
usually remaining on the grasslands near the villages. In  the spring and summer there IS ample grazing, 

bur In the winter, when the pastures are shrivelled and brown, the cattle lives preca~ iously on the rice and 
m~llet stubble of the previous harvest. Apa Tanis make no attempt to feed their cattle, and the cows a re  
allnwed to wander over the dried out rlcr terraces and millet fields, any damage done to the brittle dams - - 
belng outweighed by the value of the manure. 

As soor1 as the rice and particularly the millet on the dry fields is planted out the cattle is banished t o  
t1.e grazillg at the ends of the valleys and the fields In the vicinity are carefully fenced in ro that 
a cow wol~ld have to pass through a labyrinth of narrow passages and lanes, before it could reach the centre 
of the vallcy where (here are unprotected plots. 

Very liltle care is given to this cattle, and there is, no system of herd boys. Summer and winter tihe 
animals are in the open day and niqht. Theft of cattle is therefore easy, and it is more the drastic punishment 
n~reted out to offenders-death being the pcnalty for habitual thieves-than the precaution3 of the owners 
tllat provides a safeguard. The neighbuuring Daflas do not steal cows as liequently a$ mithan, for thieves 
would have to veqture close to the villages and in driving off the cattle in the open country they would risk 
bellla intercepted. 

Crosses of mithan and plains cattle are krown, a-d hybrids count for ritual purposes as mithan. But 
the Apa Tanis certainly d o  not encourage cross-breeding, and cattle and mithan are kept apart by their 
own habits and prel'erenccs for differerrt grazing grounds. T h e  problem of cross breeds is therefore of little 
practical importance. 

No goats are kept in the Apa Tani valley. The  goat is too destructive an animal to be let loose in such 
a carefully husbanded area. A few Apa Tanis do however own goats and keep them with friend; in neich- 
bouring Dafla villages , they are never milked but they can be used for certain w v a t e  sacrifices, such as The 
p:oF,iliation of disease bringing spirits, and the meat is, of course, readily eaten. O n  the whole, however 
Aua Tanis arc not interested in3~oats ; they think of them only as meat and not as an investment. This, 
aititude is born out by a comparis~~n of tribal va!ues ; a Dafla considers the p r i c ~  a f a  she-goat higher than 
that of a he-goat but the Apa Tani, indilTerei~t to the possibilities of goat-breeding, pay more for a large nlale 
goat. 

Pias are in certain rrs ,ects the favourite domestic animals and here the word domestic applies in its 
narrowest sense. For Apa Tani p i p  are housed below the pile-born dwellings in boarded-up enclosures 

smell. 
Yet, comparatively few pigs are bred. Apa Tanis find it on the whole more prafitable to  buy young 

pigs from Daflas and Miris and feed them u n t ~ l  they are full grown rather than keep sows for breeding put- 
poses, and hurldreds of pigs are imported annually into the Apa Tani  country. However, if a man decides 
to breed from his sow and has no boar of his own, he borrows a young boar and shuts it up Tor a day or two 
in his pig-stye. For this service he either pays t h e  boar's owner a small lee or promises him one of the 

But Apa Tanis say that breeding spoils the flavour of pork and that sows that have littered are q e w r  
as fat as those that have not ; they prefer thererote to fatten sows which have never given birth. 

Boars are castrated when two orthree months old, and as none are set aside for b;ecding purposes such 
sows as are allowed to breed arc inseminated by very young. boars. Castration is effected by the removal of the 
teslicles and this is one of'the few tasks which Apa Tanis coqsider defiling. A special person known as ktnna,  
usually a, woman, performs the operatiori ; she has to live by herself in a house on the outskirts of the 
is suhject to certain social and religious restriclions but never wants for food or clothing :. ihdeed herjob is 
considered a lucrative one. 

The pig is the sacl.i6cial animal indispensable for all communal rites connected with agriculture and there 
is a good case Tor the assumption that it is older in Apa Tani culture than the mithan. Pork arid bacon are 
more highly prized than any other meat, and sides of bacon are not only the most acceptable gifts hetween 
friends and kinsmen, but are a recosnized "cu~rency" far ceremonial payments. 

Fowls are kept hy all Apa Tanis for the sake of their eggs a3 well as for their flesh. For the taking of 
omens and for innumprable micor sacrifices and offerings chickens are needed and on a bamboo structure 
erected on the occasion bf a single sacrificial rite one may sometimes count as many as a hundred shells or 
eggs, broken in th- course o i  the ritual. Required for so many vital purposes chickens are therefare expen- 
sivc. 'rwo eggs count as a b y ' s  wage, a hen costs as much as a knife and a big cock as much a short doa 
01 a simple cloth. At night chickens are shut into baskets or roost i& raf te~s,  but during the day-tirqe 
they run about the  village, feed~ng mainly on refqse and the falleq grain from, the winnowing fans and 
pounding blocks. 

~ o g s  are of the ordinqry pariah breed common all ovet the plains oTAssam. me most frequent colour- 
 in^ is B reddish brown, but black, white and pie-bald dogs are by no means rare. If the Apa Tani  ever had 
a distinct breed of dog (and it stands to reason that like the yagaa the tribes af the Eastern Himalayas did 
at  one time possess dogs direlent from the mongrels or the Indian plains) the strain has been so diluted by 
inter-brceding that the t y p ~  is no longer recagnizable: Xany of the Apa Tanis gaing to the plains ye turq  
with dogs, wnich they pick up for 4 nominal price, and this contiquous inflqx of new blood must have ruined 
any indigenous race. Dogs are also bought from Daflas and Miris, but the canine fiopulation of the villages 
is kept down by the frequerlt use of dogs as sacrificial animals. Though Apa T a n ~ s  eat dog, .few dogs are 
slauqhtered only for the sake of their meat ; they are the sacrificial animals proper to the t i e s  perfocmed by 
raiding and are accepted by'the gads in times of sickness and personal disaster. The value of dogs in  
the Apa Tani count1.y is therelore far higher than in the plain? af Assaq or among the neighbouring 
tribes. 

Apa Tani d o ~ s  live on scraps and kitchen refuse, and few look at  all well ied. They are not badly 
treated, I~ving undisturbed in the houses, hunting with their masters and in the evening presslng with the 
children round the hearth fires, but the Apa Tpni expects hie dog tp fend for I$rnselt' and does not often givQ 
him a very substantial meal. 



5. Diuirion of Labour.-An exhaustive discupion of  the division and use of labour would lead us tob far 
into the sphere olsociology, but agriculture cannot be  entirely divorced from the human element and so we 
must consider not or~ly by what methods the Apa Tani's land is cultivated, but also by whom the work on  
the ficllls is actually done. 

In families of average means most of the work of fields and gardens is done by husband and and 
their children as well as any relative or slave who may he a member of the hou8ehold. O n  some days this working unit engage3 on one task, but on  others the members go ahout their different occupations necessary 
for the maintainance of their holding, the husbarrd being mainly responsible for the building and up-keep of 
d ~ m s ,  terrarea channels and fences, for the digging over of fields and the planting of trees, arid the wife being 
mainlv occupied with the care of nurseries and gardens, the transplanting of rice and millet and the weeding 
ol  crops. But this division of labour is not complete, and on many occasions men and  women work side b y  
side. be it in I~uilding dams or  even in transplanting rice. Though a couple is normally quite capable of 
cultivating their land without outside help, there are  yet many times when help is either sought or given by 
other rne~nbers of the community. 

Fron, childhood every Apa Tani  boy or  girl  belong^ to a labour gang (pa!anp) and this asso~:iation conti- 
nues to some extent in later life. Thus  a m l n  who has to rebuild a rict: t r r rsce will atk some of his patang 
f ~ i e n d s  to help in  the work, a n d  in turn he will work on  their fields wnenzver his assisrance may be required. 
S ~ m i l a r l ~  wolnen ofiep join forces in the tedious work of transplanting rice-seedlinqs, a group offour or five 
\\omen working in turn on each other's fields. No payment is made for such mutual assistance, but  the 
1 ~ r 5 0 n  on whose field the group works is expected to  provide a mid-day meal or a t  least a fair.amount of 
,ice-beer for the labourers. 

Whereas married rnen and women work only a t  times with the members of their old paiang, bovs and 
~ i r l s ,  from the age of seven or eight until they set up their own  household^ spend most of their working days 
~vi th their own pnlang. All members 'of a palong are approximately the same age and ofren of rhe same clan ; 
tnrre a;e girls and boys in a pnlang and if thfy are of the same clan, they are  debarred from marriage. But 
in some pntang there are girls and boys of difkrrnt clans and there i t  happens quite often that working 
colnpanions become lovers and marry when they grow up. 

As a rnlc patans work in turn on the fields of their members' parents, and a man whose son or  daughter 
has joined a palrng has thus a right on the services of the entire palung whenever his turn comes. These ser- 
vices are free, except that he has the obligation to provide the patang with a meal to be eaten on the fields. 
But rich rnen can sometimes hire apalang out of turn for wages and then the hire is divided equally anlong all 
its members. 

The hiring o f p i t a ~ g  is, how-ver, only on? of  the m a n s  by which ric5 men obtain the labour necessary 
f,,r the caltivation of their large holdings. Many poor men and women subsist entirely or a t  least to a large 
eitcnt on the grain reccived as wages for daily labour, and as a rule they have little difficulty in finding 

nployment. For although rich men have usually a number of slaves or dependants who work for them 
tlll.ollghout the year, they ol'tcn ne:d a d l i t ~ o n l l  laboar to keep abreast with the agricultural calendar and 
complete the buildins or darns, transplanting and h~rvest ing in propet season. T h e  average daily wage is 
jllst undrr  two secrs of husked rice, and this is jurt enough to feed two perrons lor a day. Thus if a husband 
and w i l e  both work for wages. they can support thems:lves and two or three children, but unless they engage 
i n  t r  ,de ant1 go to wsrk in the plain; of h a m ,  it is almo3t. impossible for them to better their position by 
s , l v i n y  a:]d thd l  acquiring land of their own. 'True, there is thc reserve of clan-land where new terraces can 
s,ill be c ~ r v e d  from the hill-sides, but the reallv p w r  who live rroln hand Lo mouth by daily labour, can 
seldo;n sl,are the time for thz strenuous task of building new terraccs. 

Apa Tani  agriculture depends thus both on the mutual help of the owners of small holdings and on the 
labour llil-cd I,y the rich. Co-operative and capitalistic trends exist side by side and neither trend shows a t  
pres;nt  ;\rly s i ~ n  of eliminating the uther. The  man or modest mcans who cultivates his fields with the hclp 
of his ia ln i ly  and the palane of his children is nor in danger of being ousted by the ownen of a hundred fields 
nor  llavc the poor very much chance of effecting a more equal distribution of the existing land. 

6 .  ArLnu,1l Cyclc.-.\gr~c~~lture is the dominant lactor in the Apa Tanis',lile and a brief table of the 
work done  month by month will demonstrate how the annual cycle revolvcs round agricultural pursuits. 

we w i l l  begin with the month of Kumc, corresponding to January-February, with the first preparations 
for the new cultivating season : - 

Kums . . . ... R ~ p a i r  work on the dams or terraces begins. Gardens are  newly rented 
(~anuary-February)  and new groves Flantcd. Manure ia carried to Gelds and ga:dens. 

T h e  cattle is allowed to wander over the fields. Pcople go to wurk in 
the plains and to trade in Dafla and Miri villages. The Morum feast, 
is celebrated with a ritual scattering of rice over the fields and phlllic 
fertility dances ; individuals raise their prestiqe by s la~~ghter inq rr~ithnn. 
Rite4 in honour or  the earth deity are performed. Young me:l spend 
much time in hunting and  rapp ping. 

z r l n j r  or pafflr-plllo ... Dams and  channelr a re  repaired and new terraces laid out. Rice is sown in 
(,-lnn,-huildll\g month) the nurseries and millet in the secd beds. People go to work in the 
(February-March) plains hnd to trade in Dafla and h4iri villaqrs. I n  the villaSes whose 

turn it is t9  celebrate the Mloko, large stocks of firewood are accumulated, 
assembly platforms are rebuilt, posts Tor thc festival are  dragged jn  and 
erected. Hunting expeditions continue. 

M1,:Lu . . . ... Gardens are prepared and maize, potatoes, taro, ginger, tobacco, spinnch, 
, ~ ~ : ~ r c l ~ - A p r i l )  marrow, r u c ~ ~ m b e r s  and chillies are sown. Fruit trees are planted. 

T h e  rcpair work on terraces and the digging over of fields for the early 
rice continues. 

Thc  Mloko, the greatest Apa Tani festival, is celebrated bv one of the three 
village groups. Pigs and lowls are sacrificed lor the deities of earth 
and  sky. When the rice seedlings sprout the Mlokung rite is pzrformcd. 
Hunting expeditions continue. 



Haling . . . 
( ~ ~ r i l - ~ a ~ ) " '  

Indu ... ... 
(May-June) 

Pomc or Empu ... 
(June-July) 

Puje or Milo . . . 
(July-August) 

Halo . . . . . . 
(August-September) 

The preparation of the irrigated fields is completed. The  transplanting 
of rice begins and is usually completed except on a few outlying terraces. 
Millet is planted in gardens and on the rice bunds. The  dry fields are 
dug o\,er. The first green vegetables are ready for consume. 

The transplanting of the late rice and of all the millet is completed. 
Weeding begins. Some tobacco ripens Many green vegetables are 

. ready for consume. Tomatoes, chillies and tobacco are transplanted. 
Weeding of the dry fields and the irrigated terraces. Plare rice and mipa 

millet come into ear. Vegetables includi~lg cucumbers and potatoes 
ripen. 

The Dire rite is performed to protect the crops from insects. 
Plura rice, mipa millet and nire maize arc reaped and caten in the first halT 

of the month. Plate rice and nitc maize are reaped and eaten In the 
second half of the month. Chillies ripen. Weeding of the late rice 
cantinues. 

Plnping rice on the near fields and nimc hni  maize are reaped. Weeding of 
the late rice continues. The men collect wood against the time of the 
harvest when they are too busy to go cutting wood. 

The Yapung rite is performed to protect the crops from'hail. 

Bunchi . . . ... Plaping rice on d'istant fields is reaped. Tomatoes and pulses ripen. 
(September-October) 

Buntc ... ... The harvest ofthe late rice (cmo) begins and is completed before the end of 
(October-November) the month ; the harvest of the late millet (rarle) is completed shortly 

after the rice harvest. All remaining vegetables and pulscs are harvested. 
A few men go to the plains to sell chillies and buy salt. 

Imo . . . ... There is no more work on the fields. The grain is stored in the granaries. 
(November-December) Rice straw is collected and stacked as thatch. The  cattle is brought in 

from outlving pasture3 and let loose on the fields. Manure is carried to 
the fields and scattered. Houses are rebuilt and repaired. Women go to 
Da0a villages to engage in weaving and to obtain cotton. Men go hunt- 
ing and trapping in large numbers. Men begin going to the plains 
for work. 

Nrngko ... ... Manure is carried to the fields. Housw are  rebuilt and repaired. Pine 
(December-January) trees are planted and groves laid out. Women go to Datla villages to 

weave cloth and obtain cotton. People go to work in the plains and visit 
Dafla and Miri villages for purposes of trade. Wood is cdlected for 
the Morum feast. Hunting and trapping continue. 

Conc1ruions.-The above notes do not exhaust the study oTApa Tani agriculture, a subject which if fully 
treated could easily fill a book. But scanty as our knowledge still is, we can safely say that the Apa Tanis' 
aqricullure is a very complex and elaborate system of cultivation, essentially different from the simple shifting 
chltivation or their Dafla and Miri neighbours. The Apa Tanis have dcvelopcd the exploitation of their 
country to a high degree of efficiency and unlike many jhm-cultivators they have succeeded in preserving. 
indefinitely the fertility of the soil. 

The fact that 20,000 Apa Tanis can suhsist and maintain a comparatively high standard of life on less 
ihan twenty square miles of culr~vablc land speaks for itself and there can be no doubt that very few tribes- 
can boast of such an achievement. 

How it is that in an area where all other tribes follbw as primitive a form of tillage as jhum-cultivation, 
tfie Apa. Tanis alone should have developed such elaborate methods of intensive farming, is a question we 
cannot yet hope to answer. Mishmis, Abors, Miris and Daflas alike are jhum-cultivators and even thc partly 
Tibetanizcd Monbas of the Dirang Dzong area have nothing to rival the Apa Tanis' system of rice cultivation. 
Indeed the nearest Assarn hill people whose agricultural methods are in any way comparaMe to those o i  the 
Apa Tanis are the Angami Nagas, who inhabit the hills round Icohima, over a hundred miles to the south- 
east beyond the Brahrnaputra Vallev. And even this similarity is very limited. T h e .  Angamis show 
extraordinary skill in constructing irrigated terraces following the contours of steep hill-slopes whereaa the Apa 
Tanis concentrate mainly on the intcns~vc cultivation of the valley bottom and have nowhere attemped large 
scale cultivation along hill-slopes. The Apa Tanis' cultivation of perennial rice and their transplanting of 
niillet has no parallel anywhere in the Naga Hills, nor have the Angami Nagas gardens and groves conlpar- 
able to those of the Apa Tanis. Yet there are elements common to Apa Tani  and Naga culture, and t h o u ~ h  
no direct connection need be assumed, there can be little doubt that both civilizations have some of their 
roots in the same cultural sphere, a sphere, which despite the Tibeto-Burman languages now spoken by Apa 
Tanis and Nagas, is probably associated with tlie neolithic civilizations of the Austronesian and Austroasitic 
races. Certain elements in Apa Tani Culture seem to be at  home in the sub-tropical regions of Assam and 
Northern Burma rather than in mountains of Southern Tibet, but influences from across the Great Himalayan 
Range may have reached the Apa Tanis no less than their Dafla and Miri neiglibours. Elaborate irrigation 
has been observed among the Tibetans of Chayul Dzong, near the upper course of the Subansiri * barely 
70 miles north-west of the Apa Tani country and it would be premature to exclude an inspiration from that 
side from among the factors that may have contrihutcd to the remarkable development of Apa Tani agri- 
cul~ure. Anthropological raearch in the Subansiri Region has only just begun and much work will has~e ro 
be done before we can view Apa Tani culture In its proper perspective. 

'Cf. F. Kingdon Ward Arrom Aducnlurc, London 1942, page 44. 



VILLAGE ORGANISATPQN AND TRIBL4L 
JUSTICE AMONG THE APA TANIS 

The complex economy of the Apa Tanis, which is based on the peaceful co-operation of large groups, is 
matched by a soc~a l  order fundamentally dif i rent  frorn that prevailing among the neighbouring Dafla and 
h4iri tribes. There every household stands by itself, friendship and alliances are ephemeral, and even mem- 
bers of the same clan as well as inhabitants of the same village may wage war against each other. Tribal 
reeling is vague and does not find expression in political units of any stability. T h e  head of a Da0a household 
is a law unto himself, acknowledging no binding allegiance to a larger group, tied neither by property in land 
nor bv tradition to a definite tcrrltory, he is always free to  sever his connections with the village in which he 
may be living, arid to seek his fortune in new surroundings and  carve irorn wooded hills new land for his jhum 
cultivation. 

Not so the Apa Tani. T o  migrate is for him well nigh impossible ; he is tied to his valuable land and  
to the one valley where alone he can carry on his elaborate syztem of agriculture, and thug he is 1;nked lor 
better or worse with a village community orseveral thousand souls. 

Indeed all Apa Tanis have a very marked tribal ~onsciousness, a great pride in their 'national' culture 
and way of living, and a passionate attachment to their small homeland which they have turned into a verit- 
table garden, and  which they jealously guard against encroachment by warlike neighbours. 

Though this reeling of tribal solidarity is not always strong enough to unite the whole tribe in the face 
01 minor quarrels and feuds with Daflas or Miris, it finds expression in the cnquestioning acceptance of 
certain forms of social conduct and tribal justice according to which quarrels between Apa Tanis must be 
srttlt d in a way altogether different from the course followed in disputes between Apa Tanis and other tribes. 
For the Apa Tanis, living in crowded villages of several hundred houses and concentrated in a small area 
with a population of about one thousand per square mile, must abide by fairly strict rules of behaviour if 
quarrels and strife are not to disrupt the harmony of the whole community. Their  D d a  neighbours' 
practice of raiding and sometimes wiping out whole settlements t'o right a real or  a n  imagined wrong would 
spell the d2om of their prosperity, which is based on a n  elaborately organized economy, and lead to chaos 
which would soon affect the entire population of the valley. Private disputes are therefore never allowed to 
go beyond a definite limit and as soon as a quarrel threatens to bccomc the cause of serious dissension within 
the village or the tribe, i t  is for the recognized leaders of the various sections of the community first to 
mediate and later, if necegsary, to take such action as may help lo restore the disturbed social equilibrium. 

Apa Tan i  society is divided into two endo-garnous classes, the mite or paticians and the muraor plebeians 
and slave3.t This division is unalterablc and ncither wealth, wisdom nor prohves in war can enable a man 
to rise frorn the vrura class to that of the patricians. According to Apa Tan i  tradition all mura were ori inally 
the slaves of the rnilc freemen, but today this polition is often obscured by the wealth an? personal iniucnce 
of individual mura, somc ofwhom have gained a certain prominence through the newly established trade with 
Assam in which to engage the more ronsrrvative patricians consider beneath their dignity.: Yet the innate 
superiority of the mire is never qucstioned, there is no inter-marraige between the two classes and every mura, 
whatever his material circumstances, stands still ill a relationship of dependence to a patrician family which 
involvcs certain obligations on ceremonial orcasions. 

Besides this horizontal division 01 Apa Tdni society into patricians and plebeians, ~ h e r c  is the more obvious 
vert ic~l  division into seven villages/ rsnyirbq in size liom 160 to over a thousand houses, into 'quarters' 
(which in accordance with the terminology of the Nnga Hills we may call "khels"), each with a ritual 
centre or nago-shrine, and into clans. The  loyalty to the "khel" is sometimes stronger than the loyalty to 
the village, for the Apa T a n i ~  know n o  more important political tie than that between the clans using the same 
nogo as their ritual centre. T h e  visual symbol of the social cohesions of the individual clan (or sometimes 
two or three closely related clans) is the lapnng, a n  assembly platform built of enormous wooden boards and 
fulfilling all the functions of megalithic meeting place. I t  is on these labang that the clan members meet 
and councils arc held, it is below the lapang that criminals are tied up and it is on the lapang that after an 
execution the ritual weapons of the executioners arc displayed. 

I n  the following outline of the structure of the Apa Tani  villages, the clans are  grouped according to 
'khels" and nago groups, and the mura clans are specified as such ; every mura clan is enumerated immediately 
after the n ~ i k  clan to which it stands in a relationship of dependence. 

Hang village.-Hang which comprises 887 house., is not as clearly divided into 'klrels' as for instance Bela. 
But there are three nogo shrines, each used by a group or clans. 

... Nichi napo ... Tapi ,  Naru,  Padu (mura), Buliu (mura); Kago, Budi (mura), Talo (mura) ; Ponyo, 
Hari (n~ura), Lali (mura) ; Bclo, Mudang, Talo (mura) ; Hibu, Tablin, Tenyo. 

... Nami nato ... Nami, Tiling, Penji. 

... Naran nag0 , . . Naran, Takhe, Nea. 

Hari village.-Hari which compri3es 451 houses is divided into two 'khels', Hage and Pato, each of which 
has one nago. 

... Hage ... Hage, Doging (mura), Landi (mura) Dusu (mura) ; Mudo (or Dolta). 

... Pato ... Tasso (or Chigi), Gate ; Mipla. 

Brla oill.gc.-Bela, which is the largcst village with a total of 1,012 houses, is divided into three 'khels', 
Reru, Tajang and Kalung. 

Rtru 

Padinago ... ... Padi, Khru, Nenkre, Ruka, Koda. Duyu, Havung. ... Nani nago ... Nani, Dui. 
Tajanq 

... Taue nago ... Rade, Tage (mura), Milo, Min (rnura). 
Tabu nago ... ... Tabu .  

Kalung 
... Kalung nago ... Kalung, Taging, Taliang, Lad, Naran, Mom, Koru,  Rabi, Subu. 

tThe corresponding Dafla and Miri tcrrnr, which are lometimes alro u d  by IYpa Tanis, are C u t s  and Cuchi. 
:Nevcrthelcss aomc poor mi11 have ~eized the opportunity of bettering their cmditions in thig way, and have in late years Bone 

with'bandr or mlavca to the plains. 



Haja uil1age.-Haja consists of 640 houea and is closely linked with Duta. There is no clear diviaion into ' 
'khels', but the clans using the same nago ahrine form units which rwemble 'khels'. 

Kimle, Dusu (mura), Dora (mura). ... Kimlc nago ... ... Nada nago ... Nada (sub-clans Dumpr and Plagang), Miri (mra),  Hidu (mura). 
Taru nago ... ... Taru,  Taro, Taku Pemu (mura), Kago. ... Puna naga ... Haj, Puna (mnra), Dani. ... Nendin nago ... Nendin, Pura, Nenko. 

Duta uil1age.-Duta cornprigel 193 housu and i l  not divided into 'khels' ; there io only one nago. ... Chigi nago ... Chigi, Koji (sub-clans Akhang Koji and Aio Koji), Honyo (mura), Yachang 
(mura). 

Mudang Talc Village.-Mudang Tage which consists of 307 houses h a  only one nago shrine, but the clans 
are grouped according to localities which give their names to  some of the [gang. 

... Tadu labang ... Tadu, Dohu. ... Nami lapang ... Tage, Lyagi (mure). ... Mudang lapang ... Mudang, Legang (mural. 
Nakolapang ... ... Mudang. 
Naran lapang ... ... Buru, Hating. 

~ i ~ h i  ~~~i~ vi[laZe.-~ichi Bamin village comprises 160 houses and consists of  the Michi 'khel' a d  the 
Banlin 'khell ; they have separate nago ahrines, but Bamin u inhabited mainly by members of mura clans some 
of which arc dependent on mile clans of Michi. 

... Michi ... Michi, Tanyang (mura), Dilong (mufa), Dule (mural. ... Bamin ... Tamo, Roto (mura), Tiling (mura), Hano (mura), T a n ~ a n g  (mlma). 
Each of these villages occupies a clearly defined site and the houses stand close together in long streets and 

lanes. Two villages, Duta and Mudang Tago, practically merge into each other, but this ~ r o x i m i t ~  does nqt 
ilnply any close social connection ; indeed Duta acts in certain respects together with Haja and not with 
Mudang Tage. 

I n  what respects does a village function as a social unit ? T h e  most obvious expression of its unity is the 
simultaneous observance of the principal feasts and genna by all the members of a village. Some villages own 
c.ommunal forest and pasture land ; yet generally forests and pastures are owned by individual3 clans, or 
groups of claps, whereas all cultivated land is private property. Boundary disputes involving entire vlllage 
~ommunities do, however, occur and in recent years Hang and Michi-Bamin quarrelled over a of land 
on which thatching grass grew. Michi-Bamin resisted the encroachment of Hang, . and  was supported by 
several other villages. Sometimes quarrels between individuals are taken up by their respective village com- 
munities and two or more villages may then oppose each other. In  such arr event the village functionq 
clearly as a social and political unit, but  there are other times when only one quarter or 'khel' o i a  village is at  
variance with another village, or when two 'khels' of the same village have a quarrel. This leads us to the 
inner organization of a village. Most villages comprise two or more 'khel' and each of these 'khe~s' has one 
or two ritual centres,, nogo shrines, where important rites are performed and the trophies of war, such as 
the hands of slain foes, are kept until their disposal. Duta village, on the other hand, has only o?e nago 
ahrine and the Ap3 Tanis say themselves that for this reason Duta i3 more united as a village, and that it 
is easier for Duta to act as a body than for most other villages. I n  villages where there a re  several nago, 
each is the focal point of a group of clans. A 'khel' consisting of several clans may stand slightly apart 
from other 'khels' separated perhaps by a belt of garden plots and hedges, but more frequently the 'khels' 
merge imperceptibly into each other. A 'khel' acts in many ca-es as a separate social unit ; one 'khel' 
o f a  village may have a feud with a nclighbouring Dufla village, while other 'khels' may continue trade 
relations with their co-villagers enemies. 

Within each 'khel' are several clans ( h l u ) .  These clans are strictly exogamous and no clan is round 
in more than one village. Even when two clans of dimerent villages have the same name, they are still 
considered fieparate unit1 and may intermarry. Decent in the clan is patrilineal. Certain clans, of the same 
village are, however, regarded as standing in a "brother" relationship and no marriages are permitted 
between therr members. 

Within a village the clans are as a rule localized, the houses of all members of a clan standing close 
together in streets or clusters. Most clans have a sitting platform (lapang) as their social centre, and 
certain rites that concern the whole clan are performed on or near this platform. Occasionally two or 
three clans share one lapang, but very large clans have more than one sitting pla~form. A clan is either 
of mile or mura clas,  but in most villages the number ormile clans is on the whole g~cdter  than that 
of mura clans. Resides the fully privileged members of amire clan, there are, however, in nearly every 
nrile clan also slaves and descendants of slaves, persons who, themselves of mura class have adopted the 
clan-name of their masters and thus become nrura- members of a mite-clan. 

The clan, whether mite or murn, is a very r e d  social unit and its members are bound by definite obliga- 
tions of mutual help. It is the only unit in Apa Tani society which can be expected to act in nearly all 
circumstances in corr.plete solidarity. Only very close relationship through the maternal line may outweigll 
this clan solidarity and determine a man to take sided against a member of Ibis own clan. 

The representatives of the clans, who in their plurality constitute a kind of village Government, are 
the buliong, men of character and ability, who are appointed either from among the menlbtrs of a Lmily 
which owing to its wealth and status always furnished one or two Buliang or on account of their persana I 
influence in the communi~y. There are three types ofbuliang: the &ha buliang. old men past the time when 'hey can take a very active part in the conduct of village affairs but  with whom lies the ultimate decision 
in all important matters; theyaha buliang, middle aged men who carry on negotiations and sit in the village 
collncils and who krep the aLha buliang informed of developments and place agreed settlements and disputrs 

them sanction; and finally the ajang buliang, young men who are employed as messengers, 
uo-bctweens and assistants oftheyopa bulian~, and act as the leaders of the young generation. I n  practice 
lh i s  division dut ies  is not always as clearly cut, and some of the older ajang buliang assume gradual]y the 

Of.vapa brr,'ion~. But normally a Yapa does not become an Akha buliong until the death of the ~ k h ~ -  
huliang llis clan or group of clans. The Akba bulian,~ appoint the Ajang bu[iong from amongst 
t h e  eligible Young men, and in this selection they do not necessarily give preference l o  
nlrml;ers the i r  Own clan but see to it that their clan-group is represented by men of talerit csfi-,i- cncy. 



T h e  buliang are rewarded for their services to the community by ceremonial gifts of h e r  aqd meat on the 
occasion of village feasts and during the Mloko an annrlal festival celebrated by the whole tribe, every 
buliang receives girts from his opposite member in the village standing in a relationship of ceremonial recipro- 
city to hir own village or quarter. 

Though the buliang are the arbiten of tribal law and the upholden of tribal justice they are 
yimari ly the spokesmen of their own clan or dan-group and not village headmen with absolute authority. 

heir duties are not those o f a  police and they d o  not take action unlas  a dispute hac become a public 
issue which must be dealt with by the community as a whole, be it by mediation or by the use of force. 

T h e  Apa Tani is for all his social sense a great individualist and if he is wronged by a fellow tribesman his 
first reaction is not to appeal to the buliarrg, but to retrieve his loss or  vindicate hic honour by taking the 
12w into his own nands. As a rule it is only when a quarrel has dragged on or whcn it begins to under- 
mine the peace of the whole community that the buliang enter the field of action. 

Astonishing as i t  may seem to the outsider, the Aya Tanis are in no way perturbed if two villagen fight 
out a quarrel over the unfaithfulness of a wire or husband, by attaching each other's property or even captur- 
ing each othrr's children or relatives. More than once have I seen houses fenced in with high bamboo 
palisades in which the owner held a co-villager imprisoned and it is no unusual thing to kidnap a defaulting 
debtor or a troublcsome relative and guard a ~ a i n s t  his escape by putting his root inlo a heavy log. A few 
cxamples will demonstrate this system of private cnforccment of I he law, and make it obvious that the 
underlying idea is not thc punishment of an d e n d e r  but the realization af a claim or the extraction or  
compensation under pressure. 

In  Kach, a sub-settlement of Hang village, I once saw a house rurrounded by a bamboo fence, higher 
than its roof, without any entrance in front. The only open ng in the palisade was at  the back ol' the 
)louse, so high u p  that to'rnter one had to climb up a ladder outside and down a laddcr inside. A plat- 
form, a good deal I~igher than the house gable, was erzcted above the back verandah and seemed to serve 
as a kind of sentry box. When I asked for the reason of these fortilications I was told that a prisoner 
was kept in the house. The  prisoner, as Ponyo Tamn, the owner of the house, explained was his own son-in- 
law, Tapi Pusang, and 11e had seized him on account of his had treatmelt of his wife, Ponyo Tamo's 
daughter. Many yean ago Tapi Pusang had married a sister's daughter of Ponyo Tamo, but divorced her 
after a short time. Then he married Ponyo Tamo's daughter Sante, paying one mithan-cow as b~ide-price- 
Though the marriage remained childless Pusang and Sante lived together for about ten years. But some 
time ago Pusang had grown tired of his wife and had told her to 1ea.e~ his house. Several time he drove her 
away, as it secms with the intention of marrying another wife. Sante, however, was not willing to leave him 
and returned to him again and again. Some seven montha ago Pusang came to Tarno's house and told 
him to take his daughtcr back. Tamo refused And when he failed to persuade Pusang to agree to a reconcila- 
tion, he seized him and tied him up with a heavy log on his foot. T o  prevent his flight or rescue he 
surrounded the houae with apalisade and erected a platform where he or another man of his howehold 
kept watch every t~ight. 

Tamo said that he would release Pusang if he either consented to take Iris wire back or paid a ransom 
of one hundred mithan values to atone for the insult to Tarno's family. For the last seven months T a m .  
with his whole family including his daughter Sante and her imprisoned husband Pusang bad been living in 
the fenced-in house, and Pusang was at that time still determined neither to take back his wife nor to pay 
the  ransom. 

nu t  when I re-visited Kach a year later the ience had bren removed from Tamo's house, and I was 
told that Pusang'r clansmen had ransomed him by paying to Tamo forty mithan-values as compensation. 
T h e  parties wcrc reconciled. but Pusang and Sante had finally separated. In  the negotiations leading :o 
the release the buliang of Hang village played no doubt an important part, but it is significant that for 
many mon~hs  they took no action to prevent the imprisonment of one fellow villager by the other. Thcir 
attitude had been that the quarrel concerned only the two ramilies, a d  since it did not disturb !he general 
peace or the village their ir~tervention war not called for until the parties approached them with the 
request to effect a acttlcment. 

Ra t l~er  different were the circumstances which led another Apa Tani  to transform his houae into a 
fortress. In  the main-street of Reru, a "l<hel" of Bela village, I found a house surrounded by a firm 
bamboo-palisade and was told that the owner Nani Jile was there living in what amounted to self-inflicted 
confinement. He had quarrelled with his father'n brother over the possession of certain rice-fields, and in 
the course of the dispute had captured his cousin's wife and kept her for a monlh with a lop on her foot in 
his house. T o  effect her release her husb.tnd paid a ransom of five mithan-cows and five mithan-calves, but 
Nani Jile still did not set her free and in the end the husband with some fricnds forced their way into j le 's  
house and rescued the woman. Nani Jile was sure that his cousin would take the next op ortunity of 
revenqe and capture h i p  or a member of hir family. T o  ~ r o v i d c  against such a fate he fortified' his houpe, 
and for the last five months neither he nor his wife nor his children had left the narrow space enclosed by the 
palisade. Frorr. their verandah thcy co~rld see out through the fence on to the village-street and chat with 

and their friends and relatives were, or course, free to climb over the carefully guarded ~a l i sade  
and keep them cornpal,y inside the house. But only J i le '~  two slaves ever went out, and it was thcy who 
lctched water and brought in L)odsluE' provided by Jile'a relations-in-law. The latter helped the slaves 
also in the cultivation of Jile's fielda, but Jile and his wife and children were debarred from any 
productive work. 

After some months, however, Jile relaxrd hi1 precautions, and when about half a year later I came 
q a i n  to Reru, the fence round Jllc's hou-e had been removed and another house across the street was 
fcnced-in. It was his cousin's house and Jile himself was kept in ~t as a prisoner. Sotm afier he had 
tlropped his vigilance and vcntdred out or his houae, his cousin, still smarting under the insult heaped on 
him and his wife had captured Jile and he refused to set him free until Jile's relativea had paid him full 
compensation for the loss 01' m i ~ h a n  and prestige which he had suflered through Jilc's capture of his wile. 
When I finallv left the Apa T a  i vallev the dispute, which had lasted f a  nearly two years, had not come 
to an end, but 1 have little doust  that Jile was ultimately ransomed and the cousins reached some kind 
of agreement which freed them from the fear of being captured and imprisoned. 

In thir case too the buliang took no action and the general attitude of the villagers was indeed that 
the quarrel of the two cou~ins did not concern anybody but themselves and thcir nearest rclatives. 

While the capture of one's opponent is a favourite and usually fairly effective means or pressing a claim, 
it is  employed mainly in what we might call 'civil' disputes. If an Apa Tani of wealth and good social 
s~a tus  thinks his honour a t  stake, he raorts  to a very diffrrent procedure to vindicate himself and humtliat: 

Mithn-ralne L rhc -1 i. whish prism u e  ~ w d ;  w e  full-grown miban cow c o u n l ~  s~ about five mithm-valuca. 



his enemy,  hi^ known as lisudu invoIves the ritual destruction of wealth and recalls in that 
respect botia,ch rites ol. the ~ ~ ~ t h - w e s t  Americans. A man who challenges co-villager to a li~udu competi- 
t i o n  stal.ts by killing one or several of his mithan in f ~ o n t  of his opponellt's house and leaving the meat  
tile villagers to Somctilnes he adds to the holocaust v.~luable¶, such as l ' ibctan bcll3, bronzy 
p l a t e s  and swords. if his opponent accepts the cha'llenge he must slaugllter at least the same nulnbrr 
or and destroy property of equal value in front o i  the challenger's house. T h e  next move is 'hat 

latter kills an even greater number ofmithan and this number must again be matclled b" his ri"al. 
~ 1 , ~  competition may go on until both parties are nearly ruined, but ill theory tile ~ 1 1 0  can continlle 

longer w i l h  tllis destruction or  property wins thereby his opponents entire property in land and ~novable 
possessions. But I have tleard of no concrete exampler o i a  lisudu which was carricd as far as the 
utter dereat of  one of tile competitors; usually the buliang intervene and negotiate a settlement W I I ~ C I I  $pale 
both parties the humiliation of defeat. Tlre followi~~g incident in Hdng village is a Iairly typical exalllple 
of a I.sudu. 

A Dafla, Licha Scke, had come to live in Hang and stayed in tlie h o ~ s e  ol Ta j  Toko, a freed slave o i  
Ponyo Tanlar, tlie richcst and one of the most influential men of Hang. Now Lic l~a  had some yearr 
previourly takrn part in the capture o i  a mithan belong in^ to Belo Lam pung. ;inotl~er ~ r o m i n c n t  man of 
Hang. But the matter seemed forgotten and Tor a full year Licha Seke lived in Hang without I~eing molcstcd. 
Then one d a y  wt~en Ile was going to cut fire-wood Delo Lnmpung captured him and kept him for o ~ i e  night 
in his housr. Ponyo Tamar cunsidered the capture of a man who was living in Ibis slave's house an  i ~ ~ s u l t  
to Ilimsclf, and offered Delo Larnpu~ig five mitlian as ransom r Liclla Seke. But Latnlrung said that nothing r). , but  Sekels death would satisfy him. Next morning he and h ~ s  clansmen took Liclia Seke to the ~ u b l i c  
execution place on the bank of a stream, be1ieadt.d him and then cut the body into pieces and threw them 
into the water. 

Pon)o Tamar, enraged by the killing or his ;lave's guest, seized two cows I,clonging to Belo Lampung 
nsd slaughtered both cows close to his hou;c. Lampung was ap.)arently not keen on c o ~ l t i n u i n ~  t l ~ c  
,quarrel w ~ t h  the rich and influential Ponyo Tamar, and ignored !he killing o f l ~ i s  cattle. Bur Ponyo Tamnr, 
deeply wounded bv the insult to his house and anxious to preserve his prcstigc, was out for a Eght and 
Ibrestallecl any action on La~npung's  part by challenging him to a lirudrc. H c  began the competition by 
slaughtering in front of Lanipung's house three mithan-cows and smashing one Tibetan bell, one bronze- 
,,late and one sword. Lampung retaliated by killing in front of Tamar's house four large mithan, but he. 
did not dcslroy any other property. Next Tamar  killed ten mitlian and Lsmpung answered by killing 
twenty. The  followi~g day Tamar slaughtered thirty mithan, and Lampung, far from admitting defeat, 
collected sixtv mithan and killed them in a single day. Thereupon T a ~ n a r  called upon all his kinsmen and 
xathered eighty mithan. H e  was to slaughter them, but the buliar~g intervened and 
him to kill only sixty, thereby matching Lampung's last bid without outstripping him. A settlement was 
achieved on the basis that the lisudu ended undecided, and Lampung agreed to pay to Tamar a fine of one 
mithan-cow for killing a man who had stdyed in the house of one of Tamar's dependents. 

We note that in this case Tamar had no material claim against Lampunz, and had suRered no loss in 
property. But his honour as one of the leading men of the village had been attacked, and he resorted to illc 
li~udu to re-establish his prestige. 

Whcre personal honour is a t  stake Apa Tanis are extremely sensitive and even among near relations 
questions of prestige may lead to s e r i o ~ ~ s  and long-drawn out disputes. I n  Haja village two brotl~era, Kimle 
I'ara and Kimle Dubo quarrelled over the possession of the house-site of one of their dereased dcpen.lants 
who had dird witl~out heirs. In the normal course of events the property o i  a dependant without heirs 
reverts to the master or masters, and in so far as the cultivated land was concerned the two brothers had 
agreed on its disposal. But as the house-site was near Tara's house, he claimed it ior himself. Diibo how- 
ever, felt that by ignoring his legitimate claim to a fair share his brother had slighted his honour and he ,tart- 
ed a lirudu by slaughtering four mithan a t  tlie Kirnle lapang ; next day Tara  killed five rnithan, which was fol- 
lowed bv Diibo k~lling ten, Tara twelve, and Diibo 12 ; here negotiations might have settled the matter, but 
Dubo insi~tent  on vindicating his honour slaughtered ten more mithan on the day aiter he had slaughtered 
twelve and Tara replied by killing another ten. Here the clansmen intervened and the bulior~g negotiated 
a settlernznt wh-rebly the hause-site ar well as the lands of tlie deceased dependant were to be divided 
between the brothers. 

The animals slaughtered a t  a lirudu are not always those of the competitors. It is customary for the 
Itinsmen, both maternal and paternal, t o  show their group solidarity by lending the animals required, even 
when there ir little chance of early repayment. I t  is therefore understandable that sooner or later the com- 
petitorkinsmen persuade the buliang to intervene and prevent too great a destruction of property. Yet, there 
remains the idea that the more wealth a man can destroy the higher his social prestige rises. T h e  very 
fact of the support given by numerous kinsmen is proof o i  his importance and  influence in a large social 
group. But since the pursuance of a li.rudu to its logical conclusion rnight spell the economic ruin of a 
group oifamilies, the buliang usually intervene in favour of a compromise. 

Whereas it would seem that the lisudu is the recognized means by which a man can vindicate his personal 
honour slighted by a fellow villager, disputes bet:veen members of diKerent villages may \ ~ l t i r n a t e l ~  in 
a ceremonial and prearranged Gght, a gambu sodu. The  partisans of an  aggrieved man challenge, in such a 
case, the supporters of his opponent to an  open fight, and on the day and time fixed for the combat the m m  
ofboth parties line up and f i ~ h t  armed with spears, bows and arrows and sometinles even with dao. The  
men whose dispule is the immediate cause of the gnmbu do not generally take part ,  but  they are responsible 
lor marshalling their partisans, and they must pay compensation for those falling in the fray. I t  is argued 
that they are not permitted to risk their livca in the fight, because if they were killed there would remain 
nobody to pay compensation to men wounded or to the relatives of men who fell in the fray. The  actual 
combat is governed by various rules and conventions, ant1 them is no intention to intlict heavy losses on 
either side. As soon as there is a fatal casualty or two on either side the gambu is usually called off ; it seellls 
that no permanent enmity results from thew pre-arranged fights and it may be argued that they serve as a kind 
of  safety valve through which pent up  ill-feeling between group3 may be discharged with a minimum of ham 
to the tribal community as a whole. While in the heat of the fight, some damage may be done t o  gardens 
and bamboo groves, there is never any large scale destruction of houses and granaries, such as in the raidr of 
Daflas, and the fight is more or less ordered, and confined to long-distance arrow shooting and spear throw- 

ing, with perhaps an  occasional thrust into the opposing line with drawn-swords. I have never heard of 
a gambu which ended in a general melde where men fought with swords and knives for their livw. 

A few examples will demonstrate the type or  quarrels that can lead to such pre-arranged fights : 
About five years ago Haja raided ,he Dafla village of Linia, and a Ilari warrior who bad joined the raiding 

party was killed in the fighting by a Datla of the attacked village. A year later Linia men came to buy 
in  Bela, the Apa Tani villagc ncarc~t  to Hari, and the killed man's brother, Hage Sa, hearing of their 



arrival nmbust~ed them as they were returning and killed one man and one woman. The  people of ~~l~ exceeding by arlgry at  the attack on their trade partners, particularly because it was jcommitted on Dela 
territory, and theyatdemanded that Hage S a  should pay compensation to Linia. When Hage Sa refused two ' lrhels" of Bela declared a gambu against Hage Sa, who took up the challenge and was supported by  ]>is 
village. O n  the day arranged the men of Bela and Hari lined up on an open field midway beteen the two 
villages. Numbers were fairly equal and the parties attacked each other with arrows and spears, sometilne3 
sallying forth to thrust at  an opponent with swords, while the women brought up reinforcements in thc 
shape of new bambo-spears. Many were wounded, but after two on each sitle had been killed the 
galnbu was broken off; there was no formal peace-making, but the dispute was considered =ttled and 
both villages resumed friendly relations. 

Another gambu in which Hari was recently involved resulted also from the interference of one Apa 
Tani village with the D A a  friends end traditional trade partners of another. The events leading up to 
the fight are rather involved. TWO Apa Tani friends, Tache Tagang of Hang and Tasgo Sili of Hari went 
to Bua, a Dafla-Miri village two days, journey, from Hari, to purchage cotton. O n  their return journey they 
were captured by Daflas ol'the Hidjat-Lupukhcr area. Takhe Tagang was kept in stocks a t  Hidjat and Tasso 
Sili was sent across the Khru River to another village. From there he escaped and made his way home, 
but Takhe Tagang had to be ransomed by his firiel~ds of Hang, who employed a n  influential DaRa ofLicha 
village as go-between and negotiator. 

After his return, Takhe Tagang blamed his friends and trade partners of Bua for having made no 
etTorts to effect his release, although he had been captured on the way from their village to Hang. So 
when he heard that some women of Bua were coming on visit to Hari to attend the ,Mloko festival, he alld 
some other Hang men ambushed the two women and took them to Hang. 

Doth women wcre kept in stockr and w+?n the Hari m m  demanded their release Hang refused. At that 
Hari challenged Hang to a gambu and the Hans  men rcplied that they wouid fight, shoot arrow for arrow, hurl 
spear for spear and draw sword for sword. Hari gained th: support of the vlllages of Bela, Mudang Tagc alld 
Michi Bamin, who:e hunting and grazing grounds a d j ~ i n  Dua and who had a t  that time all pacts of 
friendship with Bua. 

O n  the day fixed for the gambu, the warriors of these four villages marched to Hang, and formed a long 
line on the fields in front of the village. The  m?n or Hans were furious about this challcngc and iil 

anger took one of the captive women to a nogo, killrd 11-r and burned thc body. Then they came out to 
fight. 

The battle raged for some time inconclusively, watched by crowds of warriors from the neutral villager 
of Haja and Duta. Just when the men of Hari and tlicir allies were on the point of pushing the Hang men 
back into their own village, and of entering the labyrinth of streets, the rumour spread that the son of 
Hang's richest and most influential man, Ponyo Tamnr, had been mortally wounded. The news sobrred the 
I-1ar.i men, who realised the seriousness of such an incident and they withdrew from the fight. The rumour 
was actually exaggerated and the boy, though hit in tlie chest by an arrow, escaped with his life. On 
Hari's side two men had been wounded, but there were no fatal casualties on either side. 

Two months after the gambu the surviviny Bua woman was ransomed by her husband, but th-re were 
no formal peace-negotiations between I-1w.i and H ~ n g  ; n?rmd relations wcre resumcd gradually, the gambu 
being considered sufficient revenge for the insult suffered by the Hari men through the capture and subse- 
quent murder of their guests. 

Another gambu was fought by Hang on account of a boundary dispute with the smal l  village of Michi- 
Bamin. The later was supported by Mudang Tage village and the two parties lined up on opposite banks 
of the I<ele River, and shot at  ei1c.h otber with arrows. One man on each side was killed and as a result 
hlichi-Bamin, though hardly one-fifth as populous as Hang, retained its right on the disputed land. 

Whercas a lirudu is as a rule the ultimate outcome of a civil dispute between equals, and the gambu i~ 
the last resort fbr ending tension between two village communities, which for onc or the other reason could 
not be resolved bythe  ordinary ways of arbitration. Neither of them fall within the sphere of tribal justice 
whereby oiTenders against the accepted moral standards and the commoninterest or the community are 
I3rought to book by public action. Such tribll justice in the narrower sense of the word comes into opera- 
tion when an anti-social or criminal act arouse the anger of the community and the leading i x n  confer and 
decide to punish .the OfTwder. 

I n  a society where wealth ir .held ih such high esteem as among the Apa Tanis crimes violating rights in 
property are considered extremely serious, and the punishment for habitual theft is death. A first oflender will 
not be dealt with as severely, but may be tied up for some days beside a I a p a n ~ ,  being both uncomfortable 
with llis leg fastened in a heavy log of wood and exposed to ridicub. Subsequent oRences may be expiated 
1,y the payment of compensation, but if a person habitually steals the buliang may take more drastic steps to 
end the public nuisance and may even i d i c t  the death penalty. Such action is usually backed by ~ubl i r :  
opinion, though if the thief belongs to a respectable family his immediate relatives and his clansmen may 
put up a show of indignation and even talk of reprisals. 

But most of the thieves who pay for their ofinces with their lives are members or slave clans, and there 
is usually no one to take their part and attempt to save them from their fate. Indeed their own masters, 
\"ho nor~nally wollld act as their protectors, are likely to be their chierprosecutors, having already been called 
upon to atone for their misdeeds. 

Executions of thieves are comparatively rare events, and only one occurred during the timr I spent in or 
near the Apa Tani country. But I was told of several cases which give an adequate idea of the circum- 
stancw under which a thief may be put to death. 

Ponyo Yepu was a young unmarried slave girl helonging to Ponyo Hakhe, a respectable citizen of Hanq.  
Shr: was unruly, and often left her master's houses and went to stay in other houses. Ponyo ~ a k h e  made 
no efiort to detain her, for she was useless as a worker and had a reputation for petty theft. 
Once she went to Mai, a neighbouring Dafla village, which is often visited by Apa Tani who weave cloth for 
the D d a s  for wages. In  Mai Yepu also began to steal, and when her master heard of her disgracerul con- 
duct in a foreign village, he became extremely angry, and fearing no doubt that the thieving of his slave 
might bring hLn into conRict with some of his Dana neighbours, he went with his son Ekha to bring her 
back. Ekha captured her in the forest near Mai. Ponyo Hakhe, Ponyo Tamar and otbrr important mpn 
took her straight to K h o p ,  t h e ,  public execution place near the Kele River, and Hakhe beheaded her. 
They cut her body into pieces and threw them into the river. No part of the corpse was taken to  he 
village and no ceremony was ~er formed afterwards. 



very was the fate of another slave girl of Hang, Ponyo Rali. She was unmarried, very Yollng 
and utterly irresponsible. s h e  strayed frorn her ma'lter's house, living now in this and now in that hou,e, 
and had casual sex with numerous young men. While her promiscuous habits would have been 
a matter ,,f indifference to the other villagers her stealinp of rice, fowls and beads caused general annoyance. 
when  one day she caught red handed in the house of Tabin Koda, her master, Pony0 ICara, rnadc UP 
his ,,,illd to inflict on her the customary punishment for habitual theft. His son-in-law seized her arld she 
was tied up at the Ponyo lapn,lg. The important clansmen galhered and resolved that she should die. Hcr 
master's slaves dragged her to the execution place, and the buliang and clan-elders followed. At the exrcution 
place she was killed, not by one man, but by all those present, who hacked u p  her l~odv  and threw it into 
the river a l l  her clothes and ornaments. Subsequently a nominal rope ceremorry was ~er formed at  the 

because she had-like a captive cnemy-been kept tied up a t  the lapang. 
Rather different irom these two executions, which amounted to no more than the riddance of the 

community from a public nuisance was the killing of Chigi Duyu, the member of a ~ a t r i c i a n  iamily of Duta. 
CIligi Duyu had had his hand in several doubtful cattle deals, and was finally found in the possession of a cow 
stolen from Hang. I was told that he had been known as a thief for years ; he had stolen cows and mithan 
belonging to Apa Tanis, slaughtered them in the forest and sold the meat to Daflas and conversely Ilr. had 
sold the  neat of stolen Dafla cattle in Apa 'rani villages. Thereby he became a menace to the peace between 
the two tribes, and a cause of dissension among the Apa Tanis themselves. When at  last 11e was c a u ~ l ~ :  
selling a cow, undoubtedly stolen from a man of Hibu clan of Hang, the prominent men of Hang held 
council and decidetl to enlist the support of the buliang of other villages in dealing with the olTender,. Thcy 
\vent from village to village and the case was debated first on the assembly platforms of Hang, then bn those 
of Hari and Bel;~, and finally on the laparrg of Haja and Michi-Bamin. 

Thrls  practically all prominent Apa Tanis were aware of the contemplated action and had agreed to the 
capture and killing of Chigi Duyu. Only his own co.villagers seem to have been excluded from t h e ~ e  
discussions,, no hint or rumour 01' which reached the intended victim. 

Shortly before the Morum Festival, an annual rite when all the seven Apa Tani  villaqes strengthen their. 
ties of triendship by reciprocal gifts and the exchange of formal visits, several prominent men 01' Bela ar,d 
Hang sl~rprised Chigi Duyu on a Iapang of Mudang Tage, the village adjoining Duta, and dragged him off to 
Hang in full view of his  friend^. No one intervened in his favour. Chigi Duyu was taken to Hang and 
t ~ e d  up at  the Taliang lapang. 

Two days later the Duta men, led by Chigi Nime, famous priest, seer and akha-buliang, went in solemn 
procession for their annual visit of goodwill to Hang. There they found, much to their cmbarrassmen~, 
Chigi Duyu, with his leg in a log, tied to a Iapang. Chigi Nime offered to pay four mithan for Duyu's 
release, and alter some negotiations Hibu Tarin, whose cow had been stolen by Chigi Duyu and who acted 
tllerefore as the main captor, agreed to the deal. But the-$:;; captors, and particularly the buliang of BeIa 
vi!lage did not consent to any ransom or reprieve for C h l g ~  . 

While he was kept tied to the lapang he was given rice and  beer, but realizing no doubt his desperate 
situation, he ate little and did not say much to his captors. When the hour of his execution arrived, Padi 
Chiliang, one of the most prominent Bela men and a few other important men of Bela and Hang, told him 
that on account of his thieving habits he had to die ; it was his own fault and he should bear them no 
grudge. Then they cut off his hand " with which he had stolen ", slashed him over the eyes "with which 
he had spied on other men's cattle " and over the mouth " with which he had eaten stolen goods ". In  a 
I w  tnoments he was dead. The men of Bela took one of his hands to their village and kept it in their nago, 
and the rest of the body was burnt in Hang close to the Nich nago. 

O n  the day of the execution I returned to Duta from a short tour in Dafla country, but as the 
Morum Festival was in full swing in both Haja and Duta I noticed nothing unusual. Three days after the 
execution Clligi Duyu's relatives held the funeral rites with chanting and wailing. As they had been unable 
to recover any part of the body, they buried Chigi Duyu's cloth, ornaments and hat close to his house and 
erected above this " grave " a single bamboo to which they fastened the carcass of a fowl. I was told that 
the reason for erecting the cenotaph of a man murdered or otherwise killed near his house, instead of on the 
common burial ground, was the wish to keep alive the wrath of the killed man's kinsmen. 

?'hat same night Chigi Nime came to tell me his version of the incident. Without denying Chigi Duyu's 
guilt,lie complained bitterly that the Hang men had not accepted the offered ransom, and in his first indlgna- 
rion he insisted that Duyu's kinsmen would not be content until they had taken the life of one of the 
executioners-omens would decide which one. But this would not disturb the general peace : they would 
quietly enter the chosen victim's house and allow his wife and children to leave ; then they would kill their 
man and none of the other villagers would interfere. 

However no one took Chigi Nime's initial indignation very seriously and I heard of no retribution 
against the men who killed Chigi Duyu. Even Chipi Nime [admitted that the execution would not be 
considered as a break of the dapo (treaty of friendship) between Duta and Hang. " Only owing to the 
existence of this dapo can we live in peace," hc said, " without it no one would be sure of his life or his 
property". 

While any murder or even the capture of a member of a friendly village constitutes a breach 
of the dapo between the villages concerned the execution of Chigi Duyu was obiously con,idcred a very 
different matter, and even his kinsmen could not seriously deny that  the executioners had 
acted within the limits of tribal custom. When seven days after the execution I went to Hang I found on the 
Taliang lapang were Chigi Duyu had been killed, a pile of shields and spears. They remained there until 
two days later when Hang performed the rape-ceremony. At this rite a mithan, the price of which had been 
raised by public subscription, was sacrificed, and all the men danced with shields and spears as we had seen 
them do during the full rites a t  the disposal of the hand of a slain enemy. 

The Apa Tanis, who live in crowded villages in a strictly limited area must have a fairly severe code 
orjustice and criminals must be drastically dealt with if serious disorder is to be avoided. the ~~~i~ 
have no prisons or other means of segregating bad characters, the death sentence is the only eKective mrans 
of eliminating a disturbing element. Lanishmcnt from the tribal territory might be considered a n  alternative 
solution, but this is not free from danger, for an Apa Tani with a tendcncy to crime may either involve his 
home village in a dispute with the Dafla or Miri village in which he finds refuge, or turning renegade he may 
Put his knowledge of A P ~  Tani country and grazing grounds a t  the service of hostile raiding parties, and 
thereby take revenge on his own tribesmen. 

I have heard of a t  least one concrete case when a n  Apa Tani  sold a troublesome slave to Dafla. 
P'hlic is not much in favour of such deals, becausc there is the strong feeling that Apa ~~~i 
slaves should not be disposed of outside the tribe, not even as a punishment lor criminl offences. w h e n  some 



years ago Miehi Pilia sold a boy of alave class, Duli Pilia, to a D d a  of Mai, his action was followed by erld- 
less litigation, and was obviously not regarded as a legitimate way of dealing with a youthful Q~ief. Duli IJilia 
was the so11 of a woman married to one of Michi Pilia's freed slaves ; he developed a t  an early age the habit 
of stealing ricc from granaries, and Michi Pilia had repeatedly to pay compensation. Tired of being held 
responsible for his slave's misdeeds, he sold the boy, then little more than twelve years old, to Mai Hdl, the 
headman of the 1)afla village of Mai. The boy's maternal kinsmen, who live in Bcla village, 
violently to this transatcion and one of them, Tage Kago, captured the man who had acted as go-between 
in  the negotiations which had preceded the sale. T o  ransom his friend Michi Pilia had to pay five mithan, 
but hc retaliated soon by capturing not Tage Kago himself, but his patron Milo Rayo, a man of patrician 
family. Milo Rayo too was ransomed by his kinsmen, who had to pay twelve nlithan to Michi Pilia. But as 
everybody, and particularly Michi Pilia, was tired of the quarrel the parties agreed to bury the dispute by 
concluding a pal-pact, i . c . ,  a pact offriendship such as arranged between individuals in a way similar to the 
conclusion ol'a dopo-treaty between villages. T o  seal-this pact Michi Pilia slaughtered one mithan and paid 
to Milo Rayo seven mithan and various valuables. 

The  slave-boy remained with Mai Holi where he seems to have given no more trouble, but in May 1945 
he was capturcd by an Apa Tani of Hang who had a private quarrel with Mai Holi and seized the boy with 
the idea of enforcing a claim for mithan. A remarkable fea~ure of the ensuing negotiations was Duli Pilin's 
violent objection to being brought back to the Apa Tani counlry; he protested that he had become a "son" of 
Mai Holi and'wantcd to live as a Dafla. 

Whereas theft committed by a member of the Apa T a n i  tribe or a person of other extraction living 
permanently among the Apa Tanis i%definitely considered a n  offence against the community and  is ortcn 
dealt with by public action. a different view is taken o l  thefrs by visitors to the Apa Tani country. Such 
thefts are treated more or less as civil disputes, and the owner of the stolen property is out for compensation, 
usually greatly exceeding its value, rather than for punishing the offender. 

A few days after the execution of Chigi Duyu for theft, an Apa Tani surprised a Dafla woman remov7ng 
rice from a granary of Mudang Tage vlllage. Finding herself observed she fled, droppillg her basket, but 
various circumstances pointed to the probability that she was from Talo village and the owner of th: 
granary, Tage Takr, took the basket to l ' a lo  and asked everybody to whom it belonged. Toko HBli, 
one of the richest and most influential men, rec ognized the basker as belonging to one of his wives and when 
he heard how Tage Takr had come by it, he offered to pay compensation. But on his way back to 
Mudang Tage Takr and his companions met Toko Holi's wife and captured her. 

Negotiations for her release were initiated almost a t  once. Toko Holi offered one mithan, but Tage Tak 
demanded a ransom of two mithan. Prominent men of Tolo came to Mudang Tage, and some of the 
most respected &ha bulianl of Haja and Duta went as mediators to Talo. All these negotiaticns took place i:l 
a most amicable atmosphere and no one had the slighest doubt that the incident would soon be settled. Aftcr 
a few days an a:re:ment was reached and 'raze Takr released Toko HSli's wife on receiving a ransom of a 
Tibetan bell worth about one mithan. I heard subsequently h a t  Toko Holi's wife had been caught stealing 
on previous occasions, and that h ~ r  husband was so annoyed by this habit, that he refused to accord her any 
longer the status of a wife, but kept her in his house like a concubine of slave origin. Her own brothers, who 
lived in Talo, had repudiated her, and had even suggested that it would be better if Toko Holi killed his 
wife rather than allowed her to bring disgrace upon his house. 

But the Apa Tanis were indifferent to this aspect of the case. It was not their business to rerorm or 
punish a criminal Dafla woman but her attempt to rob them of their rice entitled them to compensation, 
and so they seized her to m a k c h r e  !hat her husband would pay up. 

I t  may be argued that the Apa Tains conception of tribal justice is strictly utilitarian. The preservatio~r 
of social harnrony and equilibrium is the supreme aim. The  man or woman of low social status or little 
wealth who through the habit of petty theft becomes a nuisance and a source of irritation and disunity is 
eliminated by public action, whereas the rich man who ~ i c k s  a quarrel with an equal and in its course 
captures perhaps men and mithan, is allowed to carry such a dispute as Car as the squandering of wealth 
during a lirudu competition. There is obviously a subtle difference between common crime and certain acts 
of violence which are not altogether dis1,eputable and do not necessarily discredit the perpetrator in the 
eyes o i  his co-villagers. 

Our  kllowlcdge of customary Apa Tani law is yet too scanty to allow of enumeration and classification 
of offences, but the examples given in these notes leave little doubt that the Apa 'ranis have evolved an 
effective system of preserving tribal harmony and dealing with social elements in a way which not only 
eliminates the source of disurbance but acts as a deterrent to other potehtial law-breakers. 

The  very fact that in the face of habitual crime the leaders of the tribe, fully backed by public opinion, 
take action a ainst the offender, distinguishes Apa Tani justice from the attitude uu-a-ois crime prevailing 
among their bafla and Miri neighbours. There every family feuds for itself and retaliation is practically the 
only answer to any trespass on property or attack on persons. Raids on houses and the slaughter of whole 
familia feature in the recent history of most of the IargerDafla settlements, and the Daflas lack an independent 

comparable to the Apa Tanis buliang which could check such feuds as have led to a serles r,f.raids and 
counter-raids. Such unbridled violence is unthinkable among Apa Tanis, and whi!e I have heard of a qood 
many instances of lirudu competitions and of a smaller number of pre-arranged gambcl fights,.there has wlthin 
human memory been no raid of Apa Tanis on the house of a fellow-tribesman. Individuals may be seized 
=nd held to ransom, but the wholesale burning of houses and massacre of families, which is so common an 
occurrence in Dafla feuds, is foreign to the Apa Tanis as a means of settling endrn-tribal disputes, although 
they resort to it in wars with l~eighhouring tribes. Public opinion and the social sense of the vast majority 
of Apa Tanis is too strong to  permit such drastic and unilateral action. The buliang as the leaders of the 
tribe allow individual citizens ample scope to fight out private disputes without outside interference, but once 
the public peace is endangered they come down heavily on an offender guilty of criminal acts or they end by 
negotiation a ,quarrel which has w u m e d  thrratening aspects. And in this work as gaurdians or the peace 
they are supported by the other tribesmen who realize that in an area as congested as the Apa rTani valley 
prolperity as well as the security of life and property are dependent on the maintenance of law and order. 



The position of slaves.among the Apa Tanis 
Slavery is an institution prevalent among most of the hill-tribes of the North-East 12rontier, but the social 

of slaves varies greatly from tribe to tribe. Among the Daflas, for instance, any man, 
prominent his family may lose his freedom ircaptured by enemies and is then subsequently sold as a slave. But 
similarly, a slave or a man born as the son of a slave may gradually improve his position, and gain not only 
economic indepenrlence but a social status equal to that of the freeborn. Thus slaves do not form a caste or 
their own, but becoming a slave is a n  incident of fate, and in no way a n  immutable condition. 

Not so among the Apa Tanis. In  their more static society, the slaves and descendants of slaves cons- 
titute a class from which no one can rise whatever may be his economic resources, ~ e r s o n a l  prestige or 
iduence .  The members of this class are known as mura (or guchi) whereas the members of patrician families 
are described as inite (or gulc) .  Under no circumstances can an Apa Tani  Pass from one class to the other ; 
n ~ i &  and mura do not inter-marry ; a man or woman born as a mura will always remain a mura, and his or her 
legitimate descendants will also be mura. 

Thus the Apa Tani tribe is permanently divided into the two classes, mile and mura. But to the outsider 
this division i a  not at  once obvious, Mire and nlura dress similarly and do not markedly differ in their style of 
living. Except on ceremonial occasions they share each other's food, and though the richest people are 
generally of mire class, there are a good number of very poor mile, while some mura own considerable wealth. 

The origin of this division is doubtful. The Daflas too recognize a grouping of clans into two classes 
known as gule and p h i ,  but among them freemen as well as slaves may belong to either class.   here is no 

doubt  the possibility that the mile and tnura of the Apa Tanis represent two direrent, though today largely 
assimilated, ethnic elements, and i t  is certain that all Sorcig~ slaves acquired by Apa Tanis and even those 
members of other tribes who have come voluntarily to live among Apa Tanis have been absorbed only within 
the muro class. A certain diflerence in physical type between the Apa Tanis of the leading mile families, and 
t!le average mura is unmistakable. I t  is mainly among the former that we find high stature and the Europoid 
features which distinguish many Apa Tanis from all the other tribesmen of the Subansiri Region, whereas 
types resembling Dafla and Miris are much more frequent among the mura. 

In my note on "Village Organization and Tribal Jurisdiction" I have pointed out that there are a number 
ofseparate mura clans, but that in addition some of the ~ a t r i c i a n  clans have mura as well as mire membcrs. I t  
is not impossible that some of the clans consisting today only of mura were once mile clans, and that their 
mile Tam ilies have dicd out while the families of slave descent multiplied. The  fact that in some cases .: nagu. 
serving as the ritual centre for a whole group of clans, is called after what is now a mura clan rather thar~  after 
a mire clan would seem to lend credence to this theory. 

1 .  The  Position ojS1nuns.-There are among the Apa Tanis a good many men and women, either of mura 
-:ASS or foreigners purchased or captured in war, who are the absolu,te property of their masters and can therc- 
fore be accurately described as 'slaves'. Such a slave living in his master's house, and dependent on him for 
every necessity of life, has in theory no rights w atsoever H e  must d o  what his mastcr orders, he can be sold 
at any moment without being consulted, a n A f ,  owing to unrulinesd or criminal tendencres, he brc omes a 
liability rather than an asset, his master may even kill him. But the average slave's daily life does not reflect 
t!iis ir~sccure status. A slave is assured of food and shelter, shares in his master's meals and is given clothes 
only slightly inferior to those ordinarily worn by his mgster. There is nothing in his hair-dress and appear- 
ance that stamps him as a slave. The  work he does is essentially the same as that of free men, he joins in 
all p ~ ~ b l i c  amusements and goes on visits and trading trips to distant villages and even to the plains of A3saq. 

'1'0 some extent the position of a slave depends on the manner in which he was acquired and there are 
X ~ I - ~ ~ U S  ways in which a man or woman may become the property of another. 

2 .  Sloves acquired by inheritance.-Mapy wealthy Apa Tanis o i  inire class inherit from their fathers a 
num1,er of slaves, some of whom belong to families which have for generations been associated with their 
wasters. Such slaves bear their masters' clan-name and if this is, e .  g . ,  Ponyo, they are known as Ponyo ~ u c h i  
cr Punyo inrim. Tlity may have grown up in their master's house, or in a separate house given to their 
parents close to their master's house. 

Let us acsume that a m i k  man of some wealth inherlts on his father's death a young boy and girl, who 
may be the children of slaves belonging to hip father's household or may have been bought in their childhood 
by his lather. They will live in his house and work alongslde his own sons and d a u ~ h t e r s  on the fields and 
in the house ; like all young Apa Tanis they will at  an early age join a working gang ( p a f a n g )  consisting of 
boys and girls of similar age, both mite and mura and like the parents of the othcr members ot this patang, so 
their master will have a right to the work of thc entire gang on certain days, and on these days he is expected 
to feed the young people with rice, rice-beer and possibly meat. When the boy grows up, he will make 
love to the girls 01' his own bolang as well as to other unmarried girls of the village, observing the rules of clan 
csoeamy, but winning very likely the temporary favours of several m i k  girls without thereby causing offence. 
Gut his wife he must choose l i o ~ n  among thc daughters of othcr slaves or mura and if he f i i r l~  n girl willing 
to marry hlm, slie will come to live with him in his master's house, and his master is likely to pay the bride- 
price. ?'he payment of the bride-price is important lor the future of the children. If the girl is a slave's 
daughter and the boy's master pays to her owner the full price, say one mithan, one cow and one don, then 
all the couple's children will belong to him ; if he pays only a smal'l' price, say one calf and one dao ,  the sons 
will belong to him and the daughters to the girl's owner, or if therc are only sons they will be divided, and if 
he pays no price a t  i l l  all the couple's children will become the property of the girl's owner. This is the 
general rule, but variations may result from special agrerments or circumstances. 

As soon as the couple has one or two children and sometimes even before, the mastcr may give the slaves 
a house-sitc and help him to establish a household of his own, provided he has provrd a reliable and good 
worker. The Apa Tanis speak of slaves living in houses 01' their own as a penam mura,  a 'separated slave' 
and there ia a ~ l i d i n g  scale in the degree of dependence between sueh slaves and tlieir masters, the owner- 
slave relatiorlship developing, particularly in  the second and third generation, often into a patron-client 
connection. Sometimes such a 'separated slave' is given only a hourc-site and a of garden, and continues 
to work almost everyday Tor his master, receiving from him all requirements grain and cloth. Particularly 
the cutting and br in~ing  of wood is a task for which in a b i ~  household such slaves are very useful. But some- 
times a 'separaled slave' is given by master a few rice-fields and some dry land of his own and in this case 
he is Tor his food supply largely independent of his master, and works for him only occasionally and when 
specially reqrrested. The crops he reaps on his fields are his own and he can,  if industrious, begin to acquire 
additional property. Unless he commits a grave offence or rcfuses persistently to work for his master when 
callcd upon to do  so, the latter cannot take back thc land bequeathed nor in the case of the rnasterls death 
cnn (lie hell-s contrst the separated slave's claim to the land. This land is inllerited by the sla,,e.s sons and 
;hcrt- c;lll be lillle doubt that marly frccd inrrra families are descended frclm separated 
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Usually the children of a 'separated' slave-couple remain with the parrnts, but work, according to tile 
arrangement made at  the time of the marriage, occarionally for either the father's or the mother's previous 
owner. As long as their parents are alive it is only in some cases and by mutual agreement that half-grown 
boys or girls go and live in the master's house which is incidentally seldom more than a few yards from their 
parrnts' home. But if their father dies, while they are young, such slzve-children are taken into their 
mmtcr's house and are there cared for, automatically resuming the statqs of ordinary slaves who are subject 
to the possibility of bring sold, notwith5tanding the fact that their parents were 'separated' slaves. 

But not every slave is necessarily 'separated' and provided with a house of his own. Men of little 
intelligence and initiative who are not likely to make a success of a n  establishment of their own often remain 
a14 their lives in their master's house, I was told that some slaves actually prefer the security of their 
master's household to the necessity of having to fend for themselves, and I have come across actual cases 
of the sons of separated slaves who of their own free will went to live in the house of their master or some 
membir  of his family, although they retained their father's land. 

Slave-fam~lies attached for generations to some prominent mite family, bear ,the clan-name of tlleir 
masters and there remains no memory of any other name or association. 

3. Slpucs ~cquircd by purchase.-Besi3es inherited slaves many wealthy men own slaves whom they have 
purchased either from Apa Tanis or Daflas, and I should say that nearly half of the slaves living in their 
owners' houses have been bought by their present masters. That many a rich man, owning a large number 
of rice-fields. is anxious to increase his number of slaves and dependants, and to acquire thereby cheaj, and 
cver ava~lable labour, is easily understandable but what induces slave-owners to dispose of their valuable 
human assets ? 

A ~lave~owner  faced with the necessity of providing mithan for a sacrifice, ofpaving a fine or of ransoming 
a captured relative, or with anv other elnelgency may find the sale of a slave the quickest way of obtaining 
the necessary animals or valuables. H e  will normally sell not a 'separated slave' but a young boy or girl 
living in his house, or in rare cases a married couple with or without children. young slave of either sex 
fctrhes a price of three to five mithan or cows, but a middle-aged slave may change hands for as little as 
one mithan and one cow. Another reason for the sale of a slave is disagreement between him and his 
rpaster. I t  seems that the relations between masters and slaves are generally cordial. b ~ l t  if a slave gives 
trouble and refuses to work, the master may sell him. I was told, rnr instance, that if a man should discover 
that one of his male claves had a love-affair with his daughter he would first warn him and if this was of no 
avail, he would sell him. Similarly a slave embarrassing his master by stealing is Likely to be sold 
provided anyone is prepared to buy him. But if he is a notorious characler, his master may out his losses 
and expel him from his house. 

While the selling of slaves to other Apa Tani villages is a common practice, Apa Tani slaves are seldom 
sold to men of other tribes and public opinion is defitiitely against the side of Apa l'anis outside their own 
country. I have heard only m e  Apa Tani slave who has recently been sold to Daflas. In 1943 Michi 
Pilia of Michl-Bamin sold a young boy or Duli clan (one of the mura clans of Michi-Bamin) to a Dana o i  
h4ai village. The boy's parent? had been heavily indebted and had agreed to work for Michi Pilia in the 
position of slaves if he paid their debt and thereby saved them from being seized by their creditor. When 
they died their small son came to live in Michi Pilia's house, but as he caused his master trouble by ste a I: me,  
Pilia sold him to Mai for the comparatively moderate price of one mithan cow and calf, one large pig a k l  
some cloths and dao. 

Though Apa Tanis do not approve of members' of their tribe heing sold to Daflas or Miris, thci. 
themselves purchase a good many slaves from Daflas, preferably children, who can be as easily assimilated. It 
is difficult to estimate the number of Apa Tani slaves of Dafla origin, for those bought as children dress as 
Apa Tanis, speak only Apa Tani, marry Apa Tanis and bearing their master's clan-name do not appear as 
StranRers even to the other villagers./The resultant absorption of Dafla blood within the mura population 
-plains perhaps the diference in physical type between many rnrtra and the members of the more prominent 

fanlilirs. It seems that many Dafla slaves remain all their life in their master's house, and that it is a ?  
a rule only their children who are separated and given land. Some of the Dafla slaves owned by Apa Tnnis 
come from distant ,villages on the Upper Khru, and have been traded down by nearer villages such as  
Licha. Apa l'anis prder to I~uy  Dafla children from distant villages, for they qre not likely to try and 
escape, and thereis little likclihond of thcir being traced by their kinsmen. O n  the other hand there are 
many cases of DaEa slaves of less distant villages who run away and are helped on the journey by people ol' 
intervening Datla villages. 

Slaves already in the possession of a master who has acquired them by inheritance, purchase or capture, 
arc not the only persons who may be offered for sale. Some Apa Tanis, although born liee, have been 

by thcir own parents or kinsmen into slavery. Thus there is in Haja village a girl of Mudang Tage 
who was sold by her own brother for four mithan when he was short of grain ; and another girl was sold 
by her own parents for the same reason for two mithan. It seems, however, that only people of mbra class 
and particularly the descendants of separated slaves sell their children or relations. The status of 
pcrsons sold in this way is equal to that of any other slave, they lose their clan-name and all rights to inherit 
Trom the free membcrs of their family. 

4. Slaucv rcsuiring from cconomicob1iga1ion.-Distinct from individuals born as slaves, captured in war, or 
sold as slaves by their relatives, are those who lose th-ir freedom through economic failure. An Apa Tani 
and also a DaEa dealing with Apa Tanis automatically guarantees his business obligations with his own 
person. ITa man borrows rice or any other commoclity and cannot or will not repay it within a reasonable 
time hi3 creditor i~ entitled to attach his person and to make him work as an unpaid servant until he has 
repaid his debt. During this period the debtor temporarily deprived of his freedom is strictly speaking not 
a slave, for he can earn money by extra work for other men and may go to work in the plains and clear 
his debt3 with valuables bought there. But if several years pase and the debt remains uncleared, his 
posit;on bkcomes that of a slave, and if he causes his creditor any trouble he may even be sold. A debtor's 
service in his c~-editor's house, is not necessarily the result of compulsion, but may be based on mutual 
apeement ; but this system of 'bond service' gives rise to a great deal of friction between Apa Tanis and 
Daflas. For Apa Tanis often give credit to poor Llaflas in the expectation that sooner or later their Dafla 
customers will be unable to pay, and they will be able to force or to persuade them to become their bond- 
servants and finally their slaves. A few examplec will demonatrate this :- 

1.  T w o  years ago Serbi Tade, a Dafla of Jorurn, came to live in Bela and borrowed a great deal of 
rice from Duyu Talu. When he could not repay Nada Karu ofHaja agreed to pay one mithan 
for the rice if Serbi Tade came to work in h ~ s  house until he had repaid the mithan. Serbi Tade 
agreed and worked lor one year for Nada Karu. Then he escaped to Licha without repaying 
the mithan, 



a. Three years ago Lishi Tamo, a Dafla of Licha, came to Haja and stayed for about one year in 
Pura P~la's house. During that time he bought on credit rice from Haj Kacho. But he could 

not pay and Haj Kacho seized him and kept him tied up in his house. Hai Kojing released him 

by paying his cred3tor one bullock, one brass plate and one Tibetan sword on the undmtanding 
that Llsht Tamo would work for him Like a slave until he had repaid the value of the ransom. 
But soon afterwards Lishi Tanio fled to Licha. 

3. pa& L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  a prominent Apa Tani of Bela, sold large quantities of rice on credit to a Dafla of  
pemir. 'Then the latter died leaving one son, but no property. So Pad; L a ~ a n g  t ~ o k  the son in 

compensation for his logs. But the boy dld not like to live among Apa Tanis and requested Padi 
L~~~~ to sell him to a Dafla village and take the price in clearance of his father's debt. Corn- 
ply,ng with his padi Layang sold him to a Dafla of Licha for one mithan-cow with call; 
one cloth and one pig. The buyer however protracted the payment, and when within a year 
the slave-boy died he refused to honour his obligations. 

Although an Apa Tani of ~ u l e  class, iF delaulting in the payment of a debt, may also he seized by his 
creditor, in p r a ~ t : ~ e  he never serves his creditor in the capacity of a slave, i t  is said that all his kinsmen 

cl+nsmen, rather than suffer the disgrace of a gule man working as a slave, will subscribe to his 
ransom. 

5 .  Slaues acquired by Capture.-Many of the Dafla slaves owned by Apa Tanis have been captured i n  raids 
either by Apa Tanis or by Dafla who then sold them to Apa Tanis. When Apa Tanis raid a village and 
make prisoners, they keep them as a rule for several months in stocks and await their kinsmen's offers of 
ransom. If no such offers are rorthcoming or the offered ransom is too small? they sell the captiv:~ as slaves 
either among themselves ,or to nei~hbouring Daflas. Children a e usually disposed of in the Apa Tanis 
countrv, bdt women are sold to more distant villages, where the chances of escape are smaller. 

When last year some Apa Tanis of H,lj> and Duta raided Litiia they captured the two wives of a Dafla 
and his son, who was about 10 years of aze ; the two women were subsequently released on receipt of ransom 
but not the boy. The captor sold him to another man cjf Haja for two mithan. 

When the Apa Tanis of Bela last raided Dodun, a Dafla villaze near the Khru, t\ey captured ten women 
and ten small boys. Only three ol'the boys were ransomed. All the remaining captivcs were sold ; the 
boys to Apa Tanis and the women to Dafla village; such as Mai ar.d Leji. 

Apa Tanis never raid each other and they hold therefore no Apa Tani  slaves captured in war. Nor 
are thtre to my knowledge, at  present any Apa l'ani captives held as slaves by D d a s  ; for although matlv 
Apa Tanis have in recent years been captured by Daflas: they have been either killed or ransomed, the 
ransom paid by Apa Tanis being usually higher than the market price for a slave among DaRas. I know 
of only one Apa Tani slave who was captured by Licha and made to work there as a slave : his o w n x  
tried to release him hut the captor recured to accept any rdnsom. This slave, however, died 
one year ago. 

6. Char~~e of a slaut's clan-name.-In theory every slave adopts his master's clan.name and counts for 
matters of exogamy as a member of his mlster's clan. Actually however, a newly acquired slave's previous 
clan-name is both remembered and used, and it is only his children who  generally known by the master's 
clan-name. If a slave belonged to a murJ clan of the same village, even hts descendants in the second and  
third generation are conscious of their origin, although they bear, whether separated' or not, the muter's 
clan-name. 

Tilere is, howcver, one exception to the rule that every slave adopts his master's clan-name. When a freed 
mtira burdened with debts agrees to serve a wealthy man in the porition of a house-slave provided the latter 
pays his d-bts, he retains his own clan-namz ; for he is not a slave b3u;ht without being consulted, but ha3 
entered his master's house of his own free will. Yet, such a slave can be sold if he fails to keep hi3 part 
of the bargain. 

That newly acquired slaver arc not in every. respect reckoned as mura mcmbers of their master's clan e m r -  
ges from the fact that the mllc and female slaves of one mi ; l  are allowed and som:tim:q even encourazei t p  
mlrry. An Apa Tani who owns a Dlfla youth a n i  a D i l l  girl, for instance, told mz, th.at h t  rrked them t 
marry, but that they did not like each other and refujed, and a slave waose life-story isrecounted b c l o , ~  
married the daughter of one of his master's other slaves. 

7. Sex rrlntions and Marria? mlds.-Premirital sex-relations of a fairly promizcuous character prevail 
among boy3 and girls of all classes, and slaves and th: children of slaves are not excluded from the general 
community of the village youth. T h u  young slaves may become the lovers of mile girls, and slave girls have 
often casual love-affairs with mitt boys. As a rule, however, a man has no sex relations with his own 1'emaJe 
slaves or the daughters 01 his slaves, and he cantlot accord to a slave woman the position of a ~ c o n r l  wife or 
recognised concubine. Some of mv informants were emphatic that sexual intercowse between a ",ite man 
and his slaves never occurred, and they voiced no doubt the official and theoretical view. Others went so far 
as to concede that if a mall chase t J keep a slave girl ar; his mistress, no one would interfere, but that it w;rs 
not a usual thing to do. Still others admitted tha t  if a man has a son from a slave girl, the boy takes I I ! ~  
father's name, but does not inherit his status ; he is a mura, and may become the founder of a new muro 
branch oi his father's clan. 

As public opinion does not favour permanent unions between mile and slaves, little is said ahout any 
attachment of a slave owner to one of his female slaves. So much is clear, however, h t  femle slaves ;\re 
nrithcr ibso faclo the concubines of their masters as for instance among Konyak chiefs, nor that intrrcoursc. 
betw-en a man and his slaves is considered clan-incest. Tne very fact that sexual intercourse between a slave 
and his master's daughter doer not seem to in:ur very heavy penalties disposes of any ~ s ~ u r n ~ t i ~ ~  that 
sex-relation between masters and slaves count in Apa Tani opinion as incest. 

Any child born by a n  unmarri d slave-girl in her master's house, is his property and takes hir clan-name. 
Even if the father happens to be a mile man, he can make no cl:lim to  such off-spring. 

Slaves are expected to marry slaves or girls of rnlira class. A free mura girl marrying a slave who lives 
in his master's house, herself reverts' to slave status and may, in theory, be subsequently sold either 
bgether with her husband or even separately. A slave girl marrying a free mura man, on the other hand,. 
gains her freedom provided the husband pays her master her lull price. The  customs regulating the fate a slave's children have already been described in detail. 

It seems that masters allow their slaves a good deal of freedom in arranging their marriage affairs. I was 
repeatedly assured that a master Cannot prevent a slave-girl from going to live with the man of her choice, 
even though he may lone thereby her help in house and Eeld. H e  may demand a br ide-pke  but cannot 
enforce its PaYmcnl and hie only compensation lor the losc of a slave who may haye cost b m  five mithan is 





E~ the case of another slave executed some years ago in Hang the guilt is less clear: 
Hibu Tajang was the son of slave bought from Michi-Bamin and had been separated and given 

a house and land of his own by his master Hibu Hipa. H e  was married, but had no children. It 
=ems that while in Hang he proved a general nuisance by refusing to obey his master and  flout- 
ing the authority of the village headmen. At last he fled to Talo (Toko), a nearby Dafla village, 
leaving his wife behind. But the Hang men sent word to Talo, informing the villagers of his bad 
record and requesting that he should be returnzd to Hang. The  men of Talo complied with the 
request, seized him and brought him back to Hang. There  he was kept for two nights at  the 
Hibu sitting platform and then executed by his master and several other prominent men. His 
oRence is somewhat obscure, but it seems that his unrulinejs, his refusat to work for his master and 
his escape to Talo, were the main reasons tbr the decision to kill him. 

No case of a slave committing a murder is remembered, but there can be no doubt that in such an event 
the culprit would be executed. 

I r a  slave commits any offence, such as killing purposely or by accident another man's mithan, his master 
is rrsponsibke for the pakmenr of compensition. But the aggrieved person may a t  once take the law into his 
own hands, seize the offender and keep him tied u p  until his master or patron has paid the compensation. 

11. Escape of slnuer : Cases of Apa Tani slaves running away from their masters seem to be rare, and 
this may be due to two reasons. The treatment of slaves is on the whole good and the Apa Tani  country 
is so small that a slave must flee to another tribe to be sure of avoiding recapture. T h e  many slaves going 
annually to the plains return practically without exception, although they could find there ample empbyment  
:ind undoubtedly realize that if they stayed away their masters could not recover them. But only two Ap,s 
Tanis are known to have escaped to the plainr in recent years; the one ha,s settled in Chard~rar  and the 
other a young boy, is serving in the Political Officer's Permanent Labour Corps. 

Apart rrom Hibu Nipa, whose flight to Talo cost him his life, I have heard of only one Apa Tani  slavr: 
who fled to a L)afla village, and this was a girl of Hang, who after her owner's death acqped with her D.atla 
husband. like herselfa slave, to Sekhe a village south of the Panior River. 

Captured Daflas, kept as slaves by Apa Tanls, on the other hand, ofterr succeed in  escaping. 
If a stave leaves his master's house and places himsclf under the protection of another Apa Tani  the 

latter may do one of two things : he may hand the slave over to his rightful owner, or he may take the slave 
into his house and compensate the former master by paying a reasonable price. 

12. The Behauiour of slaves:-A visitor to an Apa Tani  village finds it a t  first difficult to distinguish 
between free men and slaves. He may notice the dignity and noble bearlng of certain members of pro- 
minent mire-families, but sees little diffsrcnce in the behaviour of the rest of the men After some time he will 
realize, however, that some mcn with a smattering of Assamese and a particularly pushing manner are slaves 
or the descendants of slaves. Thore most familiar with the plains of Assam describe themselves as gaonbura 
and try to impress the visitor both with their own importance a that of one particular rich man of mitt- 
class, to whom they reler as 'raja' and who is theirmlster  or p a t r g  They appear in no way oppressed or 
timid and many aT them are well dressed. These are usually men who have been given their own houses 
and ficlds, slaves %:ill living in their master's house are wually less ostentatious in their manqeen. 

For an outsider unfamiliar with the language it is, of course, very difficult to judge the social and psycho- 
logical position ofan underprivileged class, but I would say that on the whole slaves are no less cheerful 
than other tribesmen, and the Apa Tanis are a people whose cheerfullness borders on  boisterousness. T h e  
ii-eedom of slave boys to join the working gangs of the village youth and even to have love affairs with girls 
of mile class, tends certainly to blur class differences, and to establish a friendly intimacy between mitc and 
slaves of approximately the same age, an intimacy which later distinctions in wealth and position cannot 
completely obliterate. A slave addresses his master as 'father' if he is older and as 'younger brother', if 
he is younger, and the master addresses him by the complementary terms. 

0 1 1  the other hand, every slave living still in his master's house must be conscious of his dependence 0 4  
the latter's goodwill, and aware or the potential danger of being sold. Yet, even such a n  event does not 
tear him from a ramiliar milieu, friends and kinsmen; for all Apa Tani  villages lie so close together that even 
alter a change of masters he is necessarily still within easy reach and often, within, sight of his old home. 
Though in theory the members of a f~rnily may be sold separately I have never heard of a case when 
husband and wife have been forcibly separated by the master selling one without the other. 

The diference in the material standards o r  living of the average slave and the poorer people of mitc 
class is not grest; both live in similar houses, eat similar food and do work of similar typ,e. But it may be 
that 011 an average slaves have to work harder; even when middle aged they have to undertake tasks, such 
a8 wood-cutting, which among free men are left to boys and young men. The  main disabilities of the' 
slaves, however, lie in the social sp,here. They are excluded from, the competition for social prestige which, 
is an engrossing and extremely important part of r n  Apa Tanis' life. Not for them are the thrills and the 
access of self- reliance which a free man gains from performing such rites as the mithaq sacrifices at  the 
Morum festival or asserting his wealth and prominence in a l is~du competition. 

I t  is only when they are 'separated' that slaves call acquire wealth, and those who, a r e  e ~ o n o m i c a l l ~  
successful, can gain a certain influence in th=ir village. Some of the larger muro clans a re  represented on 
the village counc~ls by their own buliong, but  these are men born free whose dependaqce Qn their patrons, 
is only of a ceremonial nature. 

Failina infinitely more detailed knowledge of the Apa Tanis than I have been able to gain in the short 
time at  my disposal, it would be dangerous to generalize on the p~ychological position of Apa T a n i  
but the following sketch of a life story o l a  slave of Dafla origin may illustrate how qembers of other tribes 
a re  being absorbed into the muro class of t,he Apa Taniu : 

The teller, Ta j  Taka or, as he calls himself more frequently, Ponyo Tako, is an old man of rather, 
striking appearance; very tall and lean, with a narrow, well chiselled face, an elcgant and very thin hooked 
nose and deep-set light brown eyes. He knows some words of Assamese and uses them mainly to &?sure 
you again and again and with immense pride that he is a man of a $reat 'Anka raja', meaning Ponyo 
'l'amar, his master, undisputcdly the richest man in Hang. 

Taj Tako's parents were Daflas of bicha, but his father Ta j  Tamav quarrelled with his brothers and 
went to live in Haja, where he staved in the house of Kago Buti. There Tako was born. His father was 
a great huntcr and whi!e in Haja he largely supported himself by hunting deer and wild pig and selling 
the meat. Sometimes he worked on Kago Buti's fields or cut wood and his wife helped the women of the 
home and earned wages in rice by going to work on other people's fields. When leaving Licha his 
father had brought with him three maje (Tibetan bells) and these were subsequently stolen by Apa 
Tanis ol' Michi-Bamin who had watched him burying them in a bamboo grove. After the theft Tai  
Tamar  left Haja with his wife and child, and went to Mai, his wife's home village. There it was ncl 
long berore he pcrquadcd his wire's hipsmen to join him in capturing some of Michi-Barnin's rnithan, qg 



a moonlit night they went to Michi Bamin's pasture land and were just driving off five mithan, when they 
ran into some Apa Tanis, Tamar aimed a n  arrow a t  one of the men, but  another Apa Tani  hurled a 
pointed bamboo fence pole and hit him in the throat. H e  died on the spot and his companions fled. Next 
day his body was buried by the man of Michi-Bamin. 

Tako was then a small boy, some five years old, and he and his moth er went to live in the house of 
Mai Niri. When he was about ten years old, Mai Niri sold him to Tania D oni of Talo. Subsequently his 
mother married Taji Topu of Mai, but died soon afterwards. When Tako was a boy of seventeen o r  
eighteen, he ran away from Talo ; he stayed for three days with his relatives in  Mai and from there he went 
to  the plqins qnd stayed in Rangajan village near North Lakhimpur, first for a few days with Bogo Tora, who 
worked in a tea garden, and then for one year with another Da0a who had some cultivat~on. 

As he had been separated from his mother while he was still very young, he knew very little of his 
father, and to find out the circumstances of his dezth, he went one day to  Hang. There he met Ponyo 
Tamar ,  who was already one of the richest men of the village, and Tamar suggested that  Tako should stay 
with him in Hang. Tako, who did not like the idea of spending all his life in the plain!, readily agreed, and 
Ponyo Tamar paid subsequently three mithan to Tania Doni of Talo in order to avoid the accusation of 
harbouring a run-away slave. 

At first Tako stayed in Ponyo Tamar's house ; he west cutting wood and worked on the fields, and often 
h e  would ao huntina ; in Talo he had learnt woodcraft far superior to that of Apa Tanis and so he madc 
himself by sipplying Tamar's household with game. ~ a m a r  had another '~afla slave married to a n  
Ava Tani  woman, and Tako found favour with their daughter. She dressed as an Apa Tani and spoke only 
 pa Tani, but  Tako did not mind this and she came to live with him as his wife. When Tako's eldest scjn 
was born, Ponyo Tamar gave him a separate house, quite close to his own, and a garden plot in which to grow 
vegetables. But Tako did nst  care to have rice-fields of his own ; he was quite content to work for Tamar and 
receive from him the grain he required. He has altogether three children, two sons and one daughter. 

His eldest son Lorna, though not yet married has been givpn two rice-terraces by Tamar. Of his own 
accord he went to live in the house of Tamar's sister, the wife of a very rich man, but he cultivates separately 
and cooks on a separate hearth. T o  Tako's younger son, 'Teke, Ponyo Tam3r gave also two rice-ter- 
races, but instead of setting up a household of his own Teke continued to live in Tamar's house. Although 
he is not yet married, ha too cooks on  a separate hearth. Tako taught both of his sons to be good hunters, 
but otherwise they are just like Apa Tanis. 

"I myself", says l a j  Tako, "have become half an Apa Tani, and at  home I speak Apa T'ani with my 
wife and my little daughter. Life among the Apa Tanis is very pleasant, far better than in a Dafla village. 
As the man of the Anka Raja Tamar,  I a m  in want of nothing. Yes it is good to live here in Hang." 

We would, no doubt, be mistaken in assuming that all Dafla slaves are as happy among the Apa Tanis 
as Ta j  Tako, but other cases of Daflas en te~ing  voluntarily the service gf Apa Tani rqastcrs in a position 
,ery similar to that of slaves are not wanpng. 



The Apa Tanis' economic relations with neighbour- - 
ing Populations 

By a collective effort unparalleled among the hill tribes of the North-East Frontier thc Apa Tanis have 
developed the natural resources of a single bowl-shaped valley, less than 20 square miles in area, to such 
a high degree that the 20,000 members of the tribe can maintain themselves in this one valley on a n  economic 
level distinctly higher than that of neighbouring tribal folks. A system of agriculture combining optimum 
esploiration of the limited land with indefinite preservation of soil fertility enables the Apa Tanis to pro- 
duce sufficient food for themselves as well as a surplus, which constitutes not only a broad margin of safety, 
but is normally available for export. Despite the lack of animal traction and ploughs Apa Tani  agriculture 
has advanced beyond the stage of subsistence farming. O n  an avera e every man working on the land 
produscs more grain th:n he consumes ; the balance can be  pared for !!=ding craftsmen and a small class 
of  mcn engaged more in social and political leadership than in manual ~roduct ion  with still sufficient to 
he exchanged against commodities which are in short supply in the Apa Tani country. 

The relations between the complex and highly specialized Apa Tani  economy and the more primitive 
economy of the neighbouring semi-barbaric Daflas and M r i s  are a remarkable example of the inter- 
dependence of basically differmf cultures. Trade appears today as a necessity for the Apa Tanis, but 
whi!e they have for centuries inhabited the same territory and their economy has attained the stability 
rssulting from long undisturbed growth, their less stable neighbours have frequently changed. Tribal 
tradition tells us that Da0a clans, which now stand in close trade relations with the Apa Tanis, lived only 
I ~ u r  or five generations ago in distant valleys to the north-west where they had probably little knowledge 
ol even the existence of the Apa Tanis. Trade with a people able to supply large quantities of grain is 
for them undoubtedly a novelty, but experience shows that whatever may have been their previous 
cconomy, they were not slow in availing themselves of the new opportunities. T h e  position of the Apa Tanis 
is diffcrcnt. They have often been the only firm rock in  a sea of shifting and warring tribes, and must 
rnore than once have seen their neighbours of yesterday defeated and scattered by more powerful new- 
comers. But these new-comers conformed to the same economic pattern as the populations whom they had 
~jisplaced and were usually willing enough to step into a barter system by which they could obtain 
grain and the wares of exptrt Apa Tani  craftsmen. 

Apa Tat:i economy has thus for long bcen tuned to the exchange ofgoods with the outside world, and 
ilicrc can be no doubt that any break in this external mhrketing would seriously disrupt the structure of the 
delicately balanced economic system. 

Today the Apa Tanis are in need of goods produced by their tribal neighbours as well as of articles of 
Indian and Tibetan origin. We will first consider the trade by which they obtain the products of Dafla 
and Miri tribesmen. 

Inter tribal-Trade.-The trade between Apa Tanis and their Dafla and Miri neighbours is largely based 
on the complementary nature of their respective economies. The Apa Tanis are primarily agriculturists and  
their densely populated country offers little scope lor the raising ot large numbers of domestic animals. 
The Daflas on the other hand, are indifferent cultivators, but, living loosely scattered over extensive areas 
ofjungle-covered and grassy hill-sides, have ample opportunity, and as it would seem considerable aptitude, 
for breeding cattle, goats and pigs. 

The exchange of surplus Apa Tani rice against surplus Dafla (or Miri) animals is therefore to the advan- 
tage of both tribes. Apa Tanis require mithnn and pigs lor sacrifice, and they value rn-at, and particu!arly 
cpork and bacon so milch that they will go to grcat expense and trouble in order to obtain animals for 
slaughter. At the time of the Mlol<o, the prir~cipal annual festival, the need for pigs is aa great as the need 
for turkeys is in England at  Cahristmas and an Apa Tani desirous-aining social prestige can d o  not better 
than to sacrifice a number of mithan during the Morum feast. 

The need of D d a s  for the agricultural produce of their Apa Tani  neighbours is less constant and not 
immediately connected with ritual observances, but depends mainly on  the quality of their harvest. In 
y,rars when their jhum fields yield exceptionally good crops, they may be able to dispense with grain 
purchases altogether, while in times of scarcity they will pay double the normal price for supplies of 
Apa Tani rice. * 

Rice is usually paid for in mithan, and the Apa Tanis are always willing to take these animals which 
have practically the value of a currency, and function as such in all barter transactions concerning land. 
'The nol.mal price of a full grown mithan cow is 30 carrying basketc of unhusked rice, but in years of food 
shortage among the neighbouring Daflas arnd Miris it may drop to as little as 15 carrying hasliets, each 
containing about 30 secrs. A Dafla or Miri in need of grain usually come: himself to thc village of an 
Apa Tani friend and if he succeeds in concluding n bargain he and the members of his family carry the 
rice baclr tn their own village. Usually the price is paid at  once and many a prospective buyer brings a 
mithan wit11 him when he tames to negotiate a deal. But sometimes Apa Tanis give rice on credit, 
an? qunrrcls arising from the delay over payment of such debts have been the cause of many blootly feuds 
between the two tribes. 

For t!te Apa Tanis have the tendency to use advanccs of grain as a means whereby they may 
I , r in~  their debtors gradually under their control ; according to Apa Tani  custom it is indeed perfectly 
regular that a man unable to repay a loan should become thc dependent or his debtor until his debt has 
been clcared. But althaugh an inpcclrr~ious, or tcmporarilv rmharrassed n < d a  may, when hard-pressed 
acquiesce to such a position which differs but little from the status of a siave, he will grasp the fint oppor- 
tunity of llis own back, and many raids on Apa Tanis or their cattle have been led by previous Dafla 
bond servants who employed their familiarity with the country to their former master's detriment. 

The frequency with which t~ ,ade  disputes develop into full scale feuds is responsible for the curious 
position that the traditional trade-partners are often also the hereditary enemies. 

11 must hc rcmcmberd, howevcr, tllat only  those Daflas and Miris whose village3 lie within one or two  days' jcurney of 
rhr Ao, 'rani valky have comc to rely on such grain supplies ; the cxislcnce of such a source of supply  appears to have stimulated 
LI!L il.-.n,~lrl and rvhi!c other Daflaa and Miris [all back on jungk produce and cultivate large areas of jhum, searching out nrw 
1 . I I ~ I  v.-~>r.rl  their  old plols arc  rxhaustcd, thc  ncighbours or the Apa Tanis wnuld appear carclcss of thc~r agriculture methods 
2 n d  3 1 :  conrcnt to cultivarc cxhauatrd soil or imitatr th:: wet cultivation of t he  Apa 'Cania wi th  limited rucccss. Nor i s  the ricc 
< ~ l r ~ d  I,; qr the Apa l 'anis incxhaustablc ; only rich men can aKord to diqposc of part ol. t l~cir  crop, and in thtir dcsirc to 
x j u i : c  : r i~l~an th-y will scll ricc lo  L)aflas whtlc Ilrir poorer co-villagers KO short. 



Each of the seven Apa Tani  villages has traditional trade ties with certain Dafla a n d M i r i  villages urnally 
with tllose whore land borders on.  their hunting grounds. Thbs Hang Entertains trade relations 
mainly with the Dafla villages of Leji, Pochu, Mai and Jorum ; Michi-Bamin and Mudang Tage t 
with Mai, Jorum and Talo (Toke) ; Duta and Haja with Jorum, Talo, Nielom, Likha, ~ i ~ h : ,  
and Liriia ; Bela with Linia, Dodum, Taplo, Pemir, Murga, Rakhe. and Bua ; and Hari with Rakhe, 
Bua and Tapo (Chemir). Such traditional trade ties do not amount to a difinete monopoly, but under 
normal circumstanccs an Apa Tani of Hang would not g o  to trade with Nielom or Licha, Dafla villager 
within the sphere ol'influence of Duta and Haja. : 

Between the traditional trade partners there may exist a formal peace treaty (dapo) ,  there may be 
temporary hostilities excluding all trade, or there m3y be a state of undefined relations, usually an interim 
between an open feud and the conclusion of a new peace-treaty. During such an interim period a small 
measure oftrade is kept up by slaves, wllo can without very great risk or capture go backwards and 
forwards. 

A complete paralysation of trade betwren an Apa Tani village and all its Dafla trade-partners results 
for the Apa Tanis, with their highly specialized economy, in real hard~hip,  and hostile feeling must run 
very high, beiore they will abandon a!l individual trade contacts. There are innumerable instances of' 
Apa Tanis continuing to trade with Dana3 who to all intents and purposes are at  war with other families 
of the Apa Tanis' own village. I t  is only when a feud has unleashed particularly violent sentiments of anger 
and revcnge, that an areadominated by a 1)afla clan may beco~ne da:lgcrous for any Apa Tani and the 
flow of trade ceases. Both sides are then forced to obtain necessities or market their goods by using other 
and often circuitous trade channels. 

The inconvenience, to say the 1-ast of it, thus caused to the estranged trade-partners becomes 
obvious when we consider the range of usual exchange goods. Besides buying mithan for rice, the Apa 
Tanis obtain from Ddas.almost  all the cotton required for their ,highly developed weaving industry. As 
almost all their land is under food crops, it is not economical for Apa Tanis to grow their own cotton. 
They buy the raw cotton, gin it, spin and weave it into cloth, and very often sell the cloth again to  the 
original suppliers of the cotton. Usually they harter the cotton for rice, Apa Tani made dao, or cotton 
cloths, but  there is also a system whereby Apa Tani wompn experienced in weaving can obtain cotton 
in exchange for their services as weavers They go to Dafla villages and undertake to weave cloth on the 
undkqtanding that during their stay they are fed and that finally they are given as wage a quantity of cotton 
equal to that which they vti!ized in weaving cloth for thcir clients. 

Though not a cotton growing people the Apa Tanis possess t rob ably morc and better textiles than 
any ,-,f their n e i g h b ~ ~ n ,  and they weave not only for home consumption but with the definite idea of using 
cloth for barter'transactions. Through Apa Tani traders, as well as through middlemen of other tribes, 
Apa ~~~i ,-loth reaches areas as distant as the Upper Panior Valley, the Khru valley and the Miri villages 

- - 

on the upper Kamla. 
D a o  and knives manufactured by Apa Tani smiths are also articles of trade and on 'their trading visits to 

villages of Daflas or Miris Apa Tanis usually carry with them dao and knives for small payments. D a o ,  
knives and cloth are the main exchange goods with which they purchase pigs, dogs (which the Apa Tanis ea t  
-and the Daflas do not), fowls, tobacco, cotton, gourd vessels, dried bamboo shoots, and also such articles 
of dress as cane belts, cane hats, and fibre rain-cloaks. Sometimes they give in exchange also salt which 
nowadays they obtain irom the plains of Assam. The salt extracted from the ash of certain herbaceous 
plants grown in the Apa Tani  country is no longer an important articls of trade, but it is probable that before 
AsPamese salt was easily available this home-made ' salt ' found ready buyers among the Apa Tanis' tribal 
neighbows. 

A minor item of trade are earthen pots. Among the Apa Tanis pots are made only in one village- 
~ i ~ h i - R a m i n - a n d  even there only by certain clans. Many Apa Tanis purchase therefore pots irom such 
D& \-ill;(ssil as Jorum and Talo, paying usually in rice. But as shortage of fuel limits the production of 
finished pats in those villages, Apa Tanis sometimes buy unburnt pots, and carry them across the country 
denuded of forests by the Dana's cultivation till they reach the forest-belt which divides the Apa Tani from 
the Dafla country ; there they build fires and bake the pots belore taking them home. 

N~ currency is used in trade transactions between Apa Tanis and Daflas, but both tribes have their 
systems of values, which though similar, do not completely coincide. The Apa Tani scale of values is as 

follows : 
1 pachu 2 eggs 

or 1 small chicken 
or 1 day's wage. 

1 paroe 1 middle-sized chicken 
or 1 small knife 
or 34 scers unhusked rice. 

1 soa 1 hen 
or 1 knife. 

1 puc 1 short Apa Tani d m  
or 1 cock 
or 1 plain white Apa Tani cloth 
or 64 seers unhusked rice, such as contained in a puc yagi (basket). 

1 pili 1 average sized Apa Tani cloo 
or 1 white Apa Tani cloth with red and blue border. 
or 1 white bazar cloth (worth in North Lakhimpur about Rs. 2-3) 
or 1 piglet. 

1 puhan 1 long Apa Tani dao 
or 1 white Apa Tani cloth with broad multi-coloured border 
or 1 small pig 
or 3 pue yog i  of unhusked rice. 

~ u d ~ ~ ~  Tagc has 3omc hunting grounds on the op osite of the vallcy that adjoin the Bua-Chcmir area and Apa Tanis 
of ~~d~~~ fag? go to trade in thcpc villages wten the opportunity oRcrs. 

+ ran,, ofone village, rclatrd by marriage or through the maternal line with another Apa Tani village with a BiReunt 
set oi v i l ~ a g e s  wi,llin Its tradc sphcrc may h?rvcrcr sometimes engage in trade and ertablinh friendships wit b such villagrs 
othrr t h m  r h o x  of their traditional block. 



1 PUP6 1 small blue and red Apa Tani  ~ l o t b  
or 1 middle sized pig 
or 4 pus yogi  of unhusked rice, 

I pungu, 1 normal-sized blue and red d o t 4  
or 3 white bazar cloths 
or 5 pus j a g i  of unhusked rice, 

1 pukhc (or apu) 1 long Assamese dao 
or 1 double cloth cloak 
or 1 big male goat. 
or 1 pig of the size of a dog. 
or 6 pue yagi of unhusked rice. 

1 kanue 1 Assamese silk cloth 
or 1 large pig 
or 7 pue yagi  of unhusked rice, 

1 pina 1 small Tibetan sword. 
or 8 pue yag i  of unhusked rice. 

1 kua 1 large Tibetan sword 
or 9 pue yogi  of unhusked rice, 

1 puliang 1 new large Tibetan sword 
or 10 pueyag i  of unhusked rice. 

I n  thaa s tandad  values practically any prica can be expressed ; the value of irdgated land is how- 
ever usually reckoned in mithan. 

A few examples will give an i d ~ p  pf the prices of the more costly commodities. An embroidered cloth 
such as is worn by priests on ceremonial occasions is worth onepuliang p l m  one pukhe ; a cow is estimated at 
2 puliong plw one pukhc, a s ~ a l l  mithan a t  4 to 5 puliang, and a full Grown mithan cow as 8 puliong or 80 
put yagi  biasketq of rice. 
, The correlatipn of values ruling the barter transactions y i t h  Da0as and Miris corresponds in many res- 
pects to the above scale of values, but prices are never stable and depend tq a great extent on the local rela, 
tion between demand and supply as well as  on the individual Apa Tani'g skill in bargaining. Thus a n  Apa 
Tani trader venturing with some cloth and dao to Miri villages north of the Karnla River, q a y  obtain much 
better prices than if he tried tq dispose of them in such nearby villages as Jomm and Talo. 

When trading in distant village Apa Tanis barter their wares not only for such commodities as pigs, 
fowls or cottqn, which they require for their immediate use, but accept payment also in the shape of valuables 
such as beads, small bell-melal bells (muje) and bell-met41 discs, which have in  many ways the character of a 
currency and are purchased with the definite idea of a n  ultimate atlvantageous resalp. 

Almqst all barter transactions between Apa Tanir and neighbourin5 tribes are simple business deals 
devoid ofritpal or institutional associations. While among Dafla the purchase of 1 valuable praycr-bell 
creates between seller and buyqr ceremonial ties comparable lo those between families linked by marriage, 
and such ties add materially to a man's prestige and security, economic gain is practically the sole motive in 
trade trans'actions between Apa Tanis and DaRas ; barter traqsactions between Apa Tani and Apa Tani are, 
hpwevrr, wrapned up in a certain ceremonial formality which includes a meal a t  the expense or  the buyer ; 
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his services. 

2. Trade with the Plains odfAsson(.-Though most of the ~ m m o d i t i e s  in  use among the Apa Tanis\are 
prod~iced by tllemselves dr bartered liom their tribal n~ighbours, the import of a small number of articles 
from the plains of Asam has to-day become a necessity. We dp not know lor how long the Apa Tanis hav; 
been in the habit or obtaining iron and ~ l t  from As'sanq, nor whether in olden times they obtained these goods 
from other soul-ccs. Today Apa Tdnis purchase these articles not only Tor their own use but also for resale to: 
tribegmen of villages further from the p!?ins. 

Fn: :iv . - ~ r \ ~ i t l . , c  in i l l -  vr,r, i e. .  frnrn A?ril to Scntcmhp- no A p a  T a n i  nnrrnnll\, vrltrlrra on 3 jnurney 
, , to the plains ; tltc 11vcls . i ~ c  Lliutl U I L L ~ .  :I. -irL. ir,ir . u-u,l.,  z :  . .. L .  :.,\ . . -  . . ., , ,  '. - . ,?I: 

tous country involve3 considerable hardships.. But in the cold weather, when comrnun~cations are easier, 
nulnerous Apa Tanis have for yeacs been ac~.us+nrned to ;isit the plains ofN.,rth Lakhimpur. Their number 
varies from year to year, but even before 1945, when G o v e r n ~ e n t  bcgan empiuying A l l a h  anison q 
large scale as porters, several hundred o i  them used to come to North Lakhimpur and the surround- 
ing villages. Most of them were men and youqg boys, but a few Apa ' ~ a n i  women occasionally accom- 
panied their husbands. Men of wealth and high status never went to the plains, and when I first arrived 
in the Apa Tani country I found that none of the clan-headmen had ever left the hills. ' Only slaves; 
descendanls of slaves or very poor F e n  were in t h ~  pabit of going to the plains. 

The goods which such men took w$h them for sale were of little importance. They usually carried 
chilliG '(cppsicum of a particularly large variety very niuch in demand among plain's people): which they 
bartered Tor salt or for their daily requirements for the time of their stay in the plains. Most of them found 
employment as agricultural and forest labourers, and worked for periods ranging from ten days to three 
months. Berore the war they earned daily wages of forfr to five annas bqt nowadays they'?9n e a q  Re.  1 
and sometimes even as much as Rs. 1-8-0 a day. 

Among the goods puichased in the plains, salt ranks first. T o  the present-day Apa Tanis i t  has 
become almost indispensible both for their own consumption and as a n  article of eschange for their trade 
with other tribes. Salty substances pained by filtering water through the ashes of bracken and certain other 
plants arc uaed for cooking, but are not considered equal to proper salt. Every year many loads of 
salt are brought I)P from the pl?iqs and a good many Apa Tanis go there for the specific purpose of pure 
chasing salt. 

Other goo~ls bought iq the plain- are iron hoes, axes, bowls of bell-metal and more rarely bras pots, 
Assamesc silk cloth (cndi cloth), occasion.l!ly' ordinary cotton cloth, woollen Bhutia cloth, locally known as 
'tonga', beads, bracelets, brass hair- pi^ .,I:! I I:>gn, safety pins. cows, pigs and dogs. 
- -  - .  -- - 

*qincc thc operalions of 1945, .vo>:. . . -i L . . ,  , ,x.~,rr the Panior below Potin and the route frequented by ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ e n ~  
pollcr\ rmrlcrcd race for trave~lrr~ *,.i, ' . , , .. ' $ , I 1  t o  the plains in betrvceo the open seasons. 



Iron hoes have become a definite necusity for the large Iron hoe of the type used in tea-gardens has 
completely replaced the older wooden t)pe. Hoes bought in the plains are also the main raw material of 
Apa Tani  blacksmith, who manufacture from the metal axes, L o  and knives. Recently the Apa Tanis 
have been experiencing difficulty in obtaining h o a .  I t  seems that formerly most of the hoes purchased in 
the plains were either discarded or atolen from tea gardens, the thlcves being tea garden coolies who traded 
them a t  cheap rates to hill men thus avoiding detection. But since iron implements have become expemive 
and scarce, the tea gardens have tightened their control and are using even worn hoes, which previo~lsly 
were disposed of locally at  cheap rates . I f  the ahorbee of hoes continua for any length of time Apa Tani  
agriculture and Apa Tani blacksmith# will be hard hit. 

Woollen Bhutia blankets are much prized, but they are rarely used in their original form ; the Apa 
Tanis unravel the woollen yarn, dye it in various colours and use it for the manufacture of woollen cere- 
monial cloths and the embroidery of cotton cloth. For the last few years no Bhutia blankets have bcen 
obtainable in North Lakhimpur and the Apa Tani  most highly developed craft has had a serious set hack. 

'Endi' cloths, usually of the mixed silk-cotton type are worn by all the wealthier Apa Tanis wrapped round 
the body and held in position by iron pins or modern safety pins. They are softer and warmer than 
cotton cloth, and worn under the stiR embroidered cloaks they are useful and aesthetically pleasing. The  
men who work io the plains of Auam for w a g s  often buy 'endi' cloths and sell them to rich men in their own 
country for rice, domestic animals and in rare instances even plots of land. Similarly white and more rarely 
black cotton cloth is bought in the plains ; some is taken u p  by Apa Tani customers and some is traded or, 
to  Daflas of the interior. Plain, machine-made cotton-cloth ia, however, not very popular among Apa Tanis, 
and rarely worn by men of good social status. I t  is indeed very inferior to home-spun Apa Tani cloth 
Women, however, sometimes wear a length of light white bazar cloth as a wrap when otherwise they would 
leave their breasts and shoulden bare. 

Cups and bowls of bell-n e al, auch as are made in the Kamrup disbict of Assam, a re  owned by most rich 
men and are very much valued. Ordinary bras-ware, on the other hand, is not popular and does not retch 
any appreciable price amon either Apa Tanis or D d a s .  

Silken 'cndi' cloth and %ell metal vaselr are no doubt luxuriu, but luxuries of a solid and useful type 
in keeping with the spirit of Apa  tani is culture. Their introduction serves perhaps as a corrective to 
extreme diEerences between rich and poor. For trade in these commoclitics gives poor men a chance of 
bettering then position and even purchasing land, while the desire to posess such things as silk cloth and 
bell-metal bowls induces rich men to part wlth some of their accumulated rice store and in certaln cases 
c ien  with land. 
\ While a poor man has otherwise as good ;u no chance of acquiring cattle, work in the plalns of Assam 
has enabled many a man to build up a small stock of cows. Apa Tanis often buy lor part of thelr wages a calf 
or a cow and take the animals u p  into the hills. This is not without risk, for about one out 01 every five 
cows so driven up into the hills succumbs to the hardahip of the journey, but in a country where cattle is 
practically currency and at  the same time a nymbol of wealth, the attraction of posressing cattle is very great. 
Desides cows, Apa Tanis purchase in the plains also large numbers of dogs and small pigs, both of which are 
eaten and used for sacrifice. 

Most of the beads nowadays worn by Apa Tani women are small, blue g las  beads bought in the 
bazars of the plains. But many women possess also necklacen of much larger beads of transparent or dark 
t l u e  glass which do not seem to have come from India, but are probably of Tibetan or Chinese origin, 
T o d a y  they are out of faohion and are rarely worn. All women are eager to exchange them for other beads 
or  even to sell them for a very small rice. Red beads of definite types are now much in demand, 

In  their halr-knots men wear bee-metal pins which are without exception manufactured in the plains. 
The  brass ear-r in~s or the women, cut from thin braas sheets an well as the metal ear-rings of men are also 
purchased in the bazars. 

Salety pins are universally worn, and are used to pin together the ends of cloths, both imported and 
local, when they are wrapt round the chest. Previously straight iron pins were used for the same purpose, 
hut safety pins have almost entirely replaced them. The present importance of the safety pin among tha 
Apa Tanie i~ reminiscent of the role of thejibula in the bronze age. Most men wear apart from those actually 
i n  use, several large safety pin1 on a string round the. neck. 

Just as safety pins t,ave ousted the straight iron pin, so cheap bracelets of white metal, and occasionally 
more expensive ooes of silver have taken the place of the wrought iron bracelets made by Apa Tan1 
ola~ksmiths. 

This lilt of articles bought in the plain9 ia not necessarily axhaustive, but includes all those thing 
Which have secured a definite place among the Apa Tanis' material posressions, and are purchased rcgu- 
l ~ r l y  and in appreciable numben. 

I n  the selection 01 the articles importad from the plains the Apa Tanlr evince on the whole extraordi- 
p r i l y  good tast. They have rejected everything gaudy and flimsy and prefer either such solid and plain 
things of superior material as hand-woven silk cloth and substantial, beautifully sha ed vessels of bell- 

or raw materia. such ;u woollen Bhutia blankets which enable them to develop tReir own crafts. 
Since the trade of the q p q  Tania with the plains of Assam is virtually a one-way traffic (the Apa Tanis 

bringing only negligible amounts of chillian to the plains), the rise in the price of most commoditia during 
the war years has not affected them to any appreciable degree. For the wager with which they buy their 
trade have been raised in proportion, and although an ' endi ' cloth may today be four times as 
expensive as in former years, yet the Apa Tanis need not work any longer to earn the money which will 
buy it. They realize perrectly well that it is not the value of the goodn which has increaee but the valua 
of the money which has decreased I and they express thlr by laying that money has become ' cheap ' 
The exchange value of the plains g o ~ d s  in their own country har on the whole remained unchanged ; lor an 
e endi ' cloth, for inrtancq, the sarqe amount ofrlce is paid today  as It wan yesterday. 

The  lack of certain commodities in the bazaars of the plains, on the other hand, i~ affecting the Apa 
Tanis ~ = r y  ,q&id,erably. Most seriously felt is the ahortage of salt. For the Apa Tanis were used to buy 
.n the plains sufficiFnt salt to last them for the whole ear and stlll to have a surplus Tor trade. Now the 
talc of salt in North Ldhimpur  is ratricted and thoug{ special arrangements have been made to supply 
!he hillmen, not sufficient salt has been made available to meet all their legitimate demands. While the 
Apa Tanis themselves hpve to restrict their consume, the tribes in the interior to whom they ueed to trade 
$heir surplus are even worse off, 

Along the trade divide between Assam and Tibet, on the upper Khru and upper Kamla there has 
alwayn been a zona where salt was scarce, and with the supply which used to trickle through from Asnam 
dried up, this scarcity has become even more nevere. If at continues the tribesmen may try to obtain 
through their northorn neighbours more Tibetan aalt, but such a re-orientation of trade cannot be effected 
rapidly. 



The shortage of salt in Assam and not a rise in its price, which is controlled, has led to an in:rease 
of its value in the Apa Tanis' trade transactions with Daflas and Miris. While in ~ r e v i o u s  years 

Apa Tanis had, for instance, to pay 1 2  seers or salt for one amall pig, they can now obtain a p i g  o r  equal size 
for 6 seers. Likewise there is a change in  the comparative val1re9 of salt and cloth ; but I do not think that  
thip has been exploited for any kind of speculation, nor has the exchange value of salt risen as much among 
the Apa Tanis themselves. 

3. Trade in Tibibclan goodr.-Though the Apa Tanis have no direct contact with Tibetans, they use a 
qood many articles of T~betan  origin which reach them by devious routes through their Dafla and Miri 
ileighbours. The employ ofsuch Tibetan articles for ceremonial and ritual purposes .~oir l ts  to an old associa- 
tion with Apa Tani culture, and there are indeed indications that in the not too distant past most of the 
foreign commodities needed by the Apa Tanis came from or through Tibet rather than from Assam. Even 
to-day th'ere is hardly a respectable Apa Tani who does not possess a t  least one Tibetan sword, a t  the 
time of feasts thousands o l  Tibetan beads are worn, and bronze plates 01 Tibetan make are one of the 
standard valuables used for larger payments. Tibetan prayer bells, known in Assamese as deo ganlc, 
are not of the same importance as among Daflas, and few Apa Tanis possess famous specimens of high value4 
But the more ordinary types, such as may cost two or three good cloths, serve also the Apa Tnnis as useful 
barter objects, and Apa Tani traders purchase them sometimes from tribesmen of the Kamla and K h r u  
valleys. 

Large beads or conch-shell a9 well as sky-blue ~orce la in  beads, thouqh pos ibly or Chinese origin 
seem to have reached the Subansiri area win Tibet. While Daflas and Miris wear them on many occasions, 
ApaTanis done necklaces of such beads only at  special rites, such as the Morom festival and neither men 
nor women wear them simply as ornaments. 

Most women, however, possess strings of crudely cut cylindrical glass beads of dark blue colour and 
it would seem that these have also come from Tibet. They arc quite different from any beads manufac- 
tured or known in India to-day, and if they had even been available in large numbers in the plains of 
Assam, other tribes, such as Nagaq, would no doubt have also obtained some. To-day, they are no longer 
popular, and have indeed very litrle marKet value. Their place has been taken by smaller and smoother 
glass beads of a similar dark blue colour which have for some years been available in the bazaars of North 
Lakhimpur. This change-over is one of the instances of Apa Tnnis preferring machine-made goods to  
Tibetan articles. 

While the Tibetan origin of such objects as sword3 or prayer bdls is unmistakable, we cannot say for 
certain whether the wool which the Apa Tanis require for many of their embroidered ceremonial cloth4 
came of old from the same source. Apa Tanis greatly value strips of coarse woollen cloth known as 
' tonga ', and all the wool used for multi-coloured embroidery is obtained by unravelling such cloth. Very 
similar strips of woollen cloth reach the tribesmen on the upper Kamla from villages standing in trade 
relations with Tibet, and it is more than probable that in olden times some such cloth filtered down ap 

far as the A a Tani valley. But for many years before the war.Bhutanese woollen cloth of identical type 
was availabc in the bazaars of Assarn where Apa Tanis could obtain it much eafier than from their tribal 
partners. Most, if not all of the wool ,now in  use among the Apa Tanis has certainly come from North 
Lakhimpur, and when during the war years this supply was cut off the Apa Tanis experienced a very 
definite shortage of wool ; that Tibetan wool was no longer obtainable, is easily explained if the middle- 
men through whose hands it might have reached the Apa Tanis, had for years ceaed  to trade wool beyond 
the Assam-Tibet trade-divide. 

But swords and valuables of Tibetan manufacture continue to reach the Apa Tanis, and the high 
esteem in which they are held guarantees that even should trade with Assam increase there will for many 
years be a market for such products or Tibet. Tradition surrounds them with an aura of high value a n d  
great antiquity ; the bronze prayer-bell is to the Apa Tani (as indeed even more to the Dafla) a work of 
divine artificers, the Tibetan sword an indispensable requisite a t  every mithan-sacrificr, Tibetan beads the 
prescribed ornaments for the priest during solemn acts of ritual. Yet no Apa Tani  has other than the 
vaguest idea o l  Tibet. A few adventurous men have visited villages near the trade-divide between Assa "\ and Tibet, but within living memory no Apa Tani seems ever to have penetrated into areas visited by 
Tibetans. I have heard of a Dafla from the Upper Khru who stayed for some time in Duta and told of his 
jou~.neys to a country, which to judge from his descriptions must have been a part of Tibet. But he was 
probably an exception and we are safe in assuming that very few of the tribesmen who trade directly with 
Tibetans have any knowledge of the Apa Tanis, or ever purchase ribetan goods with the express purpose of 
servinr: the Apa Tani market. Most of the swords- beads or bell-metal articles of Tibetan origin owned by 
Apa Tanis, reached them through the channels of casual village to village barter, and only in rare case5 did 
adventurous Apa Tani traders hasten this slow trickle by purchasing trips to the Khru and upper K ~ i m l a  
valley. 

' Until some years ago Apa Tanis went occasionally to the Khru valley, toward3 the rezion o l  Lebla 
via Licha and the Palin valley. For salt, silk and cotton cloth and duo they purchased dried bamboo shoots 
and locally collected rubber with which to waterproof their baskets as well as T ~ b e t a n  swords, beads, 
bronze-bells and plates, obtained by the Khru tribes from yet other tribesmen dwelling closer to the snow- 
range. But the recent feud between the Apa Tanis and the powerful Licha clan which commands the 
entry into the Palin valley has blocked this trade route, and for the last few years no Apa Tanis have dared 
to visit the upper Khru Region. 

But though occasionally the hostility of neighbours may deter even the intrepid Apa Tani from visiting 
his t~ade-partners in distant valleys, there is yet no other tribe in the Subansiri area which has developed 
barter and trade to so high a degree as the Apa Tanis. The exchange of goods is a necessity for the 
elaborate and complex Apa Tani economy, and the Apa Tani evinces as much ingeniousness and persistance 
in pursuing every possible opportunity for a profitable trade deal as he has enployed in developing the 
resources of his own country. 



Trade and Barter among the Tribesmen of the 

4 

Panior Region 
The present note deals mainly with the tribesmen inhabiting the Panior vallev, the area immediately 

south and south-west of the Apa Tani country as well as the Kiyi valley, all of which I visited this season. 
Such idormation as it contains on conditions in the Par valley to the south and in the unexplored country 
near the upper Khru to the north, was obtained from tribesmen fam'liar with these areas. 

The  division of the D,~flas into several groups of phratrieo, each embracinq nu-ncrous exogamous clans, 
has been outlined in rnv "Notes on T r i b ~ l  Croups in the Subansiri Region" and there I have shown that the 
old localization of phratries and clans has been obscured by recent migrationu. For the purpose of these notes 
on Trade it will therefore be convenient to use instead of phratry and clan-names geographic terms and 
speak, c. g.,of the lower P.rnior Region (includinq the  village^ 01 Selsemchi, Potin and Sekhe), the Upper 
PaniorRegion (including Dorde, Likhipulia and Mengo) and thc Mai-Talo Region (including Pei, Pochu, 
Mai, Jorum and Talo, villages standing in particularly clase connections with the Apa Tanis). 

The  two main pillars of the Daflas' economic structure are aqriculture and animal husbandry. C l m -  
pared to these activities all other means of income are of minor im?ortance, and even the Dlflas living 
nearest to the plains depend for their subsistence on agriculture rather than on trade and wage labour. 
Except for those of the Mai-Talo Region who are strongly influenced by Aoa Tanis and have learnt to build 
irrigated terraces for rice-cultivation, all D d a s  obtain the bulk ,,f their food-supply by shifting cultivation. 
In  the Par and lower Panior valleys, there is no wet cultivation, but  in the upper Panior and Kiyi valley as 
well u in the upper Khru and Panyi Region modest quantities of rice grown on irrigated terraces supple- 
ment the produce of the jhum-fields. 

Most Dafll villaqes are in normal years self-sufficient for their food-supply. An exception are Jorum and 
Talo who buy regularly rice from Apa Tanis, and certain fo~thil l  villages, such as Selsemchi, who in years of 
indltTercnt harvests purchase small quantities of rice in the bazaars of the plains. D \flag eat a good deal  of 
meat ; they are good trappers and hunters, and keep large numbers of mithan, cows, qigs, goats and fowls. 
Salt, procured partly from Assam and partly from Tibet, is the only item of diet for w h ~ c h  all Daflas rely on  
outside supplies. 

Cloth, Iron and various implements on the other hand are imported in considerable quantities and some 
groups of Daflas can no longer d o  without the warw of Asramese bazaars. 

The  trading activitiu of the Eastern Daflar can thus bz divided into three categories: Trade with the 
Plains of Assam, Trade with Tribal neighbours, and Trade with Tibet or populations under Tibetan 
influence. Least is as yet known of the third category, but there are indications that for certain groups of 
Daflas on the Panyi and ltpper Khru, trade in Tibetan articles is as vital as economic relations with Assam 
are  for the Daflas of the foothills. 

1. Trade with fhc Plainr of Assam.-During the cold weather many Daflas of the Par valley and the lower 
Panior valley, and smaller numbers of Daflas from the Mai-Talo area and the Kiyi valley, visit the plains to 
earn money by contract and daily labour and to make purchases in bazaars. Some of them sell on these 
occasions their own products but wage labour is for the Hill Daflas so lucrative that its importance eclipses 
the small trade done with the plainsmen. O n  visits to the plains of Assam the hillmen often stay in the 
villages and houses of Plains Datlas, among whom some of them have friends and relations, and there can be 
no  doubt that they find the Plains Daflas with their knowledge of Assamese and their familiarity with local 
conditions very useful when seeking emplovment or marketing their goods. The advantages of this con- 
nection are not entirely one-sided, for many Plains Daflas derive certain profits by acting a3 contractors or 
as middle-men in trade. In  the plainr adjoining the Eartern Dafla Hills there are the S>llowing villages or 
Plains Dlflm : Rangajan (7 houles), Duluhat (6 houses), Borbali (4  houqe~), Dibia (3 houses), Nij Liluk 
(4 houses) and Kolabari (1 1 houses). 

(a) c(raSr Labour.-At the time when the tea gardens near the foothills were newly laid out, Daflas fro-n 
nearby villages were employed for felling trees and clearing jungle, and it seems that during the months 
when there was little to do on their jhum-fields, hundreds ofDaflas flocked to this congenial work. The money 
they earned was of little use in the hills, but it enabled them to buy in the bazaars cloth, glass beads, brass 
vessels and of course salt, which they could obtained from no other source. What were at  first luxuries soon 
b e r ~ m e  necessities and the Da0as of such villages as Selsemchi and Potin have become accustomed to a large 
variety of bazaar products, including Pan and betel, the use of which is unknown in the higher hills. While 
labour for tea gardens may have wetted the Daflas' appetite for many Indian goods, to-day, when the area 
under tea is no longer being expanded, this field of employment is nearly closed. But other and even more 

work is open to the hillmen. Sugar plantations owned by Assamese as well as Nepali settlers, are 
on  the increase, and the usual method of the sugar-planters is to cultivate one plot for three or four years 
and  then to take up new land on temyorary tenure. The Daflas, expert in cuttlng trees and tough canes, 
are offered very good wages for clearing the jungle, a work uncongenial to both Assamese and Nepali. 
They usually work on contract and the present rate for felling the jungle on one pura of land (roughly 14 
acres) is Rs. 22 to Rs. 25. A man working very hard can cut apura ofjungle in ten days, and it is no 
unusual thing for a Dafla to earn as much as Rs. 100 by working for a month and a half in the plains. 

Daily labour is far less lucrative, and consqquently not as  popular as contract labour. Unlike Apa 
Tanis, who are the most sought-after field labourers, Daflas do not often engage in harvesting rice ; an 
exception are the people of Mai, Jorum and Talo, who themselves growing wet-rice, go aiter their own 
harvest in bands of fifteen to thirty men to the plains and spend sometimes a month of more in cutting rice 
for Assamese landowners. In 1945 they received a daily wage of annas 12 piup food (which was annas 2 more 
than the Government rate for porters) or Re. 1 without food. 

Cane-cutting is paid by piece work ; a man can earn Re. 1-4-0 a day, and women and boys about Re. 1. 
Men from the hills who are suited to the heavier and better paid work of felling jungle do not olten engage 
in  cane-cutting, but it is a comparatively easy way of earning money for Plains Daflas and people from such 
foothill settlements a Selsemchi or Joyhing. 

I t  is difficult to estimate the total annual carh earnings of the Estcrn Daflas, but they cannnt be 
inconsiderable. For most of the salt consumed by the tribe as far as the trade-divide with Tibet, cloth lo 
,-loth the etire population of the lower Panior and the Par valley. Numerous iron implements and a great 
many beads and bracelets and various small articles such as matches, pan and betel are purchased with the 
money earned by the men who work in the plains o l  Assam. 

The  motives that induce Hill D d a a  and Apa Tanis to seek work in the plains are rromewhat differenti 
just as the type r f  work they do is difirent. The Apa Tania with their highly developed weaving industry, 
,heir knowledge of manufacturing salt from ashes, and their fastidious insistence on the high quality of all 



articles of daily use, are not in the habit of using many ofthecheapcr bazaar p r o d ~ s ,  but poor men with 
little or no land of their own need a n  outside source of income if they waat  to lesaen their dependence on 
the wealthy men of their village. The  goods they buy with their earning*Assamese a~lk  cloth, bell-metal 
cups, iron hoes and salt-they barter in their village for rice or trade to their nrighbours further in the Hills 

Among the Dallas, on the other hand, jhum land is common property and even the poorest man ran 
find land on which to cultivate and enjoys In consequence a measure of economic independence, evcn 

should he have sought the protection and share the house of a more prominent man.  The main incentive 
inr pamino. rash is heir the need lor a number of Plains such a s  the now indispensabl~ ?mar . - . - -. -. . . . 
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cloth, and it 1s therefore not only the poor man,-  but  also many a young man of well-situated lam~ly 
who will occasionally work in the plains. The high bride-prices customary among Daflas are another 
motive to engage in wage labour, but more detailed investigations would be necessary to ascertain the 
percentage of i~lpecunious young men who save u p  their earnings ao as to be able to buy valuables accept- 
atde as bride prices. 

( b )  Sale ofproducts in the P1ainr.-The range of canhl gaining tribal products for which there is a market 
;n Assam is small. The Daflas of the lower Panior Valley and the Par Region sell in the bazaars and to 
individual shop-keepers such jungle produce a s  bamboo shoots, palm leave3 and incense, as well as chillies, 
taro, maize, oil seed, brinjals, beans and tomatoes grown in their gardens. But it is only in a rew 
villages standirlg in constant contact with the plains that Daflas cultivate vegetables with the s~ccific 
purpose of sale. O n  their rare expeditions to the plains the Daflas of the interior take only chillies, for which 
there I S  apparently always a demand, and dried bamboo shoots, which are mainly bought by tea garden 
labourers. 

Live-stock is but a minor item in the trade with the ~laing, .  Occasionally a mithan is b o w h t  by Plains 
Daflas and either used for sacrifice or resold to Muslim butchers. Sale of other domestic animals to ~ l a i r s .  
men is a rare occurrence, though a Dafla badly in need ofcloth or salt may sell a goat or a chicken in one 
of the nearby bazaars. 

Some twenty years ago the Daflas made handsome rofits by collecting and selling wild rubber, which a t  
times was valued at  Rs.5 per seer. But the demand t!r wild .rubber gradually decreased and the c rice 
dropped so low that rubber tapping was no longer profitable. Of late the indurtry has been revived, how- 
ever, by Government initiative and the price of rubber has been fiqed at  Re.1-8-0 per seer. Yet, only small 
quantities are being delivered under this scheme. In  former yean.Auam offered also a market for vegetable 
dyes, particularly madder, but chemical dyes have almost completely displaced these forest products. 

We thus see that whereas the Daf laAy acquiring a taste for more and more bazaar goods has become 
increasingly dependent on the plains, the plainsman has leu anrl I n s  m e  for the products d the hills. The  
inevitable result is that the emphasis is shining from trade to  wage-labour, and that the hillman, no longer a 
producer of goods valued by the Assamese villager, haa to sell hisown labour if he wants to obtain the products 
of the plains. The  one exception is perhaps the illicit trade in hemp (gmja). A fair amount ofganja is grown in 
the hills a,ld sold by Hill Daflas either direct to Assamue and Ne~alisdealing in prohibited dwgs ,  or, probably 
more oftrn, to Plains Daflas, who have their standing connection with dealen supplying ganja to tea-gardeq 
labourers and otlicr plainsmen. 

What goods do the Daflas purchases with the cash earned by labour or received in payment of goods ? 
O n  the whole the Dafla purchaser is strictly practical and buys in the bazars and from individual p!ainsnlen 

\only articles for which he has an immediate use. His pride of possession, leading to the accumulation of 
unspent goods, is still confined to the traditional valuables of Tribetan origin, and Indian products are with 
very few exceptions bought for the sake of their usefulness and not for the prestige their possession lends to the 
owner. 

Cloth, salt and iron rank foremost among imports from the plains. Where- all DaRar of the interior, i . e . ,  
of the Mai-Tab group, the Kiyi valley, the upper Panior valley and the K h r q  Rc.gion, weave their own 
cloth, either of cotton or of bark fibre (bud), the Daflas of the  lower Panior valley and the Par Region 
rely to.day entirely on bazaar cloth. Old men and women still remember a time w 4 n  cotton was grown 
and bark-fibre woven into cloth, and there is indeed no reason to believe thqt these Southern Daflas, many or 
whom ~mmigrated only a few generations ago from areas to the north ~ n d  north-welt into their present hab - 
tat, were always ignorant of the crafis widely practised in their homelands. But the ease with which 
foreign cloth can be procured, rather than any preference Tor t h e  imported cloth, 11as killed tribal weaving 
south of the Panior and the Daflas of villages such as Potin or Sckhe give a t  first sight the impression not oT. 
ir:dependent and yet unadministered tribesmen, but af a population largely detr~blliqed by long conlacts 
with the plains. This impress;on is incidentally quite ermneous and is created only by the dirty and flimsy 
machine-made cotton c l ~ t h  which they wear in place of the strong haditional Dafla cloths. Unlike Apa 
Tanis who  refer white cloth. Daflas like cloth of dark blue, orange or wine-red colour, but nawadays such 
cloth is seldom availlble and most men and women wear white cotton cloth of a cheap quality. Handspun 
and handwoven Assamese silk cloth is much prized and worn by prominent men but  it ir t m  expensive for 
common uge. 

Nearly all duo, knives, spearheads and arrowheads are manufactured by Dafla blackamtths. The iron 
is obtained from the plains, but the quantity of iron imported each year is not v u y  great, broken door and 
knives being used again and again for fashioning new implement3 ; a few h o u  or  the tea garden type a re  to  
be found in some Dana villages, but the fieldwork is generally done with maonshaped bamboo hoes which are 
sometimes fitted with an iron blade. T h e  Daflas say themselves that originally they were unfamiliar with the 
working of iron, but learnt the craft from Sulu blacksmiths, members of a small and elusive tribe, lcattercd 
now all over the hills from the upper waters of the Par as far as the mountains between the upper Kamla and 
the Subansiri. 

T h o u ~ h  Daflas buy today a good q a n y  bead1 in the bazaan these modern products of oheap glass a re  
not very highly valued, and even cornclian bead1 cut to Assamem wttorn do so t  fetch the same price as 
cornellan heads of Tibetan type. All Dafla women wear bracelets o P b r a ~  QF white metal and some have 
liaht metal chains and ear-ornaments bought in the baaaar. But the only Auamase p o d s  considered s'valu-. 
ables", that can be used for ~eremonial payments, are hand-waren sjg qlaths and old Assamue bronze 
plates. 

Indian currency is today the common medium of exchange in naanly a11 tranraotians betwearl Daflas and 
plains people, and in the villaqes neareqt to the plains money is gradually gain in^ ground even in dealings 
between tr~besmen. But in the Mai-Tqlo area and (he Yiyi Vqllcy mqqey is not yet used as urrency and al\ 
endo-tribal trade 1s here on a barter basin. 
. - - -  

' R c c e ~ t  developmeqto caused by the opening of a Governmeqt qbop st Duta are hero w l  taken hto accounl. 



2 .  Trade with Tr iba l  Neighbours.-The economic resources of most Daflas are so slmilar that there is Iittl! 
scope for any large scale interchange of their own products. The Da0a seems to lack moreover the trading 
~ p i r i t  of his Apa Tani  ncighbour, and even men of villages close to the plains seldom purchase Assamese 
goods with the sole intention of selling them at  a profit. When thcy do act as middlemen it is rather in 
casual barter transactions with friends, than in an organized system of tradc. An exception is the 
tradc in ealt of which they do buy more than thcy can thcmsclvcs consume, knowing that any surplus will be 
taken u p  by visitors from villages in the interior. 

Therc in, of course, a continuous trickle of the p~ .oduc~s  of local craf~smcn li.0111 every centre of manu- 
facture to the surrounding area. D a o  made by blacksmiths in the uppcr Par valley, for instance, find 
their way into the Panior and Kiyi valley, and cloth woven in the villages on the Panyi River can be seen in 
Mcngo or Licha. .Mithan, pigs and grain are bought and sold as the need arises and ceremonial friends 
exchange a wide range of articles, both locally p r o d ~ c c d  and imported, when they visit each other's villages. 
Limited as such barter within the tribe may be, it does call for a common system of values by which the 
price of a n  article can be roughly determined. This system is nowhere absolutely rigid, and varics in some 
eatures from one area to the othcr, but it docs provide a certain standard for the exchange of the most com- 
mon commoditics. I n  Potin, a village in the Lower Panior valley, the values arc follows :- 

1 niclap = 1 very rmall chicken (about 3 weeks old) 

or 2 eggs (originally 4 eggs made up 1 nirlap, but their value has 
changed), 

or If scers of salt, 
o r  1 small knife, such as worn by boys. 

The amount of grain valued at  1 nielap varics according to the 
scason. 1 dir niclap or about 3 seers of unhuskcd rice (is the 
measure uscd in the rains, and 1 drra nielap or about 4 t  seers of 
rice is the niclap measure uscd in the cold weather after harvest 

1 melap lobni= l  middle sized chicken, 

or 4 eggs? 
or 1 small cotton Lazar cloth such as worn by children, 
or 3 scers of salt, 
or' 1 knife of Dafla make, 
or 2 nitlap of rice according to season. 

1 yolo = 8 nit lap,  - 
or 2 hens, 
or 1  pi^ between 4-5 months' old, 
o r  1 goat about 4 months old, 
or 2 cotton bazaar cloths (each about Rs.2-4-O), 
or 1 Apa Tani cloth with broad multi-coloured border, 

or 1 Dafla duo, 

or 2 carrying baskets of unhuskcd rice (each about 18-20 scers). 
1 opupuji  = 1 middle sizcdpig, 

or 4 cotton bazaar cloths, 
or 1 long Dafla L o ,  
or 1 Tibetan dao, 
or 16 nccrs aalt, 
or 5 carrying baskcts of unhuskcd rice. 

1 opupukan= 1 now, 
or 1 Assame~e silk cloth, 
or 24 sccrs of salt, 
or 8 carrying ba.rkcts of unhuskcd rice. 

I t  is obvious from this list that the valuu of this system arc not completely consistent, and it i s  indeed very 
doubtful whctl~cr the correlation of the individual values is perlectly clear in the mind 01' the Dafla. 

Licha a t  the uppcr end of the Kiyi valley and not far from the trade-divide between Agoam and Tibet 
hasslightly dilfercnt vnluu. A niclap is also worth a rrnall chickc* or two eggs, but there only 3 scers ofsalt, 

to I f  sccrs in Potin ; the next highest measure is a bili worth one hen, or I f  seers salt, or 1 Apa Tani 
dao, or 1 cotton bazar cloth ; a yolo equals 3 l i l i ,  or 1 pig or goal about 4 months' old, or 1 Dafla cloth or 
1 Apa Tani cloth or 1 small Tibetan dno or 1 big car rv in~  basket of unhusked rice. An opu equals in 
Licha 3 y o l 0 ,  or 1 sow or 1 she-goat or 2 Apa Tani cloths with broad multi-coloured border or 1 big Tibetan 
dm, ! Assarncse silk cloth or 10 scers of salt, or 3 b ~ g  or 5 small carrying baskcts ofunhuskcd rice. 

Thus it appears that in Licha salt and Apa Tani cloth are more cxpcnsivc than in Potin, hut that 
Tibetan duo arc rather cheaper and othcr commodities of about the mame relative value. In the higher 

rice of salt in Licha lies the margin of profit for the rniddlc.man and the lesser price of Apa Tani cloth in 
gotin is due to the availability of bazar cloth which keeps down all cloth prices. 

Therc arc, of course, temporary fluctuations in the prices of cornmoditics. A village in the Kiyi or 
u7per Panior Vallcy, lor instance, may be cut off by feuds from all direct connrctions with the plains and 
the foothills and may have to pay higher prices for Indian that have ~ a s s c d  through many 
hands. At present two routrs to the plains cross near the con0uence of Kiyi and Panior : the people of Licha 
an4 Likha, now at  enmity with the billages on the lower Panior valley, cross the Panior and take 
a route via the upper Par valley to Nij Laluk, whereas the people of Mcngo and other villages on the 
upper Panior rollow the course of the river and reach the plains, uia Sclsemchi and Joyhing. These Daflas of 
the upper Panior generally bring with them the arrow provision which is to be found in the high mountains 
betwccn Kamcng and Panior and exchange it in Potin and Selsemchi for salt, cloth and bazaar beads. . 



The exchange of goods is in most caaes a corollary to the egablishment or strengthening of social 
contacts. Thus a marriage or a friendship pact sealed by the sale of a Tihetan prayer bell ia usually accom- 
panied by the exchange of numerous gifts cxtending often over a period of years, and in this way Assamese 
w.ires Row from the foothills and the Par valley to the K ~ y i  and upper Panior area, and Tibetan ornaments 
filter in the reverse direction from the Khru Region southwards. 

I t  is thtre valuables of Tibetan origin, such as prayer bells (maje), bell-metal plates, and beads of semi- 
precious stones and conch-shell by which-in addition to mithan-the Dafla measures wealth and they play, 
in tribal economy to some extent the rBle of a currency. They are bought and sold mainly for live-stocks 
but in the area under review there is no organized trade in such articles. The  purchase of a valuable majc 
is a long drawn out amair, wrapped up in ceremonial, and estabiishes a relationship of mutual obligation 
between the vendor and the purchaser. I n  times of srress beads may be sold for grain or for an animal 
required f o ~  sacrifice, but normally they are reserved for ceremonial payments and Tor the dowrie3 of 
daughters niarried with full rites. The {act that these valuables of Tibetan origin have no place in the system 
of values reculatine the barter of common commodities seems to confirm that they are meant for transactions 
of a higher order. 

A situatiol~ very different from the economic relations between Dafla villages has developed in the 
country imnlediately bordering on the Apa Tani valley, and particularly in the Dafla villages of Mai, Jorum 
and T'alo. Here the recurrenl exchange of goods between two complementary econonlies has not only 
enriched Dafla cultme, but has for all practical purposrs welded these Dafla and the Apa Tani  vill~gea into 
one econon~ic unit. 

The economies of the two tribes are complementary in so far as the !.pa Tanis produce a surplus of graia 
bu t  very liltle meat, and the Daflas of these villages rear large numbers of mithan, oxec, and goats, but 
must, except after uncommonly good harvest, supplement their supply of rice by imports. 1t is said that 
the village of Talo alone sells on an averaEe twenty mithan annually to Apa l'anis.   he^ are invariably 
paid in rice and the price for a mithan va~ies  according to size and sex between 15 and 30 large carrying 
baskets of rice. Nielom, Licha and Linia, and sometimes even Liltha also buy rice from Apa Tanis, but they 
are probably less dependent on such purchascs than Ta!o and Jorum, large villages whose jhum land is 
largely eh. lusted while thc rice they have learnt !o grow on irrigated Gelds does not cover their requirements. 
Pigs and dogs, valued both as sacrificial animals and lor the sake o i  their flesh, are also regularly bought by 
Apa Tani,, who pay for a  mall pig one and for a middle-sized sow two carrying baskets of rice. . The sale of animals for rice is only one aspect of the economic relations between the two tribes. T h e  
Daflas also barter pigs for Apa T a n i  cloth and Apa Tani dao and knives, the Apa Tanis give rice in exchange 
f r pols, gourd vessels and occasionally cotton, and many D d a s  undertake to herd mithan belonging to 
Apa Tanis. 

Particularly close i5 the i~iterdependence of Dilflas and Apa Tanis in the field of cloth manufacture. T h e  
Apa Tanis are expclr tvcavers bui, havi:ig practically a11 their cultivable land undcr iood-crops, grow no 
cotton. The Daflas of the nejyhbouring villages, on tlie other hand, cultivate a good deal of cotton on thcir 
jl:um, but do not weave e ~ ~ o u g l i  clolh even to cover their own requireme~~ts.  Much of their cotton is sold to 
Apa Tanis who spin and weave it into cloth, some of which is subscquently sold back to Daflas. By a n  
arrangemetit wlucli recults in a yet closcr co-operation (and incidentally also in sorne miscegenation) poor 
Apa T a l ~ i  women go to live lor weeks at a time in Dnfla houses and, helped by Dafla girls, spin t h t  D a b s '  
cotton, dye the yarn and weave cloth. 'Their wage for weaving one cloth is a sufficient quantity of cotton 
for another cloth of equal size and this they take home to their village. These women art: fed in their 
e:riployer's house and during the months after harvest, there are Apa Tani  women in nearly every house of 
Ivlai, Jo um and Talo. 

The Dafla villages of the Kiyi valley II,ikha, Nielom and Licha) buy from the Apa Tanis besides rice 
also salt (both Assamesc and salt made locally of vegetable ash), cloth and dao. Another commod~ty which 
118,iny D 1 9 ~  obtain Trom Apa Tanis is the yeast like substance (she) used for making rice and millet beer. 

Whereas Daflas in need of gr.tin come to Apa Tani villages to negotiate tlie purchase and usually 
arr3nge themselves for tlic transport, Apa Tani traders visit distant D ~ f l a  villages carrying with them cloth 
dno, knives and salt, and buy pigs, dogs, fowls. cotton, gourd vessels, and more rarely ornaments of Tibetan 
ol.igin. Tllrs: trading exl>editions are essentially different from the casual barter of Dafla with Dafla. Apa Tanis set out with the specific purpose of trading anci exchange their wares wherever they can do so advap- 
tageously. Such trading enterprise is rare among Daflas arid if villages as distant from the Apa Tani country 
as Mengo do occasionally purchase Apa 'l'ani ~ o o d s ,  it is due to the enterprise of Apa Tanis who peddle t h e ~ r  
wares in far.off areas, and not to that of Da0a traders carrying pigs and dogs to Apa Tani  villages. 

Eoth Daflas and Apa Tanis greatly Lc~ieGt from this r e g ~ l a r  interchange of their goods, and in any 
scheme ior the economic development oi  either tribe care will have to be taken not to dislodge, but rather 
develop and extend this traditional trade. The Apa Taliis specialized on agriculture and certain crafts, ancl 
the Daflas specialized on the breeding of live-stock and the production of the raw niate~ial  for the Apa Tanis' 
\*caving indust1.y achieve by this exchange a valuable'adjustment to their somewhat one-sided economies. I t  
is, however, only the Daflas of the Mai-Talo al.ea and the Kiyi valley who entertain such close relations with 
Apa 'ranis. Those of tlie Panior valley trade only very occasionally wit11 Apa Tanis and there is practically 
IIO direct trading between Apa Tanis and the Daflas of the Par Region. 

Very llttle is as yet known about the relations between D d a s  and Sulus, but it geems that in most 
contact areas the IWO tribes live in close symbiosis. The  Sulus are a small tribe of hunters and trappers. 
f ~ m o u s  Tor their skill as black3mitlis and brassfounders, but with little aptitude for agricultural Sulus oT t l ~ e  11i~l1 hills nrar the upper waters of Par ancl Pani\,r rrgularly visit D d a  villages and exchange game, arrow 
poison, dao and metal ornaments and pipes for grain and cloth. 

In  my "Notes on Trade and Barter in the Kanlla Region" I have pointed out that D d a s  and hliris 

niergc imperceptibly inlo each other, and that the two names are largely arbitrary. I n  the contact zone on 
the Ichru thcrc is as much intercourse and casual b a ~  rer between Daflas anc! Miris as there is between Dana villages, but as Dafla and Miri economics are identical-and not as Dafla and Apa Tani economics complemen- 
tary-these trade relations amount to 130 more than t h e c a s u a l  exchange of cloth, dao and various Tibetan 
ornaments. 

3 .  Trade wilh Tibet or Popula~ions under Tibetan i@uencc.-All material objects, as distinguished from slaves 
a t ~ d  cattle, that constitute a Dafla's wealth are oTTibetan origin, and in this respect there is little difference 
hrtrvecn a Dana living in the Par val!c)r and regularly visitinp the plains of Assam and a Dafla of the Kiyi or 
Palin valley. Isis social status is judscd by the number of Tibetan prayer-bells (majc) and bionze-plates he 
possesses, the numbcr and value of Tibetan beads he can give as dowry to his daughters, and the number of 
mithan he can, if necessary, raise at short notlce by the sale of these and other valuables of Tibetan makc. 
Assam~se goods, even bronze-plates and bell-metal cups not unlike some Tibetan articles, have never gained a 
slmllar place of honour in Dafla cult~lre and a n  old connection between Da0as and Tibet or outposts of 
Tibetan culture is therefore beyond doubt. 
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But the Da0as of the Par, Panior and Kiyi valleys know little of the routes to Tibet or t h  exact nature 
of tlue trade by which Tibetan articles reach the tribesmen to the north and north-west. The  only village as 
yet visited where I saw not only Tibetan beads and valuables, which have possibly been for centuries in the 
possession o l  Daflas, but also Tibetan textiles of obviously fairly recent make, is Mengo on the upper waters 
oC the Panior. There red and black sashes of Tibetan wool and a few pieces of grey woollen cloth are worn 
and all these as well as a number of Tibetan ear-ring studded with semi-precious stones, have been brought 
from villages on the Panyi River, a righthand tributary of the Khru. It was in Meng3 too that I met 
people lion1 the I'arlyi valley, who spoke of a tribe of as they said, Tibetanized Daflas, known as Borus, who 
act as middlemen in the trade between Tibetans ancl the D.tflas of the Khru and Panyi valley. These 
Borvs may habe an economic position similar to that of the inhabitants of Agla Marra in the upper Suban- 
siri valley, Srom uhcnce the Miris obtain most of their Tibetan goods. The route horn the villages on the 
Yanyi to Tibet or perhaps only all area inhabited by T~betans,  seem to coincide with the route along the 
left bank of the Khru, which was described to me by h4iris of the lower Khru valley. For the names of several 
villages tally in 110th ac~ounty ; it seems, for instance, iairlv certain that the Daqas on the Panyi follow thc 
river until its confluence with the Khru near villages inhabited by the clans cf Rtcho and Tamchi and that 
Ii-om there the route runs for some distance along the Khru. One of the villages (Lokam) mentioned by 
a woman of Mengo. lie3 according to the hfiris in the upper Kamla valley ; but as villages are generally 
rererred to by the names of the predominant clan and Khru and Kamla lie so close together i&s possible 
that there are se~tlements 01'Lokam clan both in the Khru and the Kamla valley. 

What emerges, however, from a comparison of the information gained in Mengo and among the Miris 
is that a 'Tibetan influence diRerent from that apparent in the upper Kamla and Subansiri region, reaches 
the Daflas by a rout.: which follows, at least for some distance, the course of the K h m .  The people in 
Mengo spoke of "Y'ibetans living on this side of the main snow ranges" and it would seem that in their 
barter transactions with the local tribesmen these "Tibetans" rely mainly on small and comparatively 
valuable articles, such as bells, beads, ear-ornaments, duo and salt and narrow woollen sashes, but do not dis- 
pose or sufficient woollen cloth to displace the DaRas' cloths of bark fibre.* They are said to purchase from 
the local tribesmen rice, animal skins, cane and dyes. Their need of rice, which is not likely to be transported 
across the Himalayan main range, would seem to support the assertion of the Mengo people that there are 
Tibetan settlements at  no great distance Crom areas inhabited by Da0as ; but rice may equallv be required hy 
Tibetan traders on monthlong visits to the area close to the upper waters of the Khru. Tibetan currency 
is neither in  use or even known in the areas so far explored. 

I n  how Tar the D d a s  oC the upper Khru region are dependent on Tibetan imports is not yet known, but 
it would seem that in as far as salt is concerned rhe diuidc bctwccn Arsamese and T i b ~ t a n  trade runs alcng die 
hills separating rhe Pariior from the Pugo and Panyi valleys, thence northwards, west of the Palin valley 
up to the Khru at  its confluence with the Pugo, ar.d from there in a north-eastern direction along the high 
rar,pe between Khru and Kamla (Tormed by Mount Ladu and Mount Rei) until it meets the Kamla at  Godak 
ancl Rute-Hate (Guchi) (Map) 83 E. D 1). The Daflas of the Palin receive most of their salt from Assam, 
the men of Licha, some of whom visit the  lai ins, acting as middlemen. Men of Gugi and of ~ a r r a i  in the 
hills be~ween Khru and Kamla assert that t l ie~r salt comes Trom 1-ibet and the cloth worn by their co-villagers 
is ~ U U '  cloth, cotton bcing urlkn~wn and Tibcian cloth scarce. 

Co,rrlurioru.-Today none of the Eastern Daflas are economically entirrlv self-sufficient, but the extem to 
whiclr thry rely on the exchange of goods wirh other populations varies greatly from group to group. For the 
Daflas of the Pa.r valley and the lower Panior val!ey trade with Assam a n i  the earning of wages in the 
has becrqme a necessity: it is fro21 the bazaars of Asmm that they get practically all their cloth, the ircn 
necdtd by tlicir blacksmiths, and salt both fur their own consume and lor barter with Daaa nei~hbours. TI e 
D:lflas or the Mai-Talo area and the Kiyi valley are less d e ~ e n d c n t  on direct trade with Assam, yet some o: 
them virit 'he plnins to buy salt and iron while others obtain these esseniials from Friends in the Panior and 
Par valley 01- from Apb Tanis. Most of their trade-relations are indeed with their Apa Tani neighl:~ouru 
from whom they purchase not only rice, but a large part of their textiles and many duo and Itnives. The Dafias 
of the upper Panior valley (e. g. Likhi~ulia,  Mengo) and of the Khru-Panyi Kegion are as yet inadcqria~cly 
known, but it would seem that they are largely self-sufficient for their supply of grain and textiles. Salt ancl 
iron arc thus the only commodities which they have to import and living to both sides of the trade-divide, 
they obtain small quantities from both Assam and Tibet. 

*Wltcrhcr in this area there are rea l ly  Tibetan Sctrlement scuth-east or ?he Grcat  Himalayan Ragc is doubtful ; none of my 
ihrmanrs  hid been to nuch a sct?lcmenr, thougli solw claimcd to have met T~betan rraderi. 



Trade and barter among the tribesmen of the 
Kamla Region 

E~~~ since the ~ i ~ i  ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~  in 1911112 the tribesmen inhabiting the valleys o f t h e  Kamla anfl its tribu- 
taries have in records been described as 'Hill Miris'. I n  my Notes on Tribal G1""p~ "f Ihc  

~~~i~~ I have pointed out that this term is unsatisfactory because no clear dividing lint can he drawn between 
4 ~ a f l a s '  [he name is known only to a small minority of Assanlese spe~lkillg hill1nc11. 
~~t pending a general revision of the official names for the tribal groups of the B a l i ~ a r a  Fron t ie r  Tract i t  
might be confus ing  to adopt a new terminology, and in this note the name 'Hill h i r i '  has been letaincd and is 
used for the inhabitants of the villages in the Kamla \,alley, in the valley of the Persen ~ i v e r  (M:IV NO. 8311; 
A 21, and valleys of all other tributaries of' the Kamla as far north as  he Selu exceptins the 
rein valley (Map No. 83 E. D 2), and the upper Khru valley. There is no m ~ r k e d  cultural r?r lil~guistic 

diRerence between Miris and Daflas, the two tribes intermarrying and merging one ir.to the other, but  for the 
purposes of this note the villages on the left bank of the Khrrr as far as thc PengYi vnlley have becn included 
alnong thc Miris, whereas the villages south of the Khru, such as Dora (ivlintlat), Toku and [hose of the Palin 
valley are considered as belonging to the Dafla group. T h e  inhabitants of the upper s i l l i  valley (known 
as vlsitrd this s-aso:l for the first time, are here pro-;isionall;; included among the 'Hill Miris'. 

In  the absence of clear-cut tribal qroups we will use here geographical groupings and speak, e.g. or 
South Kamla Miris, as the inhabi~a of the villages in the tract south of the Kamla, west of tile ~ubans i r i  
and east of the Pein River, and Kamla Miris as the population of the villages on the northern and 
north eastrrn bank of the river. 

The "Hill hiiris' stretch across the Iiorders of Indian and Tibetan spheres of economic influence, an$ 
their trading activities thus fall into three distinct categories :- 

1. Trade with the Plair~s of Assarn, 
2. Trade with Tribal neigh1:ours and Endo-Tribal Trade. 
3. Trade in Tibetan goods. 

T h e  material lor the following note was collected during a tour in March and April 1945, when my wire 
and I visited villages on both banks of the Icamla as well as the valley of the Sipi River and met a good many 
people from villages on the north bank of the Khru and some from the Selu valley. 

1 .  Trade wilh the Plains of As~arn -The South Iiamla Miris have fur generations been used to visiting 
the plains of Assarn during the cold season, and they have the tradition that long before the plains tract: 
adjoining the foothills were inl'ial,ited by Assamese peasantry they went there to hunt and to fish for monllis 
a t  a time. There is indeed the strong probability that these Miris in the hills between the Kamla and the 
plains were practically semi-nomadic and tollowed a routine of annual migratiun : thev cult~vated in the 
hills &ring the ~ ~ r i " ~ ,  rains and autumn and spent the four roolest months in their hunting an0 fishill: 
grounds in the plains, where each clan had its own t r ~ c t .  During these months only old ancl infirm people 
and sufficier~t rnen to look after the cattle remained in the hill-villages. When Assameir, p1:as;lnt folks, 
pressing ever closer to the hills, invaded these winter hunting-grounds of the kl~l.ls, tlie hrlln~en did not 
altogether desist from their annual migrations, but livrd for part of the year in a kind of symbiosis with the 
new-comers, who seem to hatre rrcognized their rights on tlie .oil by paying what might be called tributc or 
bertcr still rent in kind. This rent was paid I i v  individual plains villages to individual Miri clans on #.!lose 
land they were situated. The payment uf this rent was latur taken over by Government in the shapc o ipo~a .  
All Miris regard posa as compensation for the rights on hunting grounds which they owned col;~~ctivcly just as 
in the hills they own their clan lands. 

Even nowadays many South Kamla Miris visit the plains evcry cold weather and stay for \\leeks and 
even monlhs in the villages with which they have traditiol~al rclaiiolrs. There i h e ~  still receive somr ho<.pita- 
lily from the Assamcse peasants, who used to pay them rent, exchange a few products and find eniplovme!it 
as agricultural labourers. M'l~erese~. possible thev fiul l ,  drying and preserving the bulk of the catch for 
consume in the hills, and it is one of thrir main grirvances that for the last twelve years or so, they have 
been excluded from many streams and rivers whose fishing rights have been acquired by Mauzodats and  where 
the fishing is now being done by immigrant Dorns. 

I t  is ol~vir~us that the close contact betwecn Hill Miris and Assamese villagers during several months of 
the year has led to an exchange of ~ o o d s  and services on a not inconsiderable scale, and th- South Kam!a 
Miris are today more dcpendrnt on their conr~ections with the plains than any other tribal group in t!!e 
Sul~ansiri Sub-agency. T h ~ y  not only obtain a large quantity of Assamese goods for their own 
consumption-besldes living in the plains and on plains-products hlr up  to one-third o f t h e  year--but they act 
also as nliddlemen for almost the entirp trade between the North Kamla Miris and the plains of Ass;lm. 

This trade is largely one-rided. 'The goods exported from the hills to the plains are insignificant 
compared to the volume ancl value of Indian products imported by the hillmcn, and their advccse trade 
balitnce is rnade up mairlly by the earnings of the South Kamla Miris in the plains and the rno.ley received i n  
thr  form ofposa from Government-a total annual sum of Rs. 615. But in the old days, still well remenl- 
beled, trade with the   la ins was more evenly balanced: and the Miris sold large quantities of rubb-r and also 
a considerable amount of madder which was used as a dye. Then not only South Kamla Miris, but alro 
individual men from villages north of the Kamla, as Tar distant as Balu and Bidak (near the coduence of 
Karnla and Khru) used to go to trade in the plains. 

T d a y ,  however, only chiilics, barnboo shoots and few other jungle products are taken for sale to the 
plains and of these bulky and cheap commodities a man can carry so little over the difficult paths that  their 
total valur llal.dly influences the trade balance. Occasionally a Miri may sell a Tibetan sword or  some othel valuable in the plains, but such transactions are of little importance. 

Monty earned by daily labour, mainly in [elling jungle, harvesting rice, weeding gardens, building fences 
qnd various other odd jobs, is the Miris' principal asset in their economic relations the populationP of tile plains. The average daily wage paid today i l  Re. 1. 

Tile purchases which the Miris make in the plains are manifold. A m o n  the necessities salt ranks 
first, Thv South Kamla Mirls can obtain it from no other source and even the North Karnla Miris as far 
as Mingo (Kabak, KO. 83 E. D. 1) rely almost entirely on Indian salt. For the South Karnla hliris the s a l t  is cxtre-l~ lucrative, and before the shortaae of salt in Assam curtailed their supply, their 
profits were limited only by their carrying capacity, twenty seers being probably the maximum a man can 
carry in addit ion to his ~rovi3ions on a trek of several days through the uninhal,ited mountain 
which separates the plains lrom the nearest Miri village. 



Ha.<dly less essential than salt to the So~vth Kamla Miris is the cloth which they are accustomed to buy 
in thr t la ins. I n  none of the villaqes of the lower Kamla valley r ro~n  T a ~ o  (Chemir) on the south bank 
and Dabom (Yukar) on the north bank eastwardq d c ~  the w m e n  weave, and all cloth has consequently to be 
imported. Apa Tanis and the villages on the K h m  and upper Kamla are a source of supply for a limited 
amount of cloth, but the bulk comes from Assam and here again the South Kamla Miris purchase not only 
enough for their own requirements, but enough to trade to their neighbours north of the river. Rich men 
wear Assamese hand-woven silk cloth, which is now worth Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 and is frequently used for 
ceremonial payments, but most of the clot11 worn by Miris is ordinary white cotton ch th ,  now worth Rs. 2 to 
Rs. 3 a piece. This cloth is far less durable than the heavy cotton kabric woven by Apa Tanis, Daflas and  
Miris, and in the Miri country the value o f a  cotton bazaar cloth is only hall that of an Apa Tani  of Dafla 
cloth. 

A commodity, equal in importance to cloth, is iron. Dao, knives and hoes are purchased in  the plains 
and sometimes traded to the tribesmen h i ~ h r r  up the I(nmla valley. But t h o ~ q h  the Miris also buy a good 
number of dao and knives from Apa T a n i ~ ,  they are not wcll su~mlied with iron implements. Proper hoes 
are very rare north of the Kamla and even in villages such as Dobom, which maintains close relations with 
South Kamla Miris, the field-work is maidly done with spade-like bone implements made of the shoulder- 
blade of a mithan. 

Besides the essential commodities or salt, cloth and iron, the South Kamla Miris buy in the plains brass 
and bell-metal cups, brass pins, tin mugs, silver ear-ornaments and bangles, and a great many glass beads, 
mainly red and blue. Some of these articles are bartered to the Miris north of the Kamla and Indian beads 
can be seen as far north as Rute-Hate (Guchi No. 83 E.  D. 1). 

The trade between plainsmen and South Kamla hsliris is conducted almost exclusively through the 
medium of money and in the vlllages south of the Kamla, as far west as the Pein River, Indian coins are so 
well known, that they may occasionally even be u s d  in transactions hetween tribesmen, particularly between 
poso-holden. In  this area money is readily accepted as a waqe for portcrs. In the small group of villages 
west of the Pein River, comprising Rakhe (Dokar Sala! Pemir and Murga, Taplo and in the villages on the 
north bank of the Kamla as far as Dobom (Yukar) money is known, but very rarely used, and porters much 
prefer payment in kind. The people of these villa~es very seldom go to the plains and those.that do are generally 
the slaves of rich men who arc sent to work with the express purpose of obtaining cloth, salt and iron for their 
masters. Here the tribesmen's only chance of using money is to pass it on to fr ienb in villages south of 
the Kamla. North and west or Rakhe and Dobom money is not in use and is not acceptable to  
porters. 

The rise of prices in the plains has mainly hit theposa-holders; who cad now purchase only a fraction 
of what they were used to obtain for their posa money. T h e  Miris earning wages as labourers are less 
touched by the rise in the prices o l  manuhrtured goods. For wages have risen in proportion and with a 
month's earnings a man can buy roughly the same amount of salt and cloth as in former years. This is 
particularly so since the price of the two important commodities cloth and salt is controlled by Government. 
The  rise in the price of certain other articles, however, is not reflected by a change of their value in the 
hills, and this is very inconvenieqt for officers relying on such exchange goods as beads. Red beads, for 
instance, now perhaps worth Rs. 3, which in peace time could be bouaht for a few annas, are still 
considered as equal in value to a small chicken and hardly accepted as a day's wage. Strips of B h u t i ~  
cloth, procurable nowadays only with great diiliculty and at a price ol Rs. 5 each are also considerea 
worth only one fowl, and indeed on the upper Icamla I saw similar cloth of Tibetan origin for which n:, 
higher price had been paid. The shortage of salt, cloth and iron implements in the plains is also felt far 
into the hills, but it has so far not resulted in any connsiderable adjustment in the comparative values of 
imported and indigenous goods: the exchange rate b:tween salt and pigs, for instance, has remained 
stable. 

Summarizing we may say that trade with the  plain^ of Asram has become an absolute necessity to the 
South Kamla Miris, and that the Miris as far north as Rei and Rut r  Ha:e (Guchi) on the Kamla and a3 Car 
west as Bindula and perhaps even Teuri on the Khru (83 E . D . l )  are dependent on this trade for the supply 
of salt and many iron implements. If we cnmider that many of the dno and knives found in this area are 
manufactured by Apa Tanis (who get their iron from the plains) these tribesmen's indirect dependence on 
supplies of Indian iron is even greater than would appzar from the volume of their trade with the South 
Kamla Miris. 

2. Trade with Tribal neighbour~ and Endo tribal Trade.-Trade in articles imported from Assam and-as 
we will see presently-also from Tibet is only one asncct of the complex fabric of tribal economics. While 
largely self-sufficient in regard to food-supplies no Miri village ~roduces  all essential implements and articles 
of dress, and bctween the Miris and their tribal neighbours a3 well ~s between the individual Miri villages 
there is therefore a continuous flow of commodities. A very large percentage of this exchange of goods is 
not in the nature of trade', i. e., immediate material gain is not the sole motive of the transaction. 

(a) I t  is mainly the Trade wilh Apa finis which falls into the category of commerce in its narrower 
sense. No other tribe between the Subansiri and the Kameng is a3 trade-minded as the Apa Tanis, who 
not only import regularly goods from the plains of Assam, but are themselves producers of high quality 
cotton cloth, iron implements and a salty substance gained from vegetable ash. Apa Tanis undertake trading 
expeditions which take them several days' journey from their own country, and the trade between Miris 
and Apa Tanis is almost entirely in the hand3 ofsuch adventurous traders. For Miris seldom visit Apa 
Tani villages, and the people of places quite familiar with Apa Tani t raden may never have seen the Apa 
Tani  country. 

T h e  part of the Miri country more or less regt~larly visited by Apa Tanis comprises the villages of Taplo, 
Pemir, Murga, Rakhe, Bua, Tapo (Chemir), Ramtegae (Eium) and La (Rube-ya) soutll of the Kamla, 
Balu between Icamla and Khru, and Hova (Tago), Dobom and Bidak north of the Karnla. Only 
considerations of personal safety prevent Apa Tanis from venturing further afield ; while I was camping i r ~  
Taplo (Chemir), Apa Tanis immediately grasped the opportunity of the temporary security to extend their 
trade as far as Taya and Gocham on the south bank of the Kamla. 'The market for Apa Tani goods, 
however, is not confined to the area actually visited by Apa Tani tradcrs ; Apa Tani cloth can bc sern 
right up to the trade-divide between India and Tibet, and duo and knives of Apa Tani manufacture filter 
even iurther north along the valleys of the Kamla and Selu and occasionally even as far as the Sipi 
valley. 

Cloth, dao and knives and Indian salt are the principal articles sold by Apa Tani traders to their Miri 
customers. Of minor importance today is a salty substance manufactured by Apa Tanis from the ash of bracken 
and certain herbacious plants, but before Indian salt was available in large quantities this local salt, still 
occasionally bought by Miris and Dallas may have been a more important item of their export trade. 
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o n l y  the ~ i ~ i  ,,illages closest to the Apa Tani  country, such as Rakhe, Pemire M u r g a ~  Taplo- 
and T~~~ (chemir) rice from the Apa Tanis in timw or  scarcity and in such cages the purchasers 
themselves arrange for the transport. T h e  difficulty of carriage excludes grain from the trade wi th  
distant villages. 

~i~~ is usually paid for in mithan, and the credit allowed by Apa Tanin to Miri customer3 who are i n  
temporary difficulties becomes the source of disputes and Ceuds. For a Young mithan bull A ~ a  
pay approximately ten to firteen baskets ( i .  c., 324-487 seers) of paddy, and for a full grown m i t h a n  cow 

this amount. ~~t the goods taken by Apa Tanis on their trading trlP3 are almost invariably sold 
against immediate payment, and the articles bartered for cloths, duo and salt, are o f a  wide ranee. 
Pigs rank perhaps first among the goods sold by Miris to Apa Tani traders, who buy only pigs small 
enough to be carried. Dogs and fowls are sometimes given to round off a payment, but  pa   an is seldom 
\,isit Miri with the sole purpose of buying dogs or Cowls. Besides pigs,  iris sell to Apa t an is 

Tibetan beads and small prayer-bells of minor value, fibre rain-cloaks, fibre rain-hats, ~ l a i t e d  cane and 
Rrass belts, and occasionally Tibetan dao. For a simple Apa Tani  cloth they give a piglet or a rain-cloak 
ibr a broad-bordered cloth a middle-sized pig, for a large ApaTani duo a small pig, and for a short do11 a 

rain-hat, a small dog or perhaps a Cowl and some plaited cane rings. These rates are only approximate 
and are t l l e  starting point for individual bargaining rather than a n  accepted tariff in inter-tribal trade. 
V ~ I . ~  valuable Tibetan prayer bells worth several mithan are never bought by Apa Tani  traders, but Miris 
sell them small bells for two, three and four cloths as well as Tibetan beads. 

( 6 )  Trade between Miri uillagcs and with neighbouring Dafis Is generally of an altogether different order. 
Except for the excursions of the South Kamla Mirir to the plains ol' Assam, where tliey purchase goods with 
the definite intention ofresrlling them, there is very little ~ l a n n e d  trade for trade's sake between Miris, or 
indced betwcen Miris and Daflas. Goods are exchanged and bartered either in a casual way betwern 
rriends ant1 visitors, or more often, exchanged in the course of the org.~nized and ceremonial payments, 
when material gain is overzhadowed by the social importance of the transaction. I n  this way cloth, dao 
beads, bronze plates and prayer I~ells filter from village to village, not along definite trade routes or through 
rlle harrds of traders, but along the innumerable channels of reciprocal obligations between kinsmen a n d  
ceremonial friends. Though the movement of good3 is slow, the -volume of this exchange is by no means 
inconsiderable, and tlrere are villages which rely for their entire supply of cloth and salt on this clags of 
barter. 

The absence of a recognized medium of exchange excludes the possibility of fixing the value of any 
article with absolute accuracy, and the price or a string of beads or a cloth is usually described by com- 
parison with that of anothcr commodity such as a mithan, a pig or a dao. Yet there is a recognized scale 
which provides Cor a rough valuation of most current commodities and varies only in detail in the various 
groups ofvillages. A list of the baaic measures in the villages on the upper .Yamla will give some idea of 
the relative values of commodities. 

Nilap-is the value of one day's wage; it is equal to 3 seers paddy, or 1 very small 
chicken, 

Bili-2 nilap ; 1 Cowl or 6 seers of paddy or 4 seer of salt or 1 knife. 
Yelo-9 b i l i  ; 3 carrying baskets of paddy or 1 small cotton cloth or I dog or 1 small pig or 1 small 

goat or 1 srr~all dpo. 
(in the villages on the lower Yamla I yelo is equal to 5 bili or 2 carrying baskets of paddy or 1 white 

cotton bazaar cloth or 1 simple .4pa Tani cloth or 1 small pig or 1 small goat). 
O&u-2 yclo ; 1 big Dafla cloth with dark rlarloy border or 1 Apa Tani  61olh with broad multi-coloured 

border or 1 middle sized pig or 1 full grown goat or 1 duo. 
Puni-2 opu. 

The amount of grain equal to these strandard vslues varies according to the aeason, and in  the rains 
when food is short as little as 1'  Qr I f  carrying baskets of pqddy may be equal to articles reckoncd as 
1 yelo worth. 

Among the Miris a Cull grown mithan is s o r t h  approaimataly 10-12 opu ( usually paid i" the form 
of 50-60 carryit~g baskcto ot' paddy and 1 pig), but when Yiris have to buy paddy horn q p a  Taqis in tim:s 
of scarcity they may get only as much as 30 crarrying baskets C Q ~  a fqll grown mitharl cow. 

The most important items or esdo-trihal trade arc, besides good, OF Asqamese and Tibetan origine 
hand-woven cotton clot'l, other articles or dress such as cane-hats, rain-shieldr, gauntlets of bear skin and 
~ l a i t e d  cane, dao, knives, spear heads, as well as domestic animals qnd grain. Whereas the two latter items 
are sold and bough1 only within the radius ol'corqparatiyely small ecor)~mic spheres, cloth is uTte11 bartered 
to villages many days' jourlley from the place of'manuracture, passing from hand to hand, and reaching the 
most distgnt point slightly battered after having been worn by several owners. 

It h.93 beeq mentiorled that neither the South Kamlq Miris east of the Fein River, qor the Miris on the 
north bank cgst of Bidak weave any kisd of cloth. Those soqth of the Kamla wear maiqly Assamese cloth 
9nd to a lesser extent q p a  Tani cloth, but on the n91,th bank one sees a good many c l ~ t h s  woven in villages 
of the K h r ~  ar)d upper Kanbla valley, I t  seen)s that a steady sypply of cotton cloth with q p a r ~ i ~ y l a r  type 
of narrow dark border filters down the Yhru valley ; it is taker) u p  by those Miris who have r)o weaving 
industry o l  their own and is paid .'or mainly iq salt and iron impleqents. Cloth of a very sjmilar type though 
with lighter coloured borders is manufactured in the upper Kamla valley and from there reachel the 
tribesmen in the Sipi valley who, n ~ i t h e r  weaving nor growing cotton, rely entirely on such cloth and 
imports of Tibetan woollen cloth. 

There are a YCrY few blacksmiths among the Miris and their oytput is hardly sufficient to meet 
local requirements. Shortage of raw material is the main limitation to their productivity ; ~ i b ~ t ~ ~  duo are 
said be unsuitable a3 raw material for their process of forging, and their craft is thus dependent on broken 
dao and knives 01' Apa Tani and Assamesc origin*. 

Trade in duo and knives or Miri manufacture is consequently only of local importance. 
The same applies to ornaments of brass and bell-metal which are made by a few ~ i ~ i  craftsmen 

Prayer bells and bronre plates ,ofTibetan and sometimes Assamese origin. 

- 
'It v 1 ~ I i J  wem that Tibctan dao arc made JI laninatcd steel whereas hsamnc and Apa Tani dao arc forged in one piece, 



Although some villages have a limited export trade in such articles as cloth and pots to areas where 
weaving or pot-making is not practised, there seem to exist no monopolies on either the manufacture or 
sale of such commodities, nor have I heard of any taboo on  the manufacture of cloth, pots, dao or other 
articles preventing certain villages or clans from producing thelr own requirements. 

Trade blocks may occasionally occur owing to local feuds barring the onc or other route to the mem- 
bers of individual villages or tribal groups traditionally llnked by social and economic ties. But among the 
Miris. I have not come across any example of a permanent trade block created by villages which, anxious not  
to  lose their middle-man's profits keep a route closed in order to prevent prcducers and consumers from get- 
ting together. 

All that has been said of the trade and exchange of goods between Mirl villa~es applles also to the trade 
between Miris and Daflas. There is no clear line between the two tribes ; the people in the contact zone 
are not c-Jnscious of any essential difference such as betwecn Mirig and Apa Tanis, and the dialects change 
PI-adually from village to village. Casual barter transactions and the organized, ceremonial exchange of 
gifts occur freely across the arbitary line drawn between the two tribal groups. Miri villages such as Balu, 
for instance, entertain relations with Dafla villages 3ourh of the Khru and tradc with them in the same 
manner and on the same te1.m~ as they trade with their Miri neighbours. 

3. Trade in Tibetan Coo&.-Articles of Tibetan origin can be seen on any Miri visiting the plains of  
Assam, netklaces of large beads made from conch-shell, white stone, blue porcelain, and yellow stone ; discs 
of bell-metal strung into women's belts, Tibetan swords and large tufts of yak's hair that form part or the 
fantastic head-dresses. It can thus b e  said that the market for Tibetan goods extends right up to the 
foo~hills and the Inner Line. But though the South Kamla Miris value Tibetan ornaments as nluch as any 
oftheir northern neighbours they lie outside the sphere ofdirect Tibetan trade influence, and have indeed 
only ?he vaguest ideas of the channels through which these articles reach their trade partners to the north. 
As one nioves upstream along the Kamla valley, the incidence of Tlbetsn articles increases ; whereas, in 
Dobom (No.83 E. A. l )  for instance, nearly all cloth worn is of Mirl, Apa Tani ,  Dafla or Indian man~rfacture. 
in Mingo (Kahak) and Rute-Hate (Guchi) (No. 83 E. A.1) 10 miles to the north-west, about half of all 
cloth worll is of Tibetan origin. Here the Tibetan and Indian spheres ol' economlc influence overlap and 
one day's march more brings one to GBba which relies Tor imported gcods almost entirely on Tibet. 
Even mort noticeable is the Tibetan influence in the villages of the Slpi valley, where Tibetan cloth is tht  
common type of dress. 

In  the M:ri country the Trod-diuidc hafwtcn India and T ibc t  runs through the vl l la~es of Rute-Hate and 
Sibing-pa (Guchi-SoJaml and C i t e  (Godak) on the Kamla and along the watershed between the Kamla 
~ n d  the Sipi River. Up to that line most of the salt consumed comes from Assam, and beyond it Tibetan 
salt is in common use. but  whereas Tibetan ornaments and valuables arc traded across it and reach every 
part of the Miri country, Indian goods filter only very ocoasionally and In isolated instances beyond the trade 
divide into the country under Tibetan economic influence. The line running through Rute-Hate and along 
the hills auuth of the Sipl River must therefore be understood as the boundqry of Predomipunt Tibetan 
influence, comparable perhaps to the lower Kamla as the northern boundary of the predominant Assarnese 
trade influence. T h e  belt lying between these two boundaries is served by tribal trade bringina in Tibetan 
and Indian goods in approximately equal quantities and it is in this area, equally remote from both sources 
of supply that salt is scarest and most highly prized. 

In this belt Tibetan articles are socially important as the traditional medium for ceremonial payments 
but their exclusion would not result in immediate economic distress. North and north-west of the trade- 
divide, however, Tibetan salt, cloth and dao are absolute necessities and the are* betwecn this line and the 
Himalayan main range is economically dependent on Tibet. 

Little has so far been known of this area. The  Miri Mission became involved in hostilities on its 
threshold and had to withdraw without being able to gather much information. This season I crossed the 
trade-divide and, visiting the Sipi valley, go1 0 fint hand impression of villages within the Tibetan economic 
sphere. Mwcover, I met tribesmen from the Selu valley, who entertain trade-relations with villages beyond 
the snow-ran~e separating Karnla and Subansiri. villages lying in the Subansiri valley that are regularly 
visitcd by Tibetans. The  inrormation received from them and the Miris of the Sipi valley draws a picture, 
which-in the absence of maps-may not be entirely accurate as far as topographical details arc conce.ned, 
but  is sufficiently clear as to the broad outlines of economic conditions. 

From Turnr (Tumir, Map No. 83 E. A.1) at  the confluence of Kamla and Selu, n path runs via Noyi, 
Lyublia and Haki to Eru Sorong, a large village lying in the hills between the Kamla and the Selu. By the 
path t h r ~ u g h  the Selu valley Eru Soreng is three days journey from Tumr,  but there is a different ancl 
longer route cia Tali. The pwple of  Goba often visit Boreng, where- they have few connections with the 
villages hiqher up the Kamla. The people or Soreng cultivate like other Miris, but wear exclusively Tibetan 
woollen clo* and through them many Tibetan goods reach the Miris of the Kamla valley. From Eru Soreng 
i t  is only one day to Hai, a village lying close to a range of mountains, covered in snow sumper and winter- 
obviously the 12.000-13.000 feet range between the Kamla and Subansiri. 

By a path crossing this range one reaches in two LO three march- the Subansirl valley. T h a e  on the 
right bank is the village of Tachi and on the left bank, connected with it by a cane stispepsion bridge, the 
village of Tape. These and neighbouring v i l l w s  in the Subanniri valley are collactivcly known as 
Agla Marra. 

The people of Eru Soreng, whose tribal name ir Risi-Mashi, often go to Agla Marra, and I have met 
T u m r  men who have repeatedly made the joilrnry in their company. The paople of Agla Marra are 
apparrlllly of the same racial stock m Miris, but are to some extent Tibetanized. They speak a langu- 
age known to some Soreng people, but not understandable to the Tumr men, wear exclusively Tibetan 
clothes, ru t  their hair and wear woollen caps and boots. They have gun8 and double-cdgcd words. 
Their hc.c~ses are like those of Miris and they cultivate in Miri fashlon. But besida mithan, they keep 
yaks and .. few sheep, as well as doga, "so fierce that they must be kept on iron chains." The yaks are kept 
both for I he  sake of their meat and for carrying loada. There ia a track alonp the Subansiri between Agla 
Mama ar  ,r. Eru Mama, and from there it Ls five days to Nimc Na along a track passable for yaks; along 
a sholtcr .,nd more difficult path which leads acrcus high mountains it ia three day#. 

Agla Marra is regularly visited by Tibetans who come to tradc, and Agla h a  people and even mme 
men of Sor-ng go to Nirne Na, which is apparently in Tibet proper. 

A larF, part of the Tibctan articla that reach the villages of the K v a l a  v d l y  come by the Selu route 
through Sovng and Agla Mama. I t  io the route beat known to the Miris of Rutc-Hate, Coba and Noyi, and 
though the path from Sorcng to Agla Mama is sometimes u n d a  snow it ir described as not particulady 
difficult. 



~h~ route Soreng is not the only one by which Tibetan go& reach the Kamla Mi&. I n  the Sipi 
valley I was told of a route l a d i n g  through tho Mongo valley and  from there across the hills between the 
M ~ ~ ~ G  and subansiri. Beyond that there are many villages, and one of them Shekc, is regularly visited 
~ i b ~ t ~ ~ ~ .  ~h~ Mango River ir the Menga of the map (Sheet NO. 83 L. A.4), but is said to flow into the 
Sipi, and not into the Subansiri. 

What is the nature of the trade between Tibetans and the tribesmen of Agla Marra and other area 
of  the Subansiri valley. 

The Tibetans and such tribe3nen as go to Tibet bring woollen cloth and made-up woollen coats and 
caps, salt of reddish colour, swords, ornaments of various kinds, such as ear-rings, bracelets and metal 
discs worn on belts, beads of conchshell and semi-precious stone, plates of bell-metal and prayer bells. 

I t  is woollen cloth, salt and swords which form the bulk of the imported Tibetan goody. In  ex- 
c l l a n ~ e  for these commodities the Miris give skins of monkey, bear, tiger, fish-otter, barking dear. serow 
py:hon and otller snakes, as well as cane-ropes, sago pith, madder and other dyes. The people of A d a  Afarrya 
systematically collect these &change goods against the arrival of Tibetan purchasers and kl the Sipi valley 
I saw dried skins hung up under tlie rafters ready for despatch. 

All this trade seems to be by barter and Tibetan coin1 are not known to the Miris of the Kamla 
valley as far as GGba and Tumr and of the Sipi region. Miris of the Kamla valley who are not in d ~ r e c t  
tmch with Tibetans, but deal through middlemen of Sorang, gave me the following rates a t  which they 
cxc:hange skins for Tibetan goods. For one serow skin they get 2-3 seers ofsalt; for a complete otte- 
skin with legs and tail 1 sword and If seen of ~ a l r  ; for a whole tiger skin 2 swords and 1) seen of salt; for 
4 bear skins one large woollen cloth about four by two arm-lengths in size. 

Animal skins are apparently easy to come by and not accorded a high value. For the the Miris of the 
Sipi, Selu and upper Kamla valley barter Tibetan cloth a t  surprisingly low r a t e .  Strips of woollen cloth 
llsually striped in several coloun, approximately 54' long and 10' wide are aold for one or two fowls; sashes 
of red and black wool for one fowl ; matr of grey wool with half sleeves that reach below the knees for one 
middle-sized pig. Only big tailored cloaks or coata of a closely woven material (resembling broad-cloth) 
usually of purple or carmine colour, are highly ~ r i c e d .  and on the periphery of Tibetan influence as much 
as one small mithan may be paid for much a coat. 

In  comparison to the low price of textiles, Tibetan aalt ir expensive. A middle-sized pig buys about 
2 seers of salt, a big hen about 4 seer. 

For a Tibetan sword of superior quality one big sow and one small pig arc paid, for a sword of average 
quality one big or middle-sized pig or one full grown goat. 

There is the general, and no doubt well founded belief, that most Tibetan textilw, and  particularly the 
mul~icoloured stripes of woollen material are imported by the Selu, Kamla and Sipi route, while along 
the Subansiri a thick, long-haired black cloth is traded down, and most valuable objects such as prayer bells, 
l~ell metal plate, conch-shell beads, beads of lapislazuli, carneol; blue procelain, white soap stone, jade, 
and other semi precious stoner reach the Daflas and Miris by a route following the valley of the Khru, a 
route a l o n ~  which there is very little trade inTibetan textiles. 

The importance d these valuables for the social and ceremonial life of the Miris cannot be easily 
rxageerated. Tibetan prayer bells (known in Assam ar deo-gadc and among the tribesmen as mojc) are 
treated with the reverence and care accorded elsewhere to objects of art, and are almost considered animate 
brings, being given names and referred to as male or  female ; a maje of high class may be valued a t  ten 
lnitiian (today equal to about Re. 1,000!) and more, but there are mnjr of all grades down to those worth only 
one or two cotton cloths, valuation being according to metal and design. The  sale of a valuable mnje 
is as serious and consquential an undertaking as a marriage and creates between purchaser and seller a tie 
similar to that between kinsmen. Plates of bell-metal, valued u p  to one or  even two mithan, are also used 
mainly for cere~nonial payments and there are various other bell-metal objects, such as heavy armlets, which 
a1.e accorded a similiar sentimental value. Tibetan beads too are highly valued and indispensable for certain 
eel-emonial exchange of gifts. There are more than than a dozen classes of beads and it needs the experience 
of a connoisseur to accord to every bead its correct value. Some wealthy men collect beads one by one 
composing through the course of years strings of great beauty and worth as much as one or two full-grown 
n~ithan.  

The difference in the quality of Tibetan goods reaching the Miris by the Khru route and those coming 
by the Kamla-Selu route is puzzling, and our k~~owledge  of conditions in the area of the upper Khru is 
still so scanty that no entirely satisfactory explanation can be given. Pending further exploration I venture, 
howrver, the following hypothesis : . 

There is evidence for the existence of a t  least five routes leading from the Kamla Region to a r e a  under 
Tibetan economic influence : 

1. The Kamla-Selu route to Agla Marra, which is best known to the Miris of Rute-Hate, G6ba 
and Tumr and which has been described to me by men in the habit of using it.  

2. A route from the Sipi valley uia the Menga (Mongo) to the Subansiri valley. This route is likely 
to connect up with a route coming from the Tsari area or Mygyitun. 

3. A route leading along the north bank or the Kamla'as far as  the snow-range and then across. 
The names of the villages on this route have been mentioned to me, but my informants knew 
little about tlie area to which it leads. 
Along these three routes mainly textiles, salt and swords reach the Miris. 

4. A route that, following the left bank of the Khru as far a s  Pisa village, turns north to pass 
through Tarram (between Khru and Kamla) and emerges a t  Lokam in the Kamla valley where 
it joins route 3. I t  can be taken as established that the upper courses of Khru and Kamla lie 
so close together that the tribesmen can cross from one valley into the other in two marches 
(probably four marches for porters). 

5. A route following the left bank of the K h m  as far as its source on the snow-ranges. This roule 
seems to be used by the Dafla3 of the Panyi valley and the Lebla area, and is said to lead to 
Tibetant lemcnts on this side of the Himalayan main-range. 

The information on these routes obtained from the tribesmen of the Kamla Region seems to tally with 
the filldings of explorers such as Kingdom Ward and F. Ludlow who approached the upptr  course of the 
Subansiri from the Tibetan side. True, none of them succeeded in descending for more than a few miles 
alollg  he Chayul Chu or thc Tsari Tsu into the area known to us as Agla Marra, but they encountered both 
at Lung on the Chayul Chu and at Migyitun on the Tsari Chu tribesmen described by the Tibetans as Lobas 
W I I O  :.lrc unmistakably close kinsmen or the people I met in the valleys of the Kamla and Sipi. 

A Loba by F. Ludlow at  Migyitun is in every detail of dress and appearance identical with tril>rsmen of the Sipi valley, and it would thus appear that route 2 leads across the Subansiri valley to 
hlisyitun on the Tihetan border. Route 3 leads probably to the Kashong La, a pass which seems to connect 
1 llr (:l~ayul Chrr valley with an area not far from the source of the Kamla. Tribesmen described by Ludlow 'Lobas from the Kashong, Lashow all the the typical ieatures of Miris from the upper Kamla* 
- -- - - * 1. F. Lj~dlow, 'Th: Sourcc3 of the Subanriri and Siyom', Tha Himglayan journal,  Vol. X ,  1938 ,  Illustration 6. 



T h e  area known to the Kamla tribeemen as Agla Marra and reached by them uia route 1, is no doubt 
the upper ~ubans i r i  valley, visited according to Ludlow at  least once in twelve years by Tibetan pilgrims, and 
the fact that it lies on a recognized pilgrim's route lends credence to the information regarding a track along 
the Subar~siri said to be passable for yaks.t 

Route 4 leads most probably also to the Kashong La or one of the nearby passes suCh as the Lha La b ~ ~ t  
exploration on  the Tibetan side of the Great Himalaya Range provides no  cl~ies as to the locality at  which 
route 5 mav strike the Tibetan settlements. 

The  tribesmen on the lower Kamla believe that most of the valuable Tibttan ornaments in possession of 
Miris and Daflas have come along the Khru but that very little Tibetan cloth reaches them by that route. 

I have found that the tribesmen in the Sipi valley wear mainly Tibetan clot11 and do not weave, and 
t h u e  is no reason to doubt their statement that in the Mongo valley and in, the Agla Marra area along the 
upper Subansiri exclusively Tibetan cloth is worn. In  the Khru region on the other hand neither I nor 
anyone else has crossed the trade divide between India and Tibet. Though in Mengo I came perhaps 
close to the outer limit of predominantly Indian trade intluence, no area comparable to the Sipi valley in 
its proximity to Tibet has there been visited. 

' But we.know that the h f l a s  on the upper Khru and on its tributary the Panyi and ,==en the villagrs 
between the upper Khru and the Kamla have a developed weaviny industry, and use not only bllt 
also a bark fibre (pud) for their textiles. Both cotton and budcloth are occasionally sold to on 
the  lower Khru and across the watershed between Khru and Panior to Mengo. I t  is unIiltelv that the tribesmen may they be Daflas or Miris, on the upper Khru would go to Ihe trouble of spinning'barlr-fibrr: 
if woollen Tibetan cloth was available to them cheaply and in sufficient quantities. In  Mengo I was sllown 
a few samples of woollen Tibetan cloth brought from villages on the Panyi, but their owners treated them 

~rec ious  an? unusual and there can be no doubt that woollen cloth, thoush known and valurd, 
is on the Khru ,  at  least In the area u p  to its confluence with the Panyi, not the pretlom~nant type of clothing. 

HOW is it that the tribesmen on the Khru obtain only small quantities of Tibetan cloth, while on the 
Subanski, Selu and Kamla thex can buy at  very modest rates sufficient to meet their needs ? TIle Tact 
that most of the valuable ornaments and maja come through the area on the Khru excludes tbe possibility 
that here contacts with Tibet are insignificant. The obvious explanation would seem to be that contacts are 
neither fewer nor rnore numerous but  of a d@rrnl order. The type of Tibetan goods imported by tilc 
Kan1la, SeIu and Subansiri tribesmen is suggestive of the broad and manifold contacts oT two peasant culturel. 
Here populations in frequent and fairly intimate touch seem to exchange large quantities or the products of 
their own labours, the Tibetan sheep-breeder bartering his home.spun cheap textiles for the furs of tilc 
Miri hunter and trapper, the blacksmith his swords for cane ropes and the vegetable dyes r.-quired by other 
craftsmen. But in the Khru area little woollen cloth seems to reach the Dafla or Miri. Instead valuable 
beads, prayer bells, ear-ornaments studed with semi.precious stones and other small and comparatively cortly 
articles are acquired by the tribesmen. In  Mengo 011 the Panior I heard rurnours of Tibetans who lived on 
this side of the main snow range in !xge stone houses, and if a monastery proved to exist somewhere in the 
region of the upper Khru it would not be astonishing if the monks used objects easily brought rrom Til,et 
proper to purchase supplies of grain and other foodstuffs from the local tribesmen. The passes across the 
main range may here be difficult and preclude any free exchange of bulky textiles. 

But the assumption of the existence of Tibetan settlements in the area of the source of the K h ~ u  can- 
not easily be reconciled with the fact that none of the explorers who travelled aloqg the route fiom Tawan:: 
to Chayul Dzong ever mentioned a pass used by Tibetans to cross the Great Himalayan Range somewhere 
east of Karta. We most therefore reckon with the fact that the Datlas speaking of Tibetan stone hous.:s 
w e e  referring to settlements north-west of' the main-range, where indeed it would not be out of place to find 
monasteries. Tribesmen living in the high valleys near the source of the K h m  may he to some extent 
Tibetanized and it is not impossible that while using woollen clothes thenlselvrs they find trade in prayer 
bells, beads and other ornaments more profitable than in such con~moclities as cloth and iron. This would 
be understandable if they had to carry all the wares purchased rrom Tibetans over routes Inore 
difficult than the yak tracks leadine frorn Tibet into the upper Subansiri valley. 

Conclurions.-There must have been a time, although it may lie back many centur.ies, whm thc Miris 
were as little dependent on outside economic resources as other tribes on the bordersd Assam. What 
exactly their material outfit was at  that t in~e  is a mattcr Tor conjectum, but the still prevalant use of bone 
and bamboo implements for agricultural work tends to indicate that iron was then not as essential Tor their 
economy as one would suppose frorn its place in tribal culture today. The first rnore advanced civilization 
with which they came in contact seems to have been that of Tibet, and it is safe to assump that they enter- 
tained trade-relations with 'Tibetans long before they began to purchase goods from the Indian inhabitants 
of tile plains of Assam. The r61e of T%etan prayer bells, firmly anchored in the ceremonial oC friendship 
ties, the value attached . t o  Tibetan bell-metal plates, the custom of using Tibetan bead3 as ritual payments 
a t  marriages, are ,all of a very ancient connection between Miri culture and the civilizat on of Tibet. 
E~~~ today when a good many Assamese products find their way into the hill:, they are generally considel.cd 
as second rate, mere substitutes for or imitations of the "reai" Tibetan arlicles. Thus an Assamese 
bell-metal plate, (intrinsically in no way inferior, is acmrded a much lower value than a l'ibctan plate of 
the same size. Asmfnese beads, even those of such stones as carnelians, fetch only a fraction of the price 
of  Tibetan beads, and Assamese dao are much less prized than Tibetan swords. This attitude towards 
Assamese goods is almost comparable to that of the European who buys and uses Japanese wares but 
regards them as inferior to, say, English, Swiss or Swedish products. 

T h e  reference for Tibetan good9 is neither entirely irrational nor merely traditional. The Miri has a 
sound feelng for quality and aesthetic merit, and most Tibetan goods that reach him are the solid and 

satisfying products of rurul craftsmen. The textiles arc not only durable, but many of them 

have of very attradtive colour combinations. The ornaments are heavy, of simples, unsophi~ticated 
shape and intrinPically valuable material. None of the goods in the North Lakhimpur bazaar whether they 
come from Bombav cotton mills or Czechoslovak~an glass factories can rival the products of Tibetan cralts- -. ... 

man in the eyes of  the tribesmen. 
There is as yet another reason why in the foreseeable futuke goods imported from India are not likely to 

replace the Tibetan wares used by the tribesmen of the Kamla Region : the goods which the M i r i ~  barter 
for salt, swords and cloth are highly priced by Tibetans, but have today practically no market value in India. 
Vegetable dyes cane ropes, roughly cured skins are bought up by Tibetans, but it would be extremely hard 
to  dispose of them in any quantity in Assam, even should communications gradually improve to allow of the 
freer transport ofgoods. And as those Miris who do not receive posa or earn cash by work in thc plains of 
Assam can obviously buy only from such populations as will purchase their products, there can be little 
doubt that the tribesmen in the valleys of the Uppcr Kamla, the Selu and the Sipi will for a lo~lg time to 
come depend on bade with Tibet. 

tCJ  nit Himainyon Journal, Vol. IX. 1937, p. 146.-The name Marra or, Marrang is huown illso on the Tihrno rids 
F. Ludiow hurd near bngwg of 'Marang Lobaa' wlm &I the sutunm come across n pass to Langong. (Loc, cit. Vol. X, p. 18). 



Problems of Administration and Culture-Change 
the Subansiri Region 

, - ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t  of the tribal populations of the Subansiri Region presents the anthropologically minded 
administrator with unique opportunities. Here, in  a tract of largely unmapped mountain country, wedged 
in bemeen the modern, rapidly changing civilization of the Indian plains and the ancient, conservative 

culture of Tibet, dwell barbaric, warlike tribesmen, many of whom entertain no direct contacts with the 
outside world. But ill an era when elements of machine-age civilization penetrate even the last refuge areas 

of primitive humanity, such isolation is not longer practicable, and the Government of 1ndia has recently 
initiated a programme of exploration and scientific research preparatory to opening up the country and  
drawing the tribesmen into economic and political relationships of a wider community. 

Such a policy will undoubtedly lead to a gradual transformation of tribal culture-a process which calls 
for guidance if it is to benrfit the hillmen. The  value of a scientific approach to the problems arising 
rrom the impact of advanced ci\ilizations on primitive populations is today widely recognized. Expel.ience in 
many parts of the world has demonstrated that the anthropologist's knowledge of the realities of indigerlous 
cultures is indispensable for planning the transition to new social and economic systems. without such 
detailed knowledge it is impossible to avoid mal-adjustments,-mal-adjustments which can easily lrad to a 
rapid disintegration of tribal life. Too uften, however, the anthropologist's role has been that of a ~ h ~ s i c i a n  
called in to diagnose a disease when it has progressed beyond hope of cure. There a re  very few instances in 
thc history of territories irlhabited by primitive races where scientific investigations of the social and economic 
order ha\,e preceded the establishment of trade, business enterprises and a n  administration serving the interests. 
of others than the tribesmen. As a rule the early administrators had to grapple with day-to-day ~ r o b l e m s  
long before they had pained an insight into the culture and norms of behavbur of the population they were 
called upon to control. I t  was hardly their fault if they ignored or misjudged indigenous institutions and 
disrupted the social order by an ill-considered and haphazard interference that was guided by ~ l - i n c i ~ l e s  
outside the comprehension of the tribesmen. Though by trial and error they gradually accumulated 
experience, the very pace of culture-change was generally too rapid to allow of a righting of earlier mistakes. 
As Ibr the scientific investigator, , his advice was seldom sought until ma!-adjustments threatened to culminate 
in friction or widespread distress. 

The hill-tracts of Assam have in this respect been more fortunate. Inhabited by tribes far less tract-ible 
that the aboriginals of Peninrular India and offering few opportunities for business or industrial enterprise 
and even fewer for farming on a commercial scale, they have-until the Japanese invasion of 1044-never 
suffered from encroachment and exploitation by outsiders. The  policy of the Government of India uir-o-oil 
hillmen such as Nagas, Abors and Daflas was For long primarily precautionary, i.e., it  was aimed a t  preventing 
the tribesmen from raiding and molesting the Assamese peasantry of the plains. I n  some areas a first 
superficial control developed gradually into rull-scale administration ; the stages were slow and there were no 
vested interests to divert the adminis~ration rrom ;I genuine solicitude for the welfare of the tribcsmen. But 
even in such areas as the Naga Hills, which are today considered a model district, wrong assessment of the 
tribesmen's temper has in the past resi~ltecl in occasional clashes. While today we have an extensive 
literature on the habits and customs of the various Naga tribes, the early administrators lacked reliable 
information on tribal afhirs anc! ;\iclr forced to rely largely on their own intuition. 

I n  the Subansiri the position is direrent. No attempt has yet been made to establish admirlistrative 
control over the I1111 tribes outside the provincial boundary of Assam. I t  is only since 1944 that the country 
beyond the so-called 'Inner Line' has been opened up and a steady political influence has been brogght to 
bear on such hitl~erto independent tribes as Daflas and Apa Tanis. 

The problems facing us here are consequently fundamentally different from those in other backward 
areal. Here we have not to deal with the results of modern culture contact or economic penetration ; the 
vast majority of the tribesmen has indeed no direct contact with any outside force. Tribal culture is still iq 
its pristine stage, and thc field is open for any type of policy the Government of India may see fit to adopt in 
relation to the tribal population. Thero is no legaly of error and neirher loyalty nor hostility is supported bv 
tradition. Except in a very few places the officer entering this tribal territory finds it a tabula rasa in so far as  
relations between the trihesmrn and the Sirkar are concerned. Hi5 reception may resemble that  accorded 
to Captain Cook on some of the Pacific Islands, but he is in a far stronger position than any early cotonial 
administrator in that he (:an draw on an extensive store of knowledge of the mechanism of culture contact 
and the reaction of primitive races to modern civilization. 

Moreover the problem of how to co-ordinate the interests of the tribesmen with those of a resident non- 
tribal population does not arise, for there can be no intention to deprive the tribesmen of part of their 
territo1,y for the benefit of new settlers. Thecruoial question since the inauguration of political and 
economic is how best to organize tribal society and tribal economy ilr such a way as to create 
a stable basis for these intensified contacts with the outside world. Sudden and uncontrolled contact with 
advanced civilizations has often spelled the doom of primitive races. But to assume that the Dafla or Apa 
Tan1 tribesmen can derive no benfit from the accumulated experience of the rest of humanity would 
amount to a negation of modern civilization. In  the fields of medicine, agriculture, cattle-breeding and 
various tench~~iques he can obviously utilize the knowledge and benefit by the skill of more advanced 
and the establishment of a stable peace (if it is not the peace of the gravc-yard of his national character !) 
has many advantages over an e~ernnl sequence offeuds. 

Indeed it is the obvious drawbacks of unrestricted tribal warfare, slave-raiding and other 
institutions, which might tempt the administrator, armed with superior lbrce and allowed in the use of that 
force a ~ o o d  deal ofdiscrction, to establish a social and political order purged of all those elements which 
appear ir~f.ompatible with a more civilized existence. Therein lies a danger. A new set values cannot 
suddenly be imposecl on a people without disorganizing their whole social structure, and the enforcement 
principles which arc incomprehensible to the tribesmen is likely to meet with opposition. 

All plans for the developn~ent of a tribal area under the guidance o f a n  outside agency must therefore 
reckon with the cultural and political realities, the character and mentality of the tribeamen, and above 
tha rrsonrccs in pcrsonnel and mntcrial which will hc available far deployment in any given area. last 
poin t  ought to he ~larificd first, for the tempo of development and the extent of econ ,mic and political 
"r1' 'rq'.qll mllst ol)violl?lv dcprnd on thr machincry with which Government intend$ to operate,  T~ 
:, t , !  1 1  i, ; . , I , '  11:1I,,;-l ill , ~ n v  tribal arra :!I-, ;~,flt!cnrr w l ~ i c l ~  canl,ol I;C mailltained may, by disrupk 
\ . ,  , , , ' i : ' : , I . ! ,  ; ,,.,;; : , , , I .  , : I ;  ...,, 
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I n  the subansiri Region there would, for instance, be no  point in embarking on schemes the 
realization of which would necessitate the employment of a n  army of administrators and 
specialists and the expenditure of crores of rupees. India suffers from a shortage of trained personnel even 
for ordinary rural reconstruction work, and the tribal areas are so poor in taxable resources that for many 
years to come the cost of the administration and of any measures for the education and econom,ic advance- 
ment of the tribes will have to be met from the levenue of other parts of the country. 

I t  can be taken as axiomatic that the existence of a contented, prosperous and friendly tribal population 
on oqe of India's vital frontiers is in the highest interest of the country, and that Government'. policy in 
the tribal areas must aim a t  creating the basic conditions for prosper~ty and a stable peace. But financial 
considerations set a limit to all plans for the administration of the Subansiri Region, to the opening up of the 
country by a nerwork of roads, to the establishme~~t of schools and medical services, and to the development 
of the tribesmen's economy horn subsistence agriculture to production for outside markets. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

T h e  condilio sine quo non for any closer contact with the tribesmen of the Subansiri Ragion (be i t  i n  
the form of administrative control or economic penetration) is the all-weathernmaintenance of essential lines 
of communications. At present most of the paths linking the Apa Tani country as well as many of the DaRa 
and Miri villages with the plains of Assam are impassable durirlq the rains, and even village-to-village traffic 
is often interrupted by flooded streams. The  tribesmen do not now the use of pack-animals and indeed nolle 
of the existing routes could be negotiated by mule or pony. All loads have t~ be transported on the backs 
of porters, and even in good weather the steep gradients and general difficulty of the terrain  lace a heavy 
strain on porters. The loot-hills are sparsely inhabited, and porters proceed~ng from the plains into the 
interior have to carry their own rations, which means that for every two mon carrying loads on a six days1 
journey anorher man must carry provisions. 

The  cost of constructing roads suitable for wheeled traffic would be e:;cessively high. If even the Ledo 
Road had to be abandoned soon after completion because the cost of maintenance would have vastly exceeded 
its economic value in peace-time, there is no likelihood that the limited commercial intercourse of a small 
tribal population would justify the construction of motor-roads and permanent solid bridges iri one of the most 
difficult mountain counttie3 in the world. Bridle-paths such a3 have been built in the Nasa and Abor Hills, 
c n  the other hand, though they too would involve considerable initial expenditure, would serve present 
needs and could be maintained by the tribesmen themselves. 

Bridges are essential on all-weather tracks, and in most places suspension bridges of cane would suffice. 
Improvelnents on the indigenous pattern and the use of iron ropes (which could be dropped by air) should 
make it possible to build bridges or1 the main routes strong enough to allow of the passage of pack-animals. 
Some rivers, such as the lower course of the Kamla can be crossed by ferry, and the construction of rafts or 
boats big enough to take one pony or mule at a time should not meet with any great difficulties. Such ferries 
could, of course, be used only when the rivers are not in flood and would have to be pulled up on the bank 
before the onset of the monsoon, when light cane-bridges would serve the p~rter~traff ic .  

As in other sparsely inhabited countries-such as Central N-w Guinea- here the cost of road-building 
in mountainous tracts is out of all proportion to their economic value, air-conl~nunications might solve some 
of  the trhnsport problems. Planes could probably land in th: A ~ J  Tani valley, and a strenour trek oisix days 
would thus be reduced to half an hour's air journey. But potential landing-grounds are ex:rernely few, and 
I doubt whether any exist between the Kamla and the Great Himalayan Range. Air-droppings, 
however, w o ~ ~ l d  he very useful in supplying isolated outpostg for official parties proceeding on foot. 
But the difficulty of the terrain would seem to exclude the use of air-transport for the ecollomic 
development of the country. 

Sccu6ly.-With the improvement of communications will arise the question of security for travellers 
using the newly built bridle-paths. At present no tribesman feels safe outside the territory of his own 
village or group 01' allied villages except in those, areas whtre he has friends influential enouzh to protect 
him or, a t  least, to effect his rclease in case of capture. Even the Apa Tanis, who are accustomed 
t,-, taking risks in the interest of trade gains, confine their trading trip3 to areas where thev have 
traditional ties of friendship. They not only avoid the territory of D ~ f l a  villa5es which are actively hostile, 
but  hesitate even to pass through the land of village9 where they cannot hope for definite protection. 
Before 1944, for instance, when I opened the roure through the Dlfla villages of Selsemihi, Porin and 
Mai,  all Apa Tanis going to and returning from the  lai ins used a far mr~re dilficult track over mountains 
more than 7,000 feet high which was impassable throughout the rains. They were not at  war with Potin 
or Selsemchi, but because of an old feud they did not trust the Daflas of these villages sufficiently to 
venture in small groups into their territory. The large porter convoys which subsequently passe3 alonx 
this route gave them, however, a fecling of security and many Apa T'anis working temporarily as porters 
made friends with individual D d d s ,  and before long the route was considered safe even for single Apa 
Tanis travelling to the plains on private businem. This shows that a n  increase in tnffic, and particularly 
the use of a route by porters carrying for Government and enjoylng, therefore, a certain imlnunitv, creates 

an atmosphere of security. I had the same experience in the Mtri country, south of the Kamla, 
where individual Apa Tanis could travel and trade safely in the wake of my porter cohlnlns, though a t  
,that time I would have been quite unable to arord them conmete protection. 

While we can assume that the construction of bridle-paths and their use by officers of Government will 
for safer travelling along these main-routes, there can be little doubt that at first tribal feuds will 

not automatically stop short of the new traffic, and that there will be occasions when tribesmen will be 
ambushed and captured on paths bvilt by Government. Unless,and until G~vernment establishes complete 

control over an area the posgibility of such incidents cannot he completely excluded, but 
i t  may be pract ivl  policy to warn the tribexnen that any attack on travellers rising a Governmtnt path on 
peaceful business will be considered a n  unfriendly act towards Government irrespective of the quarrel or 
feud which may have preceded the act of violence. The consequences of such an 'unrriendly act' must 
depend on the resobrces 01' the Administration which at  this staFe cannot a s u m e  all the I'unction of a 
police. But the principle or considering any capture or assault on a 'Government' path as an art 
against Government will be easily understood by the tribesmen, who themselves resent, and if 
necessary, revenge, a n  attack on visitors to their village or territory, thouqh they may rrmain indi&rent 
if the same penons are captured or killed outside the area under their ilnrncdiatc i~llluci~cc ; t l~us a 
.Government path' along which all may travel in peace and safety woukl soon brcunlr .l rrc~, ,~nizrd 
incritutinn. D~fficulties may, however, arise if escaping slaves or run-awny hvivrs 1i.Y to pl-olit limn the 
inviolabl!lty aKorded by such Government paths. Until the ~ r o b l e m  of' slavery is solvcd 21% .I ~vimle, it 
\ h t r ~ ~ l ~ l  I.: A . h ~ -  wise nor i.:zt:iic-.llle to btirrlen PI, iavitution which is to pervc. com:ncl-;c 1n.J [leaccrlrl 



travel with the function of an asylum for escaped slaved or for offenders against tribai custom. Aay 
attempt to ban the recapture of slaves travelling on Government paths would almost certainly be 
disregarded, and would be considered contrary to tribal law which prescribes that anyone shelterrnga 
slave must compensate his master by paying him the full market value. 

METHODS O F  GOVERNMENT 

.Tile avqwzd aim of the political control over the Balipara Frontier Tract, which includes 
the ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ i , . i  l<pgion Icaving its northern border undefined, >vas until recently the protectidn of 

of A~~~~~~ nqaillst tribal raids. Occasional tours of Political Oficers with armed 'e3col.t 
foot-hills hive to con~ince  the tribesmen of Government's ability to )move freely 

in tril,al country if the need should arise, take action against a village guilty raidin'? 
the ficyond the provincial border of Assam, however no attempt was made to establish any 

kind or lo in disputes between individuals or villages in the tribal area. 

~ , ~ h  the es:ablishment of closer relations with some of the tribes and the maintenance of an Out-Post 
and trade.depot in the Apa Tani countrv during the open seasons of' 1911 and 1945 this attitude has changed, 
anti the l l ~ e  of GOVernlnellt has 1,ecome a factor in tribal politics even in areas which ~revious to 

1948 llad llevcr been visited by ofic:rs or other outsiders. Such 'influence' must not be confuscd 
with emcctive contrgl. So Tar the tribesmen have ~ n l y  learnt that it is unwise to interrere with Govern- 
ment 

and  hat if Government 0fice.s choosc to take sides in a dispute they can exert considerable 
pressl:re on one or both of the opposing parties in order too achieve a settlement. The methods which 
~ ~ ~ ~ , n ~ ~ ~ ~ t  has employed resemble those familiar to the tribesmen : an arrest is in their eyes hardly 
dlstirlguishahle from capture, and thr punitive burning of a village is to the DaHa only a variation of a 
ra.d. ~t did not talte the tribesmen long to realize, however, that while Governmrnt's intervention in tribal 

c!ijputcs cannot be openly resisted, its eITccts call be largely countered by a policy of procrastinatio~~, elusion 
and tempera-y withdrawal kom the threatened area. The  superiority of arms of the Assam Rifles, that 
fLlrni\h, necessary, escorts for Political Officers, is recognized and incidentally vastly overrated *, but the 
t r lbesmt .~~ ' s  awe of fire-arms is largely off-set by the realization that Government parties cannot move 
fast, that they cannot maintain then~selves.ror long in forward camps without recsiving regular supplies 
on lirles con~munications which arc dependent on the recruitmznt of tribal porters, and that it is con- 
sequently easy to elude them without risking more than the loss of a few wood and bamboo houses and 
some tenjporary inconvenience. I t  is only the Apa Tanis, the most civilized and settled of the Subansiri 
tribes whose attitude towards Government cannot be guided by such considerations. Dwelling in large 
p~rmanent  villages and depcndent on the uninterrupted culti vation of their small, carefully tended home- 
land, they must come to a modus uiuendi with any power which establishes itsel[ for any length of time in 
theil. country. Peaceful cultivators and resou~,ceCul traders the Apa Tanis can but profit horn a of 
pacification and a clash of interests might occur only if thcre was any attempt a t  economic exploitation 
by outsiders or interference with their customary law and the establishtd social order. 

The DaRas, on the o:her hand, shiliing-cultivators without attachment to permanent village-sites or  
ahcestral land, warlike, independent, and scattered in small groups over a vast mountain-country that is 
slashed by precipitous, pathless gorges, will offer Inany a problem to future administrators. Only the most 
v i ~ a l  natiunal interests of Iodia, such as a threat to its northern border or the occurrence in their country 
01' oil or cther ~nirlernl resources essential for the economy of the sub-continent, would justify the enormous 
cost of estal)lis!~ing a direct, eKective administration over all the turbulent tribes between the Brahmaputra 
Valley and the Himalayan main-range. 

A system or Indirect Rule is, therefore, the obvious method of exerting political influence on the tribes 
and of opening the door to trade-relations and the advantages OF civilization witiiout undertaking the 
responribilities of day-to-day administration. Indirect Rule, as a system of Government, based on indigell- 
ous institutions and the exisling tribal authorities has proved its wortli in many parts of Africa, not only 
in places where the old order has never been disturbed by more direct methods of administration, but  even 
in those parts whcre tribal institutions have long been disrgardcd and have had to bo revived by newly 
investing with powe~,s tlie old legitimate rulers. "The motives", to quote from h,lalinowski's posthumous 
work t ,  "whicl~ move a European administration to introduce Indirect Rule are partly those of expediency 
and eficiency and partly enlightened liberalisni. I t  is cheap, it is practical, and it 1 romises to produce a 
~ninimum or friction and dissatisfaction, for it involves rule with the ccnsent of the majority of those 

and the maintenance of as much as possible of the Native authority instead or its destruction." 

While siniilar principles will be to the credit of any administration in the T~.ibal  Areas of Assam, 
thrre are several featnres which distinguish conditions in these borderlands from those of Africa. Here 
we have to reckon nci~her with non-tribal populations nor business interests and there is no illdigenous 
system of hereditary chirftainship. If it has bcen said of Africa that thy meaning of Indirect Rule can- 
not be s u ~ n ~ n e d  up in the phrase, "Find the Chief", thib is doubly true of Assan~ where most of the hill. 
tribrs have no chick in the strict sense of the word. Authority may, as among the Apa Tanis, be vested 
in a plural ty of clan represerrtatives or as among the Daflas the joint-family may for all practical purposes 
l ~ e  an independent political unit. No hard-and-fast rules can be laid down as to whose authority should 
I>e recognized ; conditions vary from village to village and even the principle that every de .facto power 
I I I L I S ~  be built into a system of tribal self-government will not free the man on the spot from many a 
doubt a5 to where the dc fact0 authority lies. 

Let 119 first consiclcr the Apa Tanis. In  my notes on 'Village Organization and Tribal Justice among 
the .\;>a Tallis', I have described the svstem of buliairg, representatives of all important ,-Ians, including 
" . l . ~ \ r "  clans, who direct the affairs of the tribe tluough informal village-councils. Though the exact 
powCers uf these b~rliang are not laid down in any code of law, they are yet capable of. maintaining internal 
peace and tribal solidarity. Minor disputes lnay be allowed to run their course, but it is [he brrlinng'r responsibility to restore the sncial harmony :. 

A system which saves from internecine strive a community of over 20,000 tribesmen who live crowded 
togelher in a valley of hardly 20 square miles, obviously f.ulfiJs a very valuahle fLlnction in tribal life. 
'I'hr aim of Government must be to strengthen this system and to avoid any course of action wllic~l might 
dc~rac;t from the ir~fluence and authority of the baliang. A1 the same time it would not be 
poiitics to deal with the Apa Tanis only through the senior buliang, recodnizing each one of them a 
"villaqe.headman" authorized to represent the community. Theoretically all nkha Buliang have the 
~osi t iun and enjoy equal pridleges, but in pactice it is usually two or three akha oryopa buliang who wield 
- 

* Many tribesmen believe that a rille-bullet will find the inleaded victim even though 11c may not be wit& of the #ling the rifle. 
t Urcnislaw Malinowrki, 7/18 Dynamics of Culture Change, New Haven, 1945, p. 130. 

fFor ~ B P ~ C ~ V C  d u l i e ~  of akha bal i f lng,~apa bul ipg and ajanl bulipng, the above notes,, 



the influence in a village. And administrative arrangements must be based or1 the dc facfo position and 
not on the fiction of the equal authority of all senior buliang. Many of these o k ' a  b u l i o ~ ~ g  are very old men 
who, though consulted in important matters, no longer take a n  active part in the day-to-day administration 
of the village. I t  is rather the middle-aged men of more than usual wealth or particular strength of 
waracter who sway public opinion and can, therefore, speak at  least to some extent for the village- 
comnlunity. T o  invest such men wit11 a visible symbol of Government's confidence, such as the red mantle of 
office so popular among the village-elders of the Naga Hills, would mean to create a valuable liaison between 
the officers of Government and the mass of the tribesmen. 

Thr re  is, however, the danger that once a man has thus been recognized as representative of a clan or 
village, Government officers will attribute to him an authority and influence which he does not posse5s. Even 
the most prominent buhang cannot give ordcrr to his co-villagers ; however much we may try to increase his 
prcstige he will never become a chief. T o  force him into such a role, for which there is no precedent in Apa 
Tani tradition, would only overburden and thereby ruin an implement which jlldiciously employed car1 
become a valuable factor in Government's relations with the tribe. 

T h e  realization thzt there is no individual chief nor any tribal council of manageable size which exerts 
authority over a!1 Apa Tanis and which can be invested with the responsibility of carrying out a certain 
policy, may be unpleasant for the administrator, but  nothing can be gained by ignoring the [act that among 
the Apa Tanis law and order is maintained bv a complex, yet extremely well balanced syztem of social forces, 
which cannot easily be harnessed to an administrative machinery ruled by concepts of individual authority 
and responsibility. 

The old system ha5 proved perfectly adequate to the task or maintaining internal peace and justice. But 
the Apa Tanis' helplessness in the face of the attacks of numerically smaller groups of Dafla demonstrates its 
main weakness-thc lack of effective leadership-and contact witn the forces of the civilized world will no 
doubt show up other defects. Indeed the establishment of this contact with all its concomita~ts has already 
created a situation to which, as the Apa Tanis themselves realize, the old system has no effective answer. 
The mrchanism to deal with this new situation cannot be imposed on the tribe ; it must be evotved from 
within by gradual adaptation to changed conditions. Such a development, if understood and closely watched. 
can p ~ r h a p s  be helped and speeded up. 7 here is. for instance, the possibility that those buliang who in view 
of their personal qualifications are invested with the symbols of Government's trust and friendship will grow 
in importance and form in years to come a kind of council of action, which at first will deal mainly with 
problems resulting from the Apa Tanis' political and economic contacts with Government and the plains of 
Assam. And this may ultimately become the nucleus of a fully fledged tribal council recruited from among 
the most capable buliang and entitled to speak with authority for the whole tribe. 

Even today the buliong represent most sections of the population. Besides the buliang of patrician class, 
who are in the majority, therc are also buliang belonging to mura clans, and though these men of 'slave-' 
descent cannot speak for the domestic slaves who are under the control of their masters, they do to some 
extent represent the large class offreed slaves and descendants of slaves. 

With the many new problems created by the contact with outside forc:s and the intensified trade rrlations 
with tribal neighbours the recponsibilities ofthe buliang will increase. As the leaders of tho tribe they will 
have to undertake new tasks in addition to fulfilling their old functions, and there can be no doubt that 
many or them will be able to adapt themselves to new conditions. Leadership among the Apa Tanis is not a 
petrified institution based only on hereditary privilege, but is a flexible system under which personality and 
talent have full scope to assert themsel\es. 

Thc  Apa Tahis with their quick eye for economic advantage can be relied upon to enter in good faith into 
partnershipwith the Government of the plains people-and to do their bit to make it a success. But being justly 
proud of the prosperity and peace.'ul order which they have established in a valley ,surrounded by restless, 
warring tribrs, they are cxtrcmely sensitive to any interference in their internal alfairs. Any suspicion that 
the people of the plains might try to assume the rBle of 'masters' would arouse violent resentment. 'They are 
determined to run their own affairs, and while evrry officer camping in a Dafla village is inundated by people 
complaining against each other, Apa Tanis have ncver appealed to me-nor as far as I know-to any other 
officer-to intervene in any of their rnternal disputes. Only in the course of their feud with the Dafla village 
of Licha did they solicit the help of Government, but even then they had merely the idea of gaining a 
powerful ally, not ol relinquishing their indrpendence by placing themselves under the prolcclion of Govern- 
ment. 

I do not think that at  this stage anything can be gained by interfering with the Apa Tanis' administra- 
tion of justice. With the gradual growth of collaboration and increased contacts with the outside world the 
Apa Tanis themselves may feel the need for a more regular procedure, and they may then be persuaded to 
form a court consisting of selected councillors from all the seven villages, which would try all cases 01' serious 
crime. 

Government, in the rble of senior partner and protecting power, could fulfil a useful function by estab- 
lishing and supervising a machinery for the arbitration of d~sputes between Apa Tanis and other tribcs. To- 
day such disputes often lead to raiding and ~rolunged warfare, and it would be very much in the interest of 
all parties concerned if in such cases Government could use its prestige to initiate negotiation9 on neutral 
ground, with a Government represa ntative as arbiter and adviser. 

This brings us to the problem of Government', policy vis-a-uir the tribesmen commonly known as 
Daflas and,  in a limited area on the Kamla River, as Hill Miris. Their position is fundamentally different 
from that ,,f the Apa Tanis. While the latter are a closely knit community with a pronounced feeling 
of  tribal solidarity, the Daflas are eplit into innumerable independent groups which do not follow any 
common line of action and arc often at war with each other. T o  a~prec ia te  the difficulty of establislling 
security and peaceful co-operation in an area inhabited by Daflas or Hill Miris we must realise that here 
i t  is the house-hold rather than the village which forms the principal social and political unit. Though as 
many as thirty joint family houses, each containing anything from three to twelve hearths, may stand on 
une villagc-~ite, the inhabitants do not necessarily constitute a political unit with common ihterests and 
a joint system of defence. Each family has its own network of friendships and alliances, and is often 
indifferent to the fate of neighbouring farr.ilies. I t  is rio unu3ual occurrence for one or two houses of a 
village to be attacked and burnt by a hostile raiding-party, while rhe other villagers dn'ke rlo attempt to 
come to their aosistance. Similarly there are cases of the men of one household raiding a co-villager's 
house perhaps a few furlongs away and capturing the inhabitants with a view to obtaining satisfaction of an 
economic claim. 

The  clan is no more a political unit than the village. I have come across humerous feuds between 
members of the lame clan, and it seems that the capture or killing O K  a clansman is considered in no way 
different from a similar act of violence directed against a member of another clan. 



I n  the abscnce of chiefs or any authority comparable to the Apa Tanis' bulicng the Dafla is used to take 
the law into his own hands and to rjress any claim if needs be by Sorce. Many a Dafla is captured 

and kept for months imprisoned in his captor's house for no other reason than that one of his kinsmen hag 
Ihiled to repay a debt. His captor may have no personal grievance against him, but  uses him merely as n 
pawn until the debt is paid in the form of the captive's ransom. Someti~nes there is surprisingly little 
ill-reclink betwre;, captor and captive, and it is not uncommon for marriage-alliances to result from the 
intimacy developed during such periods o l  captivity. 

Warlike as the Daflas are, unlike Nasas they do not raid for rhc sake or gaining the glory of a head- 
hunter, nor in order to obtain for their village the soul-forc- of a victim. The  lure of loot and the hope for 
rich ransoms are certainly powerful motives for raid~ng, but a qood manv Daflas raid merely in order to obtdi~l 
compensation Tor real or ima~ined  damage, and there are fcw quarrels that cannot be settled by negotiation 
and the payment of indemnities. Men who have raided and slain each others' kinsmen will discuss a 
settlement in quite an amicable fahion, and once losses have been mode good by suitable payments, thcy 
may become the bert of friends. 

A special ritual.involving the sacrifice of a mithan accompanies the co,clusion of a fiiendsllip-pact 
(pakhc) be~ween former encmies, and just ar i~tdividuals conclutle pa&-pact, so villages rstablish 
peace.treaties, called dapo which at leqst in theory are binding on all inhabitants or a village. Indeed the 
observance of dopn-treaties is one of the few ou~ward manifestations of a certain germinal village-solidarity. 

This usarre of the Dafla to terminate even the most serious feuds through negotiation and the ultimate 
- ~- 

~ " 
conclusion friendship-pacts sugge;ts the means or bringing about a restriction of midint! and ultimatelv 
perhaps the pacification of the whole alea. T o  ellcourage and facilitate the conclus;olb of pakhe and do)'- 
pacts between as many individuals and villages a3 possible is the surest way to the consolidation or peace ; 
here too we must realize that the absence among both Daflas and hIiris of any recognized authority makes thr 
establisllment of any type of Indirect Rule or even of a stable system of ~ a r t n e r s h i ~  and econolnic influence 
ortremely difficult, true, some powerful and wealthy Daflas command a certain following even outside their 
own homestead, and the influence which Government exerts at present in a limited area is mainly based 
on good relations with such prominent men. T o  extend and consolidate this influence it will be necessary 
to study and map the net-work of alliances and ceremonial friendships between the more eminent tribesmen. 
For among both Daflas and Miris the political set-up is based on such personal alliances between individual 
Iiouseholders, alliances which arc established and periodically strengthened by elaborate exchanges of 
valuables, mithan and daughters given in marriage. 

The strong man, wealthy enough to surround himscll with a circle of busines~ friends and relations-in- 
law (some Daflas have as many as seven or eight wives) may attain in this way a certain measure ofsecurity, 
alld can often indulge in raiding without running any great risk of retaliatory action. But the small man, 
without powerful alliea, must steer precariously through the currents of the feuds and enmities of the great ; it 
is he who would gain most from the establishment of a stable peace. 

How is it possil,le to replace a rule of force, the fear of raids and the uneasy peace overshadowed 
by tlle claims and threats of litigants by a rule of law under which even the smallest hamlet can enjoy 
security ? Short of policing the country with large military Sorces-an obviously imptacticable solution- 
nothing is likely to change Dafla temperament and the DaRas' habit of securing what they considcr 
legitimate claims by physical force within the span 01' a few years. Time for gradual adjustment must 
be allowed if the Dafla is to be weaned from unrestricted warlare and accustomed to the peaceful 
settlement of disputes. Improvement o~communications, economic advantages resulting from an expan- 
sion ol' trade, and contact with a powcr standing above tribal politics, will of themselves have a 
stabilizing efiect and counteract s~ i rnu l i  to war. There exist, moreover, indigenous institutions serving 
the maintenance of tribal harmony, and by encouraging such institutions Government may be able to 
~ccelerate the process of pacification. 

The Dafla's most efiective mechanism for re-establishing friendly relations between hostile parties is 
the me1 or tribal council, an inbrmal gathering attended by the two disputing parties and a number 
or mediators and spectators. Usually such tnel are held with the object of settling one specific 
dispute and are prrceded by the long drawn out negotiations of go-betweens ; but It should be possible 
to institute periodical nrel where prominent men enjoying the confidence of both tl:eir fellow-tribesmen and 
of Government can meet regularly to discuss current aiTairs and such disputes as may have occurred 
in their area. Not every dispute brought before such a regional council will necessarily be settled, but 
the opportunity of pcrsonal contact, in an atmosphere of temporary security, may help many opponents 
to come Lo terms. 

At first it may be expedient for Government to confine its part to guaranteeing freedvrll of passage 
lo all those attcnding the council's meetinq. I t  would be impracticable to reserve to officers attend- 
ing a rnel as observers a right uf veto, and even mJre so to commit Government to enforcing the 
decisions of any tribal council. The recording of cases and decisions will be invaluable for any 
future codification of the Daflas' customary law, but a t  this stage direct intervention in tribal quarrels 
is inadvisable for more than one reason: it must ohen remain ineffective owing to the immobility of 
the small forces at  the disposal of offirers, it  is likely to encourage litigation and prejudice the 
chances or compromise, and last, but not least, at  a time when little is a.s yet known of Dafla custom 
it would be 'difficult to be sure of assessing the right and wrong of every case. 

For the prestige and ultimate influence of the 'Senior Partner' it is far better to allow a tribal 
rouncil to take a wrong decision than to associate Government with any course of action which runs 
counter to the tribesmen's idea of justice. The aim must be to instil into the Daflas a sense orjoint 
responsibility, and this can be achieved only by allowing the tribal councils to work according to 
their own lights. The initiative for the establishment of tribal councils or periodical me1 must, how- 
ever, come from Government. What then shall be the area from which the members of each council 
a1.e to be drawn ? I n  view of the Daflas' political tendencies this area cannot be large and individual 
river-valleys or parts thereof suggest themselves as primary local units, e: g., men of the villages in 
the Kiyi Valley may meet in one council, people from the lower Panlor Valley in another, and 
rr~resentatives of the Daflas of the  Par Valley in a third. I n  case of disputes between members of 
two such areas mediation may be attempted by inviting senior members of both councils to a joint 
"leetinge We should not assume, however, that a rule of law, consultation in place of direct action, 
a feeling of tribal unity in place of violent individualism, a spirit of compromise in place of intransigeanec 
and greed can be created by a stroke of thc pen. Many will be the tribal councils that break up i n  
r~isa~reement, Inany times will individual households or even whole villages flaunt all talk ofpeace and 
)icld to the lure of war and adventure. 

In extreme cases when groups of outstanding warriors attempt to terrorize weaker ,,eighbours, 
restraining action by Government forces may be the only means of re-establishing peace. But any such 
action must remain a n  exception, for a t  this early stage Government cannot possibly shouldcr the 



gigantic task of policing the whole roadless and  largely unexplored mountain country between the 
foothills and  the Great Himalayan Range. Even the limited influence which Government can wield 
through the organization of  tribal councils must, for the present, be  confined to the explored country 
south of the Kamla and Lower Khru. I n  this zone Govcrnment will do well to institute the system 
of paid tribal interpreters and to invest prominent men with the red mantles of official recognition.* 
Nearly all thp Hill Miris and Daflas who receive posa-payments live in this area and they can be relied 
upon a t  least hot openly to oppose Government's policy. Beyond lies a zone which can  be visited only 
occasionally and  a t  considerable cost, and  where friendly relations with individual prominent men, 
strengthened by dapo-pacts, m u < t  be the immediate aim. But this zone does not cxtend further than 
hrty miles into the hills, and -beyond lie unexplored regions where even the name of Government is 
little mere than a vague rumour. Consolidation in the first zone is essential before friendships with 
individual prominent men in the middle zone can be developed into concrete influence ; without secure 
lines of communications, dependent on such influence, penetration into the unexplored country on the 
upper courses of Kbru,  Kamla and S ~ b a n s i r i  will be hazardous for small parties and  impossible for 
arge expeditions. 

Whatever methods Government may adopt to cxtend its influence over the Subansiri Region penetration 
can thus be achieved only by stages. Just as the Nags Hills were for long divided into the fully administered 
Nagn Hills District, a 'controlled' zone and the completely independent tribal country along the Patkoi 
Range, so will the Subansiri Region fall nlturally into several zones in each of which Government influence 
will be of varying degree. 

Whereas in the foothills it may be possible to put a stop to inter-village warfare within the next five 
years, much time will elapse before Government can exert any effective check on tribal feuds in the regions 
o f t h e  Upper Khru and Upper Kamla. And the principle of progress by slow stages will apply not only to 
the area to be controlled, but equally to the intensity of that control. Prevention of full scale raiding may 
he a c h i ~  ved long before it is possible to banish the uce of force from all tribal affairs. T h e  practice of 
attaching by force the movable property or  even the person of a defaulting debtor will persist as long as 
there is no impar~ ia l  tribunal which will confirm a man's 1e;itimate claim and which commands the means 
of enforcing sanction against those disregarding its verdict. 

Any outside power establishing itfelf in the role of such a tribunal will only foster the Dafla's tendency to  
litigousness. Institutions destined to  pave the way to organised self-government must be anchored in tribal 
tradition an? embody tribal conceptions of right and wrong ; they must be worked by the tribesmell 
themselves and derive their sanction from a public opinion gradually adjusting itself to modern conditions. 

How are we to translate this principle into practical policy ? T h e  first task of the administrative 
officer must be to organize manageable units consisting of a very limited number of villages which stand 
already in close economic and social relations. Within.each such unit of perhaps four or fivc villages men 
must be selected to fulfil the tasks of interpreter?, village-representatives and porter-foremen. T h e  inter- 
preter, who should have a working knowledge of Assamese as well as a good status in his own community, 
nlust be a paid Government servant. H e  is to be a 'man of Government', who not or~ly interprets for 
officers, but keeps Government in touch with lolal affairs, conveys messages and,  protected by his official 
position, acts as medialor In disputes between members or his own group of villages. T h e  village-represen- 
tatives who are invested with red mantles as sign of Government's confidence, must be prominent men 
commanding influence within their community and willing to co-operate with Government. But unlike 
interpreters they must not be regarded as Government srrvants ; their main function is to represent their 
fellow-tribesmen vis-a-vis the outside world, and their position in the tribe would be undermined if they were 
under the orders o l a n y  ou t s~de  power. Nor must they he expected to administer justice or to enforce 
tribal law. I t  must be remembered that thcy are not "Chiefs" and that the idea of authority vested in any 
one man is foreign to D d a s .  In  this first stage they can be no more than a recognized link between 
Government and the tribesmen, but the outward symbol of their position is likely to create a spirit of frater- 
riity between all red-cloth holders, so that qradually a con~rnunity of interests grows up amongst the most 
prominent men of several villages and dew lops inro a stabilizing influence. The  red-cloth holders will ip~u 

joclo be members of the regional councils, whereas the position of Government interpreters will be that of 
'gSecretaries"-albeit a t  first illiterate-with the duty of communicating important decisions to Government. 

Finally there are  in the zone so far cuvprej by exploratory expcditions young men of intelligence and 
effici, ncy, who have proved capable of managinq gangs of porters. Where tribal porters were employed 
over longer periods, these men became auto~natically the gang-leaders (sirdar) ; they showed a c o n s i d e r a b ~ ~  
sense of 1,esponsibility in conveying-often without supervision- valuable loads ac ros  difficult country. If 
Government intends to conrolidate its influence these porter ~irdar  might, with advantage, be accorded a 
recognized status as foremen for all public works, and be remunerated by smhll annual retaining-fees in 
addition to such wages as thcy earn when working full-time for Government. Their services will be in- 
val l~able not only for the recruitment and management of porters, but also for the maintenance of tracks 
and  bridges. 

Interpreters, red cloth-holders and gang-foremen will be the three pillars on which Government's 
influence will rest for a considerable t ime to come. Success or failure of Government's policy will largely 
depend on the choice of these men and  on their ~e rsona l  relations with the officers of Government. T o  the 
t r i b s m a n  Government is not an abstraction but the concrete power standing behind the officer with whom 
he comes in contact. T h e  nature of this power is judged by no other criteria than by the officer'$ hehaviour 
and attitude, and Government will, therefore, be considered a friendly power only if the officer succeeds in 
evoking sentiments of friendship and mutual trust in the hearts of the tribes men. 

SLAVERY 

SuccesslLl co-operation between Government and the tribesmen depends on a mearure of agreement on 
certain basic principles and aims. In the economic field such agreement is easily reached because Govern- 
ment's efIbrts to increase trade and improve communications are fully consistent wirh every Dafla's and Apn 
Tani's wish to increase his wealth and improve his standard of living. Similarly the organization of tribal 
councils and the gradual substitution of arbitration for force in the settlement ofdisputes meet the individual 
housel~older's desire for security of person and property, and there are indeed few Daflas and even fewer 
Apa Tanis who consciously prefer war to mutual adjustment by negotiation. Differences between Govern- 
ment and tribal opinion relates in these spheres rather to method and detail than to principle. But in the 
attitude to slavery an institution dfeply anchored both in D d a  and Apa Tani  Society, there is from the 
verv out-set a deep cleavage between Government's and the tribesmen's ~ o i n t  of view. T o  the tribesman 

.In the Nagn and Abor Hillr village hzadmtn and interpreterr arc given cloab of red clolh as rymbols of office. 



slavery is one of the foundations of personal wealth, an institution hallowed by tradition and supported even 
by eschatological beliefs, whereas to Government it is a custom contradictory to the r l e m e n t a r ~  rights of 
tnan and banned by a of inter-national agreements. But while In territory not under the direct 

control of the Government of India, the provisions of the Geneva Convention may be only of academic 
interest, the of the many Dafla and Apa Tani  slaves cannot remain a matter of indifference to the 

representing Government in tribal country. T h e  problem is then how their interests can best be 
served without alienating tribal opinion and jeopardizing the good relations with DaBas, Miris and Apa 
Tanis that have been built up during the last few years. 

I t  has for long been the accepted practice that any slave who crosses the boundary between the Tribal 
Area and the Province of Assam and invokes the ~rotect ion of Government automatically gains his freedom 
and is allowed to settle in one of the D d a  villages of the plains. The  tribesmen though at  first resentful, 
have reconciled themselves to the existence of such an asylum for slaves ; they recognize the overwhelming 
material power 01 Government in the plains, and regard an escaped slave under the protection of Govern- 
ment in the same wav as a s!ave who finds refuge in the house of a Dafla neighbour strong enough to resijt 
the original master's demands for compensation. 

But despite the existence of this safe asylum in the plains, hundreds of Apa Tani  and Dafla slaves 
annually visit the bazaars of Assam without availing themselves of the opportunity OS gaining their freedom. 
All but an insignificant fraction are content to return with their purchases and earnings to the hills and 
their masters. This alone seems to suggest that a slave's position in tribal society is on the whole not as 
unenviable asmight be assumed. Among the Daflas and Miris a slave can rise to the status of a fully 
privileged member or his former master's clan, while many Apa Tani  slaves enjoy complete economic 
independence with nothing reminding them of their one-time servitude but certain ceremonial obligations. 
Even thnse slaves who live in the houses of their masters are often hardly distinguishable from the free 
members of the family. 

I t  is the fate of prisoners of war or casual captives, torn from their familiar surroundings and fettered for 
long months to prevent escape only to be sold as slavys to distant villages, which on purely humanitarian 
arounds calls for the suppression of slave-raiding. This again can be achieved only by stages together wit11 
the general pacification of the country. 

But attitude should Government take vis-a-ois existing slaves ? A realistic approach, free of 
sentimentality born of an entirely different social background, is essential for a practicable solution of this 
problem. I t  is obvtous to any one familiar with the Subansiri Region that slavery cannot be abolished 
merely by a decree of Government. There exists as  yet no machinery to enforce such a decree throughout 
the tribal area and any attempt to free slaves in a limited number of villages, sav of the fcothills, would 
have the most unfortunate results on the slaves in other areas. For there can be no doubt that  the abolish- 
ment ofslavery in the foothills would prompt many slave-owners of the villages further in the interior to 
forestall Government's action by selling their domestic slaves to ~ribesmen in distant areas. Perhaps 
on the upper Khru and Kamla well outside the range of Government's iduence.  This is what 
happened when slavery was abolished in the administered parts of the Naga Hills, and little in~aginatio~) 
is required to visualize the sufferings of such slaves suddenly torn froni an environment lamiliar to 
them since childhood and dragged, probably by a sequence 01' purchasers and sellers, to far off 
villages of diferent custom and language. 

Thus any drastic action which may benefit a few slavqs in villages close to the plains would almost 
certainly be prejudical to the welfare of slaves in other areas. Restraint on the part of Government will, 
therefore, be in the interest of the sli~ve-population as well as of Government's relations with the upper 
strata of Dafla and Apa Tani society. With the opening up of the country and closer contact with 
the outside world slavery will gradually die a natural death. We have seen how in recent years Apa 
Tanis of slave-class, bettered their economic status by wage-earning and trade in the plains, and their 
opportunities for earning cash will multiply i r  Government consolidates its influence in the hills. The 
~nalntenance of trade depots and communications, the buildir,g of tracks and bridges, and the transport 
of the loads of Government officers will all  depend on local labour, and i t  has been the general 
experience that slaves are the first to enlist as porters or labourers. Though sometimes they have to 
hand-over part of their earnings to their master, they are as a rule allowed to use  heir wages to buy 
goods Sor trade or for their own use. 

I t  might be possible to introduce a system whereby slaves can " purchase " their freedom by handing 
over to their masters part oS their wages or trade-gains until their original price has been refunded 
and their masters, grant them the status of free members of their clan. But even without such a system 
the position of slaves earning wages is bound to improve, and I have little doubt that within a generation 
slavery will in many areas have assumed the character of domestic service. I t  is probable that rather 
than fend for themselves many Dafla slaves will prerer to remain under the protrction of powerful 
and wealthy masters. Among the Apa Tanis the social distinction between patricians and the 
descendants of slaves will long persist, but the economic differences between the two classes will gradually 
be Ievclled. 

LAND TENURE AND AGRICULTURE 

Experience in other parts of India inhabited by tribal populations has amply demonstrated that a 
clarification of the rights of land-tenure should be undertaken as early as possible. In most Indian 
provinces land-allienation Acts havc come too late to protect the aboriginals iiom dispossasion by 
outsiders, and the reservation of forests (however necessary in the wider national interest) has ridden 
rough-shod over the older rights or jungle-tribes. In the interest of the I'rontier tribes' future it is, 
therelbre, essential that their inalienable rights on their homeland are recognized and secured by laws 
that leave no loophole Sor the infiltration of outsiders, be they cultivators or exponents of big 
business. For the pacific action or the tribesmen will deprive them of their natural defence against 
adventurers and land-grabbing settlers, and preventative legislation must replace the weapons 
01' tribal warlare. The development of the hills of the North-East Frontier must be for the benefit 
o f  the local population, which ought never to share the rate of so many otl~er primitive rolks ar.d be 
rcduced to the position nl  landless labourers on the soil which was their fathels' and Ibrelathers'. Nor 
will anyone seriously advocate the South African method oS squeezing thc tr~besmen into congested 
' rrsrrvcs ' ill order to gain settling-space lor immigrant populations. Such surplus land as may be 
found in some areas will have to be preserved towartls eventual expansion of cultivation necessitated 
b y  thc increase in population, which is likely to result from the suppression of raiding, the ir~~roduction 
01' medital services arid improvements in agricultural technique. 



Among the Apa Tanis the ownership of land is seldom subject to doubt. There is a clear dis- 
tinction between asture-land and hunting grounds owned communally by clan or village, and the privately 
owned gardens a n i  rice or millet-fields. T h e  preparation and regular maintenance of a record-of-rights 
would meet with no great difficulties, and the usual methods of surveying and registering cultivated land 
would require only minor adjustments. The  Daflas on the other hand, who are mainly " jhum " cultivators, 
do not as a rule recognize permanent individual rights in land. Whoever fells a piece of jungle 
gains by virtue or his initial effort the right to cultivate the cleared land for the next period of 
cultivation, which extends rarely to more than two or three years. When the land reverts to jungle 
this right lapses, and there exist consequently no permanent proprietary r i ~ h t s  in land except in  those 
villages near the Apa Tani  country where Daflas, obviously inspired by their neighbours, have taken 
to  wet cultivation on carefully constructed terraces. These terraces are cultivated permanently and are 
the property of individuals. 

The main issue is how to safeguard in perpetuity the Daflas' title to land which they are accustomzd 
to cultivate in irregular rotation without themselves recognizing any permanent rights of individual 
families. There is the generally accepted belief that by inhabiting a tract of land a clan or group 
of clans establishes a title to the territory, and the boundaries of such tracts are known to all 
neighbourc. If such a group is driven out by warrlng immigrants the latter gain a right to 
the land by virtue of conquest, but if a clan abandons its land voluntarily new-comers settling on 
the vacant land are expected to pay the former inhabitants a nominal fee and thereby they acquire 
rights of occupation. This, however, does not apply to families joining existing villages ; as soon 
as thcy a re  accepted and allowed to settle they automatically gain the right to cultivate on the 
village-land. 

The moct obvious solution might be, therefore, to vest titles to the soil in the village-communities as a 
whole, but there arises a t  once the difficulty that, unlike Apa Tani or Naga villages, Dafla villages are not 
stable units. Sites are changed every generation or so and the composition of villages changes almost year 
by year. Another obstacle in the way of vesting permanent communal rights in the village is the fact that 
very few Dafla communities can indefinitely find adequate subsistance within the limits of the land now 
claimed as theirs. Either local condi~ions or soil and climate d l  not permit a system of shifting-cultivation 
whereby the ferhlity of the soil is retained through regulated periods of fallow, or the Daflaa are less skilful than 
Nagas in judging when a particular piece of land may again be cleared of forest-growth and taken under 
cultivarion. Without a very careful study of soil-conditions it is impossible to discover the causes for the 
difference in the rgsults of shifting cultivation in the Dafla country and. for instance, in the Konyak Naga 
Hills. But the fact remains that the land around many Dafla villages is almost completely exhausted and 
denuded of forest-growth, and that the many recent movements and migrations of D d a  clans have obviously 
been motivated by the necessity or finding new cultivable land. Large areas, such as the tract round Talo and 
Jorum have already been translormed into grassland unsuitable for cultivation, and in the Upper Panior 
Valley, virgin rorest has receded to the steepest slopes along the crests of the hills. Thclarge iorest-areas in 
the loo~hills, where villages are as yet only small enclaves in unbroken stretches of virgin forest, still offer 
opportunities for the settlement of colonists from the interior ; but periodical movements of tribal groups in 
search of land do not make for economic and political stability, and that a point may come when defores- 
tation and deterioration of soil will endanger the very lbundations of Dafla economics. 

No g,.eater service could be rendered to the Daflas than to instruct them in methods of cultivation where 
bv soil-fertility could be preserved. Terracing, with or without irrigalion, would seem the most' obvious way 
of preventing erosion and impoverishn~ent of the soil, and the example or the Dafla villages in touch with 
Apa Tanis shows that Datlu are capable of learning new methods of agricclture even if they invoive strenuous 
labour of a novel type. 

Within the system OF jhum-cultivation there are also ways or  minimizing the dangers of erosion, perma- 
nent derorestation and soil-exhaustion. Narrow belts of trees lelt standing between individual blocks ol' 
cultivation, as it is customary among Miris of the Uper Karnla Valley, greatly facilitates the regmeration of 
forest, and it is very probable that scientifically guided rotation of crops, perhaps accompanied by a variation 
of the Burmese taungya system of planting trees together with the last crop, would be helpful in retaining 
permanently the fertility of the soil. 

The  use oranimal-traction and ploughs, on the other hand, which in most countries has revolutionized 
agriculture, has little future in an area where it is often difficult to find within a radius of several miles any 
level space big enough even to pitcll a tent. Dafla a,riculture must always be mainly cultivation on hill- 
slopes where hoe and digging-stick cannor be replaced by the plough. But the types of implements 
wielded by hand can, of course, be improved ; spades made or the shoulder-blades of mithan will in time 
give way to iron tools. 

Conditions in the Apa Tani valley are very different. There a most highly developed system of agricul- 
ture is already in being, and I doubt whether there are many places in India where so much care and 
labour is expended per acre of cultivated land. 

This does not mean, however, that there is no scope for improvement. Improved varieties of rice, lor 
instance, may yield even richer crops or at  least a grain of superior flavour. But whether such newly intro- 
duced types would thrive as perennials like some varieties of Apa Tani rice is a question which only 
experiment can solve. New vegetables and larger fruiting potatoes, tomatoes and fruits will almost certainly 
benefit the Apa Tanis and my experience in 1915 when I distributed large quantities of vegetable seed has 
shown that they are keen on trying out new varieties. 

A more difficult problem is the advisability of introducing the plough into the Apa Tani country. 
While on the comparatively small and irregularly shaped rice terraces the use or the plough would not 
necessarily increase efficiency, on the open stretches of dry land it would no doubt save a great deal ~i 
human labour. The cultivation of these dry lpnds where now many a poor man can raise a crop without 
any great outlay of capital, would thug become more prolitable and there is the danger that the 1.icI1 m a n ,  
who would be the first to have plough cattle, would try to monopolize these lands and thus close onc of the 
last openings for the independent enterprise of the poor. Moreover, the introduction of the plough would 
&row out of employment many poor men and women, who now make a living by working for men with 
large holdings. Since not labour but land is limited, the rich men in possession of ploughs could not 
increase production to any great extent by enlarging the area under cultivation, but they could cut down 
the cost ofproduc~ion,  and, no longer obliged to feed and pay large numbers of labourers, could raise 
their sales of more cheaply produced rice to Daflas and thereby increase their wealth in mithan. I t  is 
obvious that this would upset the distribution of the food-supply within the Apa Tani community and lead 
to an increase in the rich man's rice exports at the expense ol'the l a n d l e ~ p o o r .  



I t  may be that now the Apa Tailis' isolation has been broken and wealthy men who w e r e  never used to 
go to the plains are now coming in contact with plains Daflas and other outsiders familiar with ploughing, the 
plough will, with or without Government encouragement, fiod its way into the Apa Tani country. Such an 
innovation may, however, gravely disturb the harmony of  Apa Tani society unless it is  receded either by 
an enlargement of the area under cultivation or by the establishment of new industries and village-cralts 
capable of absorbing the displaced labour. 

In  the Apa Tani valley there is little scope for any large scale expansion of cultivation, but with the 
pacification of the counrry and the exclusion of danger from raids, i t  might be possible to encourage 
colonists from the Apa Tani country to settle in adjacent valleys. There are c~pportunities for such 
colonization in the swampy dales between the south end of the valley and the Pangen Kiver, and in the Pcin 
Valley, six miles to the north of the Apa Tani country, there is enough flat land suitable for plough 
cultivation and irrigation to support a considerable population. Some of the surrounding slopes are used 
for jhuming by a small Dafla community, but the flat bottom of the valley lies fallow and Apa Tanis, il' giver1 
security, might be able to create here and elsewhere islands of civilization on a smaller scale, of course. 
than in their nearby homeland, but based on a similar type of cultivation. Far from harming the few Dafla 
families whose houses and cultivatiun lie on the hills high above the valley bottom, the example of the Apa 
Tanis may ultimately encourage the Datlas to similar efforts as it has so successfully done in such 
villages as Mai. 

So supcrior is the Apa Tanis' agricultural technique compared with the crude ways of Dafla 
tillage that a planned economic developrnent of the Subansiri Regiorr should otTer the Apa Tanis ample 
scope for em loyment as agricultural instructors. Just as now some of the poorer Apa Tanir supplement 
their income gy working every year for several weeks in the plains, so they would no doubt be prepared t o  
demonstrate superior methods of tillage to their Dafla and Miri neighhours provided that Government 
remunerated them and guaranteed their safety while on 'loreign' soil. 

TRADE AND LOCAL INDUSTRIES 

Even with the present primitive methods of cultivation the Subansiri Region i!: practically a self- 
sufficient unit in regard to food supplies. There is a good deal of interchange of foodstuffs between Apa 
Tanis and the neighbouring Datlas who barter grain for sacrificial animals, but apart  lrom their regular 
purchases ofsalt the tribesmen do not rely to any appreciable extent on the imports of food from the 
plains. 

This self-sufliciency does not however extend to all spheres of life. Besides salt, the tribesmen of taday 
stand in greater or lesser need of two commodities : iron implements and cotton cloth. T h e  main sources 
olsupply and the centres of distribution for these two imports are, as they are for salt, the plains of Assam 
for the Southern tribesmen who sell their labour to gain the necessary purchasing power. and the highlands 
o r s ~ ~ u t h - E a s t  Tibet for the northern tribesmen who barter the wild ~ r o d u c t s  of their hills and forests 
against their needs ; a subsidiary centre of distribution is the Apa Tani country where a type of black salt 
;s reduced lion1 vegetable ash, iron implements are manufactured on a commercial basis from iron procured 
from the plains and cloth is woven from cotton grown by local Daflas. The  divide between the two major 
spheres of trade influence runs in s north-easterly direction, roughly midway t h r o q h  the Subaqsiri a req ,  

I n  the contact zones of Tribal and Assamese and Tribal and Tibetan culture the tribesmen have gro,wq 
to regard imported salt, iron implements and cloth, cottbn and silk in the south and woollen iq the north, 
as essentials. But the peoples inhabiting the cauntrv to either side of the trade divide are Ritiably short it! 
supply of salt, use bone and bamboo agricultural in~plements and in some arcqs dress fqr the most, part iq 
skins, fibre fabrior and grass skirts. 

While it would seem that the extent of Tibetan inliltration has rema!aod static for several decades, 
the intensification of trade in Assamese products due to the expansion of wage-earning possibilities in, the 
plains and the added stimuli of the last two seasons' earrlings on Goverqment's works in the'hille has resulted 
in a deepening penetration of Asoamesc goods. It would not be practical politics to, try to revert to, total 
self-nufficiency in tribal life, for the acquisition of modern implements and more effective techniques are the  
surest way of raising the standard of liviqg. Nor is there gny need for a radical change in Dafla economics 
which rest on the secllre foundqtion of agriculture and animal husbandry. Seasonal wage-earning in the 
plains, though it exposes the tribesmen to diseases against whiph he has no resistance and to fluctuations of 
the Assamese labour market over which he has no control, Serves as a healthy correctivf pf extreme 
differences between rich and poor. Rather should it be Government's policy to direct thc tribesmeq's labour 
polcrltial into the hills lor the development of his own homeland, to ensure the supply of those prqducts, 
which will help him to rake his standard of living without allowing him to exhaust his purchasing power 
on tawdry goods and to enrouraze the production of noods for exDort so that the tribesmen's tradine 
transactions need not for qll t i q g  be based o,q the oqe-iided purchas'c of cornrnoditieq b ~ l t  wi!! gradually 
develop into an eschange of goods, 

Let us first cqnsider the avenues open to tha Daflas and Miris whose econo.mi~ status and level of culture 
are very similar. South of the Panior and Lower Karnla the tr ibemen obtaip practically all ~ 1 0 t h  f r o q  
bazaars in the plain,s ; weaving is bere not practised, and.usrd to cheap machine made bazaar cloth, 
the tribetmen have largely lost the qppreciatiqn of the durable and zsthetically far superior p a 0 a  cloth. 
Only a slump oq the labour market and consequent difficulties of earning cash might induce them Fo'consider 
a revival or their own weaving industry. y e t  encourageqeqt 01 the cultivatioh of an impfpved type of cotton 
and of weaving on aq eyperiqental scale in seleptpd villages might be worthwhile, particularly if the 
scheme were started in villages where there are several womcn who come from are& where' weaving is still 
practised as a tribal crqft. Likewise a n  iqcreased supply af iron would auto,matipally encourage the local 
blacksmiths to greater effort, would stimulate intei-t:!bz$ trade and make avaii2,ble to 9 wider circle the 
improved tools necessary for a larger crop optt;rn, 

The introduction of nev  vegetables and certain cash crpps, such as cardamons, in the hills w ~ ~ l d  almost 
certainly meet with s ccess. Qranges aqd other ciirus fiuit, which grow well in the Mjri HilIq'qouth of the 
Kamla and arc to heyound wild oq the b ~ n k s  of the Upper Panior, wollld probably thrive in  the Par valley 
and where villages are only one or tyo days' march from the plains the fruit could' be marketed without 
difficulty. The same applies to vegetables : the Dqflas are used to taking considerable' care over the fenced- 
in garden plots near their houses and there is no reason whv with a little instruction thev should not succeed 

~ - ~ - -  ~~ 

in raising vegetables which, grown a t  an altitude of 3,000 & 4,300 fect, might have' ceriainadvantages over 
t hc  vegetables grown in the plains. 



An entirely new industry could perhaps be created by instructing the Daflas in the curing of hides. The  
skins of wild animals trapped and shot, and of the even more numerous sacrificial mithan, pigs and goats a r  - 
not put to any great use and are indeed often cut up and eaten together with the flesh. Hides are sometime~ 
used as mats, or fashioned into belts and baps, but DaAas know orly how to dry and not how to tan skins. 
Thcy have none of the Hindu's prejudice against leather-work and there can be little doubt that with a litt!e 
guidance the animal skins a t  theh disposal might be turned into a valuable exchange article if cured in a 
manner not inferior to the methods of the ordinary Indian village tanner. 

The Dafla's aptitude for animal husbandry could also be turned to profit. In the areas where deloresta- 
tion has become a problem, such as the large llillocky treeless tract between the Panior River and the ridq: 
of Mai, Jorum and Talo, a tract no longer suitable for ' jhum ' cultivation, an experiment in sheep-breedin ; 
might be worthwhile. If sheep can be bred successfully by the Monbas of the Dirang Dzong area, they may 
also thrive in the D ~ f l a  Hills and just as thc Daflas now sell cotton to Apa Tani weavers, they might disposz 
with even greater profit of wool. 

The case of the Apa Tanis is rather different. Although they are far less dependent on trade with the 
plains than. the DaAas of the Par valley or the South Kamla Miris their diligence and skill in various indus- 
tries has enabled them to profit most from the developments of the last 50 years and they have used their new 
contacts for the extension of their inter-tribal trade. Their weaving industry is so highly developed that they 
produce cloth not only for home-consumption but also for export. But while they can barter cotton horn 
neighhouring Datla villages, they have no other way of obtaining wool than by buying Bhutin woollen cloth 
in the bazaars of the plains, where, however, it is not always available. I t  is doubtful whether sheep could 
be successfully introduced into the Apa Tani country ; the rolling hills fringing the valley though likely to 
provide pasture are perhaps too damp, but if the Daflas to the south took to sheep breeding Apa Tanis could 
buy the wool for rice and their women might be taught to spin woollen yarn arid weave light woollen cloth 
which would rival the Assamese silk cloths now valued for their sortness and warmth, but which only the rich 
can afford. 

At this stage, when the closer contact with outsiders offers the Apa Tanis the opportunity of obtainin: 
without great effbrt a wide range of novel articles, it may be difficult, however, to per~uade the Apa T a n k  
lo embark on the learning of a new craft. Their year is meticulously divided into period: of specific activities 
and additions to their programme of work may not altogether appeal to them. When in 1944 and 1945 
hundreds of Apa Tanis worked for Government as porters and earned thereby thoujands of rupees in cash, 
they wele mainly anxious to purchase white machine-made cotton cloth, not because they preferred it to the 
zrtheticslly far superior indigenous cloth, but because it could be obtained with comparatively little effort : 
by working for ten days a man could purchase four cloths while a woman takes hardly less than tell davs to 
weave ova cloth. Apart from its greater zsthetic value, however, Apa Tani cloth is a t  least four times as 
durable as cheap mill-cloth and in the long run it will pay the Apa Tanis to maintain their own weavin: 
industry. Government would only do them a disservice by encouraging the purchase of goods which ar: 
likely to displace the products of the local craftsmen, products which have served the Apa Tanis well in th: 
past, and which will still serve them in years when they may have no opportunity of earning cash by work fol. 
Government or plainsmen. In the meanwhile it might be as well to make available at the local trade-depjt 
suitable cotton yarn rather than bazaar cloth, lor at  presenc it is the scarcity of cotton which limits th: 
output of the Apa Tanis' weaving industry. Likewise the shortage of iron prevents the Apa Tani black- 
smiths, whose wares are in demand right up to the Assam-Tibet trade-divide, ('tom increasing his output 
of implements, and p steady supply of iron would greatly help i n  developing the Apa Tani country as a 
tribal manufacturing centre of the first order. 

Good crartsmen, hard workers, and daring traders the Apa Tanis seem predistined to play a leading 
rble in the economic advancement of the whole Sulnnsiri Rcgion and by stimulating their industries and 
trade Government can help to better the condition ot' populations beyond tne range of its direct 
influence. 

Finally we may ask ourselves how the closer economic relations of Apa Tanis, South Karnla Miris and 
the Daflas of the Par and Panior Regions with Government and the population of the Assamese plains are 
likely to react on the tribesmen in the areas which are at present under the influence of Tibetan trade. 
w i t 4  l , a r~er  quantities of Assamese goods such as iron and salt available in the hills south of the Khru and 
Kamla, and the irqpetus thereby lent to the activities of Apa Tani traders, increasing supplies of salt as 
well as swords, dpo, knives and hoes will reach the tribesmen to either side of the old trade-divide, where they 
may eventually displace some of the articles of Tibetan origin. But in view of the difficulties of transport 
and the uncertainty of commul~ications it is for many years to come unlikely that the trade-divide will 
recede northwards by more than fifteen or at  the most twenty-five miles. Even les3 probable is it that 
Assamese or Apa Tani cloth will within any measurable time be able to compete with the warm, durable 
and extremely cheap Tibetan woollen cloth which is universally worn in such areas a3 the Selu and 
M6ngo valleys. Cotton cloth is unsuitable for these attitudes and any woollen cloth coming fiom India 
would be prohibitivrly expensive. Even if sheep-breeding is introduced among those Daflas now in contact 
with Assam the output of wool will for a long time to come meet only local requirements. But there is a 
yet more coxent reason whv the trade of the tribes on the Upper Khru, and the Upper Kamla, the Selu. and 
the Upper Subansiri is not likely to be diverted from Tibet. The exchange-goods which these tribesmen 
have to oKer-vegetable dyes, cane ro es, roughly cured skins and various jungle produce-are highly 
Prized by the Tibetans but have no or Ettle market value among Apa Tanis and Southern Daflas and could 
never be disposed of in the plains of Assam. Indeed Apa Tanis and South Kamla Miris will only be 
interested in extending their trade further north into the region of the Upper Kamla and its tributaries, 
if through the tribesven of that area they can obtain more or rhone Tibetan goods valued for their 
zsthetic qualities and traditional associations. Thus the expansion of trade in the zone under Indian 
influence, which yill provide such tribes as the Apa Tanis and Hill Miris with a supply of exchange-goods 
for tradc with the tribes further to the north, will not replace, but rather stimulate trade with Tibet by 
encouraging the tribesmen along the trade-divide to  acquire more Tibetan goods with which to barter 
articles obtainable only from Assam. If thereby the scarcity belt, where a t  present people d o  not obtain 
sufficient quantities of salt and iron either from India or from Tibet, can be gradually narrowed and 
perhaps ultimately eliminated, economic penerration in the Subansiri Region will have brought 
concrete benefits to a very considerable population to both sides of the present Indo-Tibetan trade- 
divide. 

, 
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EDUCATION 

If the tribesmen or the Subansiri Region are to adapt themselves and their style of living to  closer 
contacts with the outside world, a measure of education is indispensable to make this process a success. 
Only literacy and a knowledge of Assamese can enable Daflas or Apa Tanis to deal in equal terms with the 
people or the pla~ns. Ignorant of the lingua fronca and even the simplest accounts they have to rely, in their 
economic relations with the outside world, on the tutelase of Government. And though Government as the 
'senior partner' will for many years have to continue to protect the hillmen a3 far as possible from economic 
exploitation, it is in the interests of both parties that the tribesmen shall be educated to attain as soon as 
possible a reasonable degree of self-reliance, not only in the administration of their own aKairs, but also i n  
iheir relations with other populations. 

But what type of education is most likely to give to the Dafla and Apa Tani self-reliance and equip 
him for the manif.,ld contacts with outsiders which the opening up of the country will inevitably involve ? 
There can be no reasonable doubt that  acquisition of a working knowledge of colloquial Assamese must be 
the first aim of any educational effort. Relations with officers of Government as well as with the populatioh 
of the plains would at  once become easier and smoother if a number of prominent tribesmen were able to 
converse in Assamese. At present it is mainly men of low status and little importanze who have picked u p  
a smattering of Assamese while working for wages in the  lai ins. The prominent men, on whose judgment 
the atlitud: or whole villages depends, have, as a rule, no knowledge of Assamese. When I first visited the 
Apa Tani country the relations between this important tribe of 20,000 and Government depended almost 
entirely on one Dafla interpreter, Kop Temi, who was the only person familiar with both Assamme and Apa 
Tani. The presence of a Government party in the Apa Tani country in 1944 and again in 1945 enabled 
several young Apa Tanis orgood status to pick u p  a little Assamese, but even at  the end of the second 
season none of them could interpret any difficult conversation, while the clan-heads and older councillors 
knew no Assamese whatsoever. Among the DaHas of the Par Valley and the South Kamla Miris one meets 
individual men and women who through frequent visits to the plains have acquired a certain fluency in  
Assamece, but as one moves northwards through the Kiyi Valley into the Khru Region or along the Karnla 
river Assamese soon loses its useful~less as a medium of intercourse, none of the tribesmen knowing even 
a Tew words oC the language. 

Where even mutual understanding with adults is still diRicult, education and particularly education of 
children cannot follow orthodox lines. At the present stage it would be futile to open'schools for Apa Tani  
or Dnfla children. Neither parents nor children would comprehend the usel'ulneu of such schooling and 
the teachers who would have to be imported would have no means of communicating with their pupils. 

The initial approach wiil have to be diferent. Small groups or selected young men should be taught 
colloquial Assameoe in an informal way and this would create at  least a nucleus or  people who realize the 
advantages of learning a foreign language. At first the teaching should be purely vocal, and only when the 
students have understood that to every word in their tribal dialect corresponds a word in Assamese, should 
they be taught the link between the phonetic sound and a written svmbol. An adaptation of Laubach's 
Method of Adult Education will probably be the most successful, but the difficulty is at present that no one 
capable of reducing a tonal language to writing has as yet a sufficient knqwledge of Apa Tani or any of the 
Dafla dialrcts. 'l'he printing cfcharts and books will, therefore, have to wait, but specially chosen teachers 
from other hill tribes, e.g., Nagas under the guidance of a n  officer experienced in, and origindl education 
could start experimental teaching straightaway. There can be no two views as to the script which should 
be used in writiug the tribal dialects. Assameee is the obvious choice, for Assamese is the language through 
whicb the tribesmen will have to communicate with the outside world. 

Once the idea or the written word-today utterly foreign to the majority of tribesmen-has gained 
ground and a iew adults are ablc to put their knowledge ofwriting to practical use it will be time 
to begin with the education of children. By then the teachers who have worked arnong adults should have 
learnt ellough of the local dialects to use them as media o i  instruction and with their help educationalists 
should be able to compose simple primers in the tribal languages. 

While Car adu!ts the acquisition oC a second lang~iage and the ability to read and write it will be a n  
extraordinary achievement and indeed as much as adult education can be expected to impart in the 
cil,cumstances, child education cannot be divorced from the question of values. The Assamese school-books 
which are likely to be use1 are based on certain cultural values, and if these-as may well happen-run 
counter to those accepted in tribal society, there arises the danger of a conflict of ideas. Any discrepancy 
between the values taught in school and those assimilated by the cl~ild a t  home and in the village must 
lead to mal-adjustment and disharmony. I am not at  all sure whether detribalized Nagas or Khasis working 
a3 teachers among Apa Tanis and Daflas can always be relied to base their general teaching on the social 
and ethical values of the tribesmen. Close supervision and guidance by an expert is here indispensable. 
That  schools can bercke  local points of tribal culture, as well as centres of progress, I have been able to 
show in the Gond schools of Hyderabad, and I am convinced that an anthropological approacll to the 
planning of education can achieve similar results elsel~here. The school and the school-books nlust stand 
In close relation to the actualities ortribal life, and children must be imbued with respect for the tribal 
institutions which sustain ?he social existence of the community. Instruction in improved agric~lltural 
methods and useful arts and crafts is of course, also desirable, but even more important is the general 
orientation of school-education. I t  must not lead away from the tribe, to a world where a clerkslip irl 
a n  o&ce appears as the crown of an 'educated' man's career ; it must lead into the heart of tribal 
life with ambition directed towards service on village and regional councils, in schools, trade-dep6ts and the 
other local institutions. It will be difficult however, to inculcate sucli a spirits in the school-boys until young 
men of /he tribe have been (rained as teachers. The primary aim of any educational system should, therefore, 
be the  raining of intelligent tribesmen for the post of teache1.s in the first village.schools. Progress will 
no doubt be slower than among the Gondn, who, though without a written language of their own, were 
f~rlly alive to the advantages ofliteracy. But the ultimate h t e  of Apa Tanis and Daflas too will depend on 
their ability to assimilate the techniques indispensable to present-day civilization, aud the attainment of 
literacy will be an important stepping-stone to an organized tribal self-government based on traditional values 
but utilising the modern requisites of an ordercd administration. 



ese notes I have attempted no more than a statement of problems, a n  assessment of the 
ies of culture-contacts in the Subansiri Region, and a rough outline of a course of action which 
to a saiisfactory and mutually beneficial co-operation between the populations of the plains and 
ndent tribesmen of the I~ills. The  policy which will eovern their relations in the years to corne 
be formulated and until a decision has been reached on matters of principle, i t  is impossible 
t detailed plans or foretell future developments. The anthropologist familiar with the tribesmen 

cious of the great and vital values in their culture, can only hope that Government's policy will 
,,be based on rerpect far the tribesmen's undeniable right on their country and its resources, and 

etern~ination to develop and improve, but never to destroy tribal institutions and a social order 
of time. The  tragic mistakes committed by the representatives of advanced 
eat of the prinlitives races of the South Sea Islands and North Ameri,ca must 

thc Eastern Himalayas. We can learn bcrh from those mistakes and from the more 
ch aim at  remedying some or their results. A pronouncement of Johx Collier, Commis- 
Alkirs in United States, which aptly characterizes the present American attitude 
nts of the Red Indian race. could be applied almost verbally to the policy which shouid 
relations with the primitive ~ribnl folks on her north-eastern borders ; "On the purely 

si.de, only sheer fanaticism would decide on further destruction of (Red) Indian languages, crafts, 
usic, ritual, philosophy, and religion. These possessions have a significance and beauty which 
iently through endless gerlcrations of a pcople immersed in the life of nature, filled with imaginative 

core OF b-in:. To destroy theni wou'd be comparable to destroying the rich 
al heritageof the Arvan races-its music and poetry, its religion and philosophy, its temples and 
......... The new Indian policy seeks to prelerve these unique cultural values through the, Indian 

otherwise ......... But while protecting t1.e Indian culture from violent up-rooting, the new 
also to give the (Redj Indians the I'ull advantage of modern education and of science, and thus 

(t\dviger; No. 1-50-26 6.1Y~f .  
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